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'NAtIONAL. SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D C 20550

January 26, 1982

To the President and Members of Congress:

I am pleased to transmit the second Fire-Year Outlook-on science and technology as required by the
National Science_ and Technology Policy,,Organization and Priorities Act of 1976.

This Fire -Year Outlook, like its predecessor, is based on-the premise that discoveries andAnventions
pouring-.forth from the Nation's .Science and technology enterprise will -continue to have a profound
influence on,a1Jaspects of our lives. The report identifies ail array of emergent issues that are likely to be of
concern to Americnn.society during the next, five years. It describes soine of the problems; opportunities,
and constraints associated with the use of science and technology to hefpdefine, illuminate and resolve
those issues, and it examines several -of the problems that may emerge as a result-of scientific and
technological activities themselves.

In preparing this report; the Foundatio'h obtained theviews of a number of scientific.organizations, as well
as a range of Federal departments and,agencies. These contributions, collectedlin. two accompanying

i
Source Vohunes, reflect the vigor and diversity of-American scienc? and technqlogy, and I commend them-
to your attention. Several" theines persist amid this diversity. the shared responsibility of the public and
private sectois -for-maintaining.the strength of the-Nation's science and technology enterprise, the vital"
contributions of science-and technology to-industrial innovation, productivity and economic growth, the
changing international context of American science:and technology, the need to base an ever7widening
range of policy decisions on better scientific information, and the need to improve the level of sciemifiL and-
technological literacy of allAmericans to enable them to participate more productively in our increasingly
technological society. Views of doveenment and non-Government-specialists on each of these topics are
drawn together in this report and highlighted in its Executive Summary. -We have also synthesized their
views about likely neameun problems, opportunities and constraints associated with the applications of
-science and technology in such speCific areas as agriculture, ener4y and th.: environment, health, national
security, - and space.

I believe that this Five-Year Outlook proVides a useful framework for discussijn in the Executive Branch,
the Congress, and throughout the Nation about the. best ways to focus our superlative national capabilities in
science and technology to help increase productivity and economic growth, strengthen our national

-defenses, make more effective use of our human resourc s, and improve the quality of our lives and our
environment.

Respectfully,

I

John B. Slaughter
Director
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The Five-Year Outlook on science and technology and its
companion, the Annual Science and Technology Report to
the Congress, are required by Tit le.II oti the Science and
Technology 'policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of
1976 (Public Law 94-282). Both reports are concerned
with current and anticipated developments in science and
technology and the effects of those develOpments on so-
ciety. Both are designed to provide a partial. response to
the need; expressed by-that legislation, for the Congress to

:be "regularly informed of the condition,-health and vi-
tlity for science and technology, and] the relation of
-science and technology to changing national goals" (Sec-
non-102(b)-(6)) and for the executive branch to be able to
"identify-and assess emerging, and future areas in which
science and technology, can be used effectively in address-
ing national and international problems" (Section
205(4-(10)).

Preparation of the two reports is the responsibility of the
Director of the National Science Foundation (NSF). Taken
in conjunction_with the National Scienc'e Board's Science

e* Indicators, also prepared by NSF, they aim to provide a

set of tools - useful for policy planning and assessment.
More broadly, they are intended as a framework for dialog
among the executive and legislative branches of the
Federal Government, practitioners and users of science
and technology in the public and private sectors, and the
general public. Science Indicators provides quantitative
information, with some analyses, about recent trends in
the resources devoted to science and technology and about
some qu'antifiable-impaCts and outputs of scientific and
technological-activities. The Five-Year Outlook offers a
more qualitative and, in some sense, complementary view
of present-and likely future trends. It identifies and de-
scnbes current and anticipated develoPients in science

and technology as well as trends external to science and
technology that are likely, to have impacts pn their con-
duct. The Five-Year Outlook alto suggests ways in which
research can contribute to illuminating and resolving
problems of national concern, and it points to constraints
on the capacity of science and technology to make such
contributions. The Five-Year Outlook is not meant to, nor
does it represent the official pblicies of the U S Govern-
ment. Rather, it serves as an interagency discussion docu-
ment and a focus for- raising problems that might merit
policy consideration in the coming years. The Annual
Science ,and Technology _P port. on the other hand, is a
comprehensive statement of the Adiiiinistration's science
and technology policy. It discusses specific issues of con-.
cern to the Administration, selected because they are both
timely and important. and because the Federal Govern-
ment has a legitimate and significant role in their solution.
The Annual Report also reviews Federally supported re-
search and development activities throughout the
Government.

The two chapters that compose the body of the second
Five-Year Outlook on science and technology aim at two
different, but related, objectives _Chapter [focuses on the
impacts that science and technology are likely to have on
problems that transcend or cut across specific substantive
fields or areas of application and on the ways in which
developments external to science and technology are
likely to affect their conduct. Its emphasis is on trends
associated with four generic topics that are likely to con-
tinue to be important for at least the next 5 years: (I)
Maintenance and Development of the Science and Tech-
nology Base; (2) Contributions of Science and Technol-
ogy to Industrial Innovation, Productivity, and Economic
Growth.,. (3) The International Context of U.S Science

vii
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and Technology. and (4) Science, Technology. and
Policy itaki rig.

Chapter II is ,concerned with the probable effects of
developments in science and technology in specific areas
of application. It discusses issues associated 4vith nine
functional categories. (I) National Security. (2) Space. (3)
'Health,-(4) Energy, (5) Natural Resources, (6) Environ-
ment. (7) Transportation, (8) Agriculture, and (9)
Education.

Ali the broad themes that underlie the discussions in the
two chapters are drawn from source materials commis-
sioned by NSF. Other published sources were also used.
occasionally to provide additional fattual information or
to amplify the discussions.

The commissioned Inaterials are published in two
Source Volumes. Tae first volume consists of 17 chapters
prepared by the National Research Council on human
resources, _natural resources and environment, research
frontiers, research systerns,,and new technologies. The
chapters offer the perspectives of individuals active in
research in those areas. They do not necessarily reflect
policies of the National Science Foundation or the U.S.
Government.

The second volume of source documents consists of the
views of individuals selected by two organizationsthe
Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy of
the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence, and the Sociat Science Research Council. Their
contributions deal. 'respectively, with public policyprob
!ems associated with science and lechnology, and with
current developments in social and behavioral science
disciplines. Again, the views and opinions expressed do
not necessarily reflect the policies of the National Scknce
Foundation or the U.S. Government.

The second of the Source Vohunes also includes narra-
fives prepared by task groups representing 22 Federal
agencies. They deal with anticipated problems, oppor-
tunities, and constraints rc lated to science, technology,
and public policy from the perspectives of the missions of
those agencies. Finally, the second Sours e Vi,lifine in-
cludes a selected, annotated _bibliography of published
sources and an index to both Source Volumes.

Notes concerning the preparation of the Fire -Year Out-
look and the source materials appear in Appendix B.

Key to Abbreviations

Abbreviations appearing in parentheses throughout Chap
ters I and II refer to more complete discus-ions in the
Source Volumes, to sources contributed to the first Five-

Year Oudook. and to recent SticYkc hh1i arm s and An
ma/ St kit«, and Technolog.t Reports Citations to the
published literature appear as footnotes

Table IKey to Abbreviations Used in the Text to Cite Source Materials

Abbreviation Explanation

Nongovemment Sources

NRC -I 2 3

AAAS-1.2.3. .

SSRC-1.2.3.

Contribution of the National Research Council
(in Source Volume I) by chapter number. Note:
NRCObs, refers to the discussion titled
"Observations." by E Seitz, and R Handler.
Contribation.of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (in Source Volume
2) by chapter number. Note: AAASObs.
refers to the discussion titled "Observations:
Racing the Time Constants. by W. D. Carey.
Contribution of the Social Science Research

Council (in Source Volume 2) by chapter
number.

Abbreviation

NS
SPACE

HEALTH
ENERGY
GST

NF
ENVIRON
TRANS
AGR
EDUC
IA

Explanation

Federal Agency Tisk Group Narratives (In Source Vidume 2)

National Security
Space

Health
Energy
General Science and Technology
Natural Resources

Environment
Transportation
Agriculture'
Education

International Affair

Other Selected NSF Reports

Outlook 1

ASTRI,11.III

41,91-78: SI-80

Firit Five-Year Outlook. 1980
Annual Science and Technology Reports:

1=1978, 11=1979. 111=1980
Science Indicator- ceries: 78=1978. 80=1980
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txe-cutive Summary

America's capabilities in science and technology have
provided the basis for its immeasurable contributions to
human _ knowledue about the natural and the manmade
universe. The deliberate and systematic application of that
knoWledge has, in writ. contributed to improvements in
the quality of life and the environment, increased indus-
trial and agricultural productivity, economic growth, and
national security. Science and technology have proviJd
detailed information and analytical tools to assist in
weighing an-array of policy options and in assessing the
nntiact of policy choices. And science and technology
have become important adjuncts to American foreign
policy.

This Ftve-Year Outlook is based on the premise that the
unmistakable influence of science and technology on con-
temporary trends and outcomes is unlikely to abate. It
identifies an array of-emerging national issues with high
science and technology relevance that are likely to con-
front the United States during the next 5 years. It describes
some of the problems. opportunities, and constraints as-
sociated with the use of science and technology to resolve
those issues, and It examines problems that may emerge as
a result of scientific and technological activities
themselves.

The issues described in this report have been identified
in contributions from the National Research Council. the
American Association for the Advancement of Science.
the Social Science Research Council. and a wide range of
Federal agencies whose missions ii.volve science and
technology.many of the issues are generic in the sense
that they transcend or cut actoss specific substantive fields
or acknowledged aleas of application. Those issues are
identified and described in Chapter 1and summarized
belowunder four headings: (1) Maintenance and De-
velopment of the Science and Technology Base; (2) Con-
tributions of Science amitechnology to Industrial Innova-
tion, Productivity, and Economic Growth: (3) The
International Context of U.S. Science and Technology;
and (4) Science, Technology, and Policymaking Other
current and emerging issues center on problems.-oppor
tunities, and constraints that arc closely related to particu-
lar substantive fields. Those problems, opportunities, and
constraints are identified and described in Chapter II
and summarized belowunder nine tbpical headings.
each corresponding to one of nine functional categories-
(1) National Security, (2) Space, (3) Health, (4) Energy,
(5) Natural Resources. (6) Environment, (7) Transporta-
tion, (8) Agriculture, and (9) EduCation.

ix
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Genetic Policy Issues*

MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BASE

The ability of American science and technoloo sustain
their record of achievement will depend on seat raining
and developing the superlative infrastructure established
With public and private support since World War II. Retro-
spective indicators demonstrate convincingly that the
United States has maintained its preeminence in scientific
research during the past 5 years. But signs of stress.
including resource constraints, demographic trends af-
fecting higher education, escalating instrumentation
costs, and pressures for short-term returns on research
investments, may well become more pronounced during
the next 5 years. With respect to technology, the United

tates is no onger the undisputed world leader, as it was a
decade ago, in such bask areas as automotive design.
consumer electronics, scientific instrumentation, steel-
making, ship construction, and rail transportation, in part
because Japan and Western Europe have reestablished the
intellectual and productive capacities that were destroyed
by World War II. It is losing its lead in several key

__defense,relatedJechnologies. As_yet thereis_no evidence
of any diminution in the inventive capacit§ of American
scientists 'and engineers; rather, many percOve a failure in
following up and implementing their innoVations Yet the
above noted stresses, if they do not abate, could seriously
erode the science and technology base and therefore its
innovative capacity ,pp. 2-3).

47 percent and 49 percent, respe:tively. Of the Federa!
expenditures, approximately one half were allocated to
national security. National expenditures for basic research
during 1981 were estimated to be S8.8 billion, with the
respective Federal and industrial shares estimated at 68
and 16 percent (p. 3).

Financial resources in the private sector for conducting
R&D arc likely to remain constrained during the next 5
years, although improved economic conditions are ex-
pected to increase prospects for private sector invest-
ments. Thus, there are likely to be continuing incentives
for structural changes that might facilitate research, in-
cluding greater use of centralized facilities and coopera-
tive projects between university and industrial laborato-

-rieS7-COblieratiiiii 'among glaVeritincitl , universities. and
tl in several defense-related areas of basic science

ri\a d engineering will likely-Increase (pp. 10-12).

FINANCIAL RESNRCES

Total(civilian and military) national investments in re-
search and development (R&D) in the United States are
greater than in France, West Germany, and Japan com-
bined. The ratio of total annual national investments in
R&D to Gross National Product (GNP) declined in the
Unid States since 1967, but it is still higher than in all
other countries, with the possible exception of the Soviet
Union. The U.S. civilian R&D per GNP ratio has
plateaued at about the same level as in the United King-
dom and France, but considerably below that of West
Germany and Japan. Moreover. R&D investments in
those two counties are more sharply concentrated in areas
related to economic growth than is true in the United
States (pp. 3-4).

During 981, total national expenditures for all R&D
activities in the United States were estimated to be S69 1
billion, with the Federal and industrial shares estimated at

'Page number in parentheses miff to detailed discussions in the bod) of-
the Ftre Year Outlogic.

111.111AN RESOURCES

If present undergradniqc enrollment trends persist, there ,
should continue to be enough new graduates in most b,riad

-fieldsk.of_science and technology to satisfy anticipate
demands through the decade. HOweVer, spot sOrtages do
exist an certain subspecialties, and others 'play develop.
The greatest proble-ms at present appear related to engi-
neers and computer scientists. University faculties, the
armed services, and, in some critical fieldsmrivate indus-
try are likely to continue to experience difficulties in
recruting\and retaining qualified engincersiand computer
scientists, particularly persons with advanced degrees
(pp. i-8).

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

At present, universities and colleges and organizations
associated with or administered by universities conduct,
about 10 percent of all the R&D in the United States and
about 50 percentof all the ham research. Universities are
likely to continue to experience problems related to the
costs of carrying out their activities and the decreasing
college age population from which -undergraduate and
graduate students are drawn. Instrumentation, obsoles-
cence in such equipment-intensive fields as physics,
chemistry, computer\ science, and the various fields of
engineering is likely \to continue as a serious problem.
Openings for new PII.D's in many university science
departments are likely to remain scarce into the next
decade (pp. 8-10).

The numbers of Ph.D's awarded in engineering and
computer science have i?een decreasing since the early
1970s1 In contrast, and u 'like the situation in most scienj

.I.



Ilk disciplines, undergraduate enrollments in engineer-
ine and computer science have been increasing. and ap
,plications for admission to programs in those fields are
projected to increase However, unless current faculty
recruitment problems arc resolved, university engineer
ing and computer science department3 may not be able to
maintain enrollments at a level sufficient to continue to
meet anticipated deniand at the bachelo's degree level In
addition, the lack of sufficient numbers-of aualified fat.
tilt) members, coupled with the 'rowing obsolescence of
instruments and facilities, could have a negaiive effect on
basic engineering research in the. country (pp. 8 10). A
similar problem appears to be developing in medical
science as a diminishing proportion of young physicians
opt for careers: in research and tOching. That treri has
already led to vacancies on seveial Medical school fac

I fteS-10:491.

INDUSTRIAL REM:AR(.11

Approximately 70 percent of all R&D'in *United Suites '-
is conducted by private industry Dhring the next 5 years`a
good deal of industrial research is expected to focus. on
improving energy efficiency in processing and on,increas-
ing productivity through automation, with the relative
importance of those concerns differingamong industries
and among lirins-within-industries (pp. 10-12).

'------Since-theani.d-1960s there has been a shift away from
investments in lung-range re search In-SZ.3,eral key U.S..
industnes. faetur that may have contributed to the ero-
sion uf U.S. leadership in certain technologieal areas.
Industrial investments in lung-range exploratory research
during the next 5 years ,will almost. certainly depend
!way dy on the seventy of foreign competition, the general
eeonotnic situation. and the likelihood that the legal and
regulatory climate will not unduly impede the.eummiu-
cialization uf results uf R&D aetiv.ties. 'Changes in U.S.
tax laws dunng 1981 were designed in part to stimulate
increased industrial investments in long-range R&D. in-
dustrial.laboraturies am also likely to seek to strengoien
their links to other components of the U.S. research
system, parneularly oniversines t pp. 10-12).

CONTRIBUTIONS OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY TO INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION,
PRODUCTIVITY, AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

During the 1970s, the; growth rate of American industrial
productivity lagged behind/ that of other industrialized
eountnes, including France. West Germany, and Japan. In
addition, the rate of industrial innovation in the United
States also appears to have lagged relative to t
Ines. Total industrial R&D investments in those euuntnes
arc also increasing lama than in the United States.

xi
e

CONTitIBUTIONS OF S'CIENCE AND14711NOLOP-V-
.

A number of factors influenee industrial innovation, pro-
ductivity, and ceunumiegrov:ih. Research and develop-
ment activities are among. the more unpunant, bint.e. they
underlie the innovation prueess and provide many of the
tools needed for increasing productivity. Ptoduen lay
growth also appears to be, related to lung -tem: Inv estine his

in basic research, American industries tis ith high ratios of
R&D investments to sales have consistently experienced
substantially hit her productivity growth rates than other
industnes. There is no evidence of any diminution in the,
innovative capacity of U.S. scientists and engineers.
Rather-low rates of productivity growth m some indus-
tries may denve from a failure to make sufficient use of
R&D-results (pp. 12-16).

Productivity an also improved by IneuTorating_
existing innovan )ns into industrial processes and through
thd successfulapplication ohnanizational behavior data,
as Japan has Vemonstrated in the automotiv)e and consum-

er electronics industries. Additicir;ally, technological in-
novations based on the results-Of R&D activities can lead
to improvements in the quality is) opposed to the quantity
of goods and services. although such qualitative improve-
ments are not easily tragslated nto measures of productiv-
ity changes (pp. 12-16).

INDUSTRIAL R&D INVESTMENTS

While totil real dollar outlays for R&D by privateIndustry
havdriereav,ed substantially since 1975, there 'has also
beet a mar17-3' shift away_____from slung term ex'ploratory

researeh toward short term prublaTaving in scleral key
industries. Factors beyond the control uf industry can
dKourage lung-term R&D investments They include
generally high inflation and interest rates, escalating ener
gy Lusts, Federal tax and, patent policies. and Federal
regulatiu;:is that encourage short tern defensive reSeareh
and lead 16- uncertainties AO the future marketability of
R&D results (pp. 13-15). ,

The shift away from long-i rm investments and the
failure to capitali ze on existingjn ovations in some Indus
tries may also be related to inte al management prat
tries, to recruitment procedures that select managers on
the basis of business skills rather than technical com-
prehension. and to a reward system that emphasizes real
'zing short-term profits rather than investing in lung ',Inge
innovative potential (p. 15).

THE FEDERAL ROLE

During the next 5 years, the Federal Governnieni is ex
peeled to fueus on indirect means of encouraging private
industry to increase its lung-term research. investments
and on improving the elimate Cot eommercializing the
results of its R&D dui% itics In addition to improv ing the

1 9 t
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I
overall economic climate, the 1981 Economic Tax Recov-
er Act included R&D tax credits, accelerated deprecia -.
tidn'schedules, and other incentives to stimulate
Ilona! corporate R&D investments. More favorable patent
and antitrust policies. as well as removal of diSincentives
in the form" of excessive Federal regulations ore also like'y
to stimulate such inVestments.4Many 'believe that the
appropriate -Feral role 'is to support only long-?arige,
high -risk research wIth A potentially high payoff Thus,
the Reagan Administration is not expected to support
R&D prograrns, of an economic subsidy nature excpt in
areas such as defense andispace where Government' is the
sole or primary Consumer (pp. 16, '17).

INDUSTRY -UN VLRSITN COOPERATION

Increased tit iversity-industry cooperation appears to be
an imporitant clement in strengthening this country's R&D
enterprise. Such cooperation can take a number of forms,
including contracted researclijointly ownedand operated
research facilities, and university-based industrial in-
stitutes. eooperati&offers industry additional acces to
long-range exploratory research progtams as a source of
ideas knowledge, and basic technologies for future inno
vation It provides universities with additional sources of
research support and gives university faculties and stu-
dents access to industrial research facilities and a more
realistic understanding of both the needs of industry and
available industrial research opportunities. The trend
toward greater research cooperation between industry and
uniirersities'appears to be largely independent of direct
Federal intervention. Anticipated increases in university-
industry cooperative research during the next 5 years
should provide data on the effectiveness of various coop-
erative modes and on.the need for catalytic Federal sup-
port (p. 17).

Tfig INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT OF U.S.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY /

During the next years, trend:stand events abroad, par,
ticularly in Western Europe. Japan, and the .12.S.S.R.,
will affect U.S. relations with those countries, the eon-
duct pfAmerit.an,sLient.e and teanology, and the rel.,
tionships. of science and technology to U.S. domestik..
concerns. The Feueral Government is likely to continue to
suppUrt international Lollaborative efforts in senLe and
technolbewhen such Lollaborations are dearly in the

' ' national interest. Issues associated with international re
souji,e management and the global environment v...11 per
sist on the U.S. &meshc agenda, as will the perennial
problem of how best to use Science and technology to help
resolve problems related to poverty throughout the world

1 xii

INTERNATIONAL' COOPER) MN)

The industrialized denr6cracies, par,:%:ularly the Western
European nations, share many concerns about likely
effects of financial and human resource constraints on the
conduct of science and technology. Thus, incentives for
cooperative international science and technology pro-
grams, particularly large, expensive programs of mutual
interest and benefit in such areas as space and high-energy
physics that are unlikely to provide any single country
with a short-term competitive edite, may well increase.
Such cooperation is, expected to continue under the aus-
pices of Auld bilateral and multilateral vcrnment
agreements, through multinational corporations, and
through private arrangements betweelt individuals, re-
search organizations, and busicess firms top. 18,-20).

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION

Domestic policies affecting R&D can have serious im-
pacts op U.S. competitiveness abroad. For example, since
regulatory policies among the industrialized democracies
vary, such American industries as the pharmaceutical
industry may be at a disadvantage compared to their
foreign cwpetifors. The effects.of regulations on interna-
tional tec'hnelogy competition need continuing eximuna-
don, on a ..ise-by-case basis, during .4 next 5. years.
Possible effects on U.S. industry of additional tariff barri-
ers o, additional high-technology export limitations Also
need to be exannned closely. partieulurly in view of the
vital contributions that R&D-intensive industries lore
making to the U.S. balance of payments (pp. 18-20).

SOVIET CAPABILITIES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ti

The U.S.S.R. appears to invest .yarger friiet.T of its
Gross.National Product in R&D and has aJfigher propor-
lion of its labor force engaged in R&D activities than any
other nation. Soviet scientists have made impressive con-
tributions in several disciplines, and the country has made
signify giant strides in applying R&D in nuclear energy
development, civil and military vpate...tytiv ities, and na-

tional defense. However. the !...met [Anon has thus far
f: led to use its massive R&D investments fur fostering
innovations in manufaLtupng industries and fur eLunumiL
growth. Irgerovements in the produari, ity of the Sov let
labor foreu have fallen sharply An ret.ent y cars. the Su\ let
leadership appears-au ret.ognize that v. ith labor, energy,
and ...tonal unstraints bet.unung more scvere. ..oun
try's produalv ity will have ttf improve rapidly to meet
even its inodestet.unuink. grovith ta4cts. how t.vcr, SAO

---
leaders appear ,7unts 'Haig to take the neLessary steps&)
improve productivity. The L'entrally pl:inncd nature of Ilk
Soviet ei-onurny, the rigid institutional barrios that exist
between the R&D and the industrial sectors, and the
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absence of any strong economic driving force ma) be
-difficult-obstacles to twirl-come in stimulating innovation-
and economic growth (pp. 20-21).

The appropriate degree and form of science and tech-
nology cooperation with the U.S.S.R. depends on many
factors. The political climate between the United States
and the Sot let Union plays a large role in determining the
volume of these exchanges. as does the willingness of the
Soviets to pros ide access to their best scientists and Neill-

C.S. scientists have decided to boycott ex-
changes w ith the SON lets ONO the treatment of their fellow
scientists, such as Sakharot °dot, and Brailpv sky, in the .
Soviet Union. Past governmental bilateral scientifi., ex-

changes have pros kick' the United States w ithia window
into Soviet scien'67", et en though the Soviet scientists
probably gained more in a scientific sense/than their
American counterparts. The efficacy of cointrols on the
exports of nonmilitary technblogies is also a difficult
issue, in part because of the difficulty of prohibiting or
limiting access toia good deal of widely available scientific
and technical information (p. 21).

MANAULNILN I AND 13,\1 IRONNILNIAL ISSUES

Ensuring the availability of oil and other critical raw
materiais, including metals and certain specialized
woods, will crtinue to be a central problem for all
indu. rialized nations, With the indOstrialization of set--
eral n dle-tier countries. it is likely to become a more
difficult problem internationally. Thus. there are likely to

tr-i4fCreasing incentives for ooperative effo 'rts to ap
'science a echnology to improve mineral resourc
explorat on. rec cry, pro essmg. and recycling tech-
niques as well as the dellopment of substitute materials.
Coopiante et forts to improve management of the World's
tropical forests and prevent or reverse desertification of
arid hinds can pros ide both short- and long-term benefit;, ,tor the United Slides. Assessments of the causes and
'probable ling-term effects of pollution in the oceans and
of increasing fluorocarbon and carbon dioxide con-
centrations in the atniusphere will also resuire.continuing
attention (pp. 21-22).

Pitonuist$ 01 ECONOMIC DEVLOPMENT c--

film, reloted problems w ill i.....("tinut. to constrain eco-
nomic .det elopmerir in many less developed countries
population groWth. increasing food supply pressures. and
escalating world demand for petroleum. At least until the
middle of the nett century. thoseilioblems are likely to be
regional rather than glohal because they will fall more
heavily on the pourer countiles rather than threatening the
Larry 14 capacity 01 the entire.,1±orld. Most analysts agree
Mai the Untied Statcs cannot contint [cr. indefinitely to bear
the major burden of loud production for the world, and

k

th , therefore, Lgricultural productivity in the less de-
voloped_countries needs to be increased (pp. 23-24)

One\of the most effective ways in which individuals and
institutions in industrialized countries can help the less
developed countries reit i?.e their long-range development

,objectives is to continue ;to assist them in building their
on indigenous science and technology capabilities
President Reagan recognized the effectiveness -of this
mode of -coo eration in his pledge to devote greater
amounts of s ientific and technical know-how to third
wodd proplems. Such indigenous capabilities are essen-
tial for des icing new Jechnblogies or adapting existing
technologies to lotai need. for weighing alternatives
among atonable foreign technologies, and for assessing
probable impacts .of different options for technological
development (pp. 24-25).

SCIENCE. TEC1-11(10LOGY. AND POLICYMAKING

The sheer athount of information, including scientific
information, availableo assist in policyniaking processes
will continue to grow duririithe next 5 years. as will the
cap-abilities for handling. manipulating, communicating,
and retrieving it. For those reasons. the problems of how
to gain ready access to usable data that already exist are
likely to become more serious concerns in both the public
and the private sectors (pp. 25-26).

-sitrettODOLOGICAL INIPROVEMENTS IN GATHERING AND
INTERPRETING DATA

The power of scientific information w help define and
illuMinate policy problems and assess the impacts of
policy decisions h..s been enhanced considerably through
the use of conceptual and analytical tools developed by
various scientific disciplines. Methodological improve-
ments are expects to strengthen the reliability of survey
results concerned With the characteristics, actions, and
opinions of large groups. as well as the validity of demo-
graphic projections and certain types of economic projec-
tions. Improved 'ethodologies should'also psi- sit better
interpretation of the data bases that have been gathered
systematically r the past 20 years about the current and
changing statu4 of various institutions, including indus-
trial firms, educational institutions, scientific organiza-
tions, and government at all levels (pp. 26-27).

SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION AND THE REGULATORY
PROFESS

During the next 5 years both the public and private sectors
w ill probably make consiLlzable use of scientific informa-
tion in assessing risks to g'.alth. safety, and the en% iron-
ment. A February 17,1q81, Executive
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dent requires that Federal regulations of hazardbus
technologies be justified by neighing the vests and bens-

.,
4 -

fits of the technologies themselves and of the proposed
regulations. Estimating levels of possible damage frilnt
particular pollutant or contaminant t.an be greatly latili-
taied by a detailed understanding of fundamental ph)

s.hernit.al, biological, and physiological proLesses, a
fact arguing in favor of wide-ranging. sustained basic
,research (pp. 27-28).

Additional!), a good deal of attention is likely to be
directed to the uses and limitations of cormal risk,assess-
ment and cost-benefit analyses and other analytical tools
for assessing. risks and for eighing risks. costs, and
benefits. A partkular need is to expand these meth-
odologies to permit ,omparison of the vests, risks. and
benefits associated with entire alternative Masses of prod-
ucts or processesfor example, comparison of large:
scale coal and nuclear fission systems (pp. 28 -29).

Functional Area Problem* Opportunities, and Constraints

NATIONAL SECURITY

Federal outlays for defense-related R&D are expected to
continue to increase. The objectives are todevelop specif-
ic defense-related technologies and to maintain long-
range private sector capabilities irrsuch basic science and
engineering fields as electronics and materials with the
hope that They will lead to long-term payoffs in national-
defense applications (pp. 31-32).

1/
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND APPLICATIONS

The Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Program of the
Department of Defense (DOD) aims to accelerate de-
velopment of electronic microcircuit technology and en-
sure the 'industrial capability for developing the elec-
tronics required- in the next generation of computers,
missiles, radar, and intelligence processing centers. The
Defense Department's Ultrasmall Electronics Research
Program supports research aimed at revolutionary
changes in microelectronics in the next 10 to 20 years that
will depend on entirely new concepts and materials (pp.
32-33).

flesearCh in artificial intelligencels scheduled to inten-
sify; during the next 5 years,.the objective being to estab-
lish the basis for intelligent military systems. that will
provide new,capabilities and ease future personnel1needs.

The use of robots in Department of Defense systems
manufacturing is likely to increase_aiong with their use in
industry. For the longer term, robots will be developed for

:field use to assist combat and support forces (p. 34).
Strategic command, control, and communications sys-

tems must be able to survive in combat-and be htghly
dependable as the link between the command structure,
strategic reserve forces, and troops in the field. Advanced
packet communications technologies and a powerful ex-
perimental irifernetwork are being developed to provide

xi v

local, regional, and long-band computer communications
via ground radio transmission, terrestrial circuits, and
satellites. The technology for securing classified informa-
tion processed or stored in computer and communication
networks is also being developed (p. 34).

MATERIAp SCIENCE

The availability of stronger. lighter. and more heat-reAst-
r

ant materials is critical to the future development of mill-
tary aircraft, spacecraft, and ballistic missiles,; as well as
to many parts of the civilian economy. Research and
development that can lead to wider uses of carbon-carbon
composite and metal-matrix composite materials show
considdrable promise. Both' of those advanced types of
materials have the potential to replace presently used
alloys based on strategic metals that the United States
must import. Research and development in rapid solid-
ification technology will be vigorously pursued during the
next 5 'years. with the objective of producing ery high
quality "starting materials for new families of aluminum
and titanium alloys and superalloys (pp. 34-35).

AERONAUTICS RESEARCH tiND DEV.OPMENT

The integration of advanced electronics and materials
technologies is leading to significant improvements in the
combat capability of tactical aircraft. New control con-
cepts also provide capabilities to increase the survivability
of air-to-ground weapons against ground defenses. A ma-
jor effort is being made in DOD's advanced turbine engine
gas generator program to increase structural testing of
promising new turbinc engine concepts to provide a base
for better implementation of advanced technologies. That
effort derives from the need to decrease the cost of propul-
sion systems by placing greater emphasis on durability
and reliability during the research, development, and
initial testing stages (pp. 35-36).
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SPACE DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY

Advances in laser technology create opportunities for
high-energy laSer weapons for use in space. Progress has
been Made toward establishing the technology base for
chemical laser Weapons, and uncbnventional liser con-
cepts that equal or'exceed the performance, of existing
devices are being developed (p. 36).

An advanced-test, high-energy electron adcelerator, to
be completed in 1982, will provide scientific data on-the
feasibility of propagating stable, high-power, high-energy
electrons in the atmosphere over distances Of Military
interest (p.. 36).

NUCLEAR TI:ST VI.RIFICATION TECHNOLOGY

'Research to Provide a wider range of sensor options tier the
detectionand-identification-of nuclear tests will be pur-
sued. A raarines-eismic system demonstration program
houlgignificantly enhance global monitoring 'ca-

pabilities:of
of

and underwater nuclear tests
By the end qf 1983, the program should demonstrate the
feasibility of installing and operating the most advanced
type of seismic detector in a borehole in the deep ocean
floor (pp. 36-37).

HUMAN RESOURCES

The armed services are likely to continue to experience
serious problems in recruiting and retaining sufficient

' numbers of qualified engineers for their advanced re-
\
' search and development programs. Since sexual of those
programs involve cooperation with university research
laboratories, faculty recrp!tment and retention problems
in engineering schools are also a serious concern (p 37)

The Department of Defense is pursuing researciu in
several behavioral science fields to make more effective
use of its personnel at all levels. Priority programs aim
both at the development of computer-based instruction
and training systems and at a better understanding of the
interactions between humans and the complex, automated
systems that underlie present and future defense ca-
pabilities (pp. 37-38).

SPACE

Space has been referred to as the new, limitless ocean.
Given the historic impulse to explore, understand, and
control uncharted regions, there is no doubt that humans
will seek to master space. To ensure that the U.S. space
program comprises a logical, efficient, cost-effective se-
quence of activities, space planning needs to be carried
out with a very long ran time perspective. During the
1960s, the U.S. space program concentrated on demon-
strating both the technological feasibility and the potential
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usefulnesS of kpace flightl, The 1970s weise a period of
consolidation and assessment of the most fruitful direc-
tions for future research and application. Space activities
in the 1980s are expected to be characterized, by more
international cooperation and competition and to be more
sophisticated in technology, with results valuable for both
commercial and military applications (pp. 38-39).

THE SPACE SHUTTLE

Two sueee,,sful test flights of the Space Shuttle in 1981
opened a new phase in the exploration and uses of space
for scientific, commercial, and military purposes. The
Shuttle is heavily booked for its early years of operation.
Technologies under development aim to increase its
payllad and stay-time capacities. Planning aimed at im
pleinienting the full Space Transportation System' is being
pursued. That system consists of the Shuttle, the Euro-
pean-developed Spacelab, and upper stages for boosting
payloads from the Shuttle's low-Earth orbit to higher
orbits. The Shuttle is expected to offer unique oppor-
tunities for infrared and optical solar astronomy and. by
deploying the Space Telescope. will ,greatly extend our

into the universe. (pp. 39-41).

REMOTF. SENSING AND COMMUNICATIONS

During the next 5 years, increased use is likely to he made
of remote sensing and communications satellites. The
anticipated transition ofithe experimental Landsat system
to full operational use during the decade emphasizes the
desirability of resolving a host of institutional /SAO at the
local, State, Federal, and international levels. High pri-
ority should be given to reducing the cost of data handling
from remote sensing and communications satellites and to
encouraging greater participation by the private sector and
by State and local governments (pp.*41-42).

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

Space offers an attractive arena for international coopera-
tion. At present, I European countries under the man-
agement of the Eu opean Space Agency are developing
Spacelab, which will be an integral component of the,
Space Transportation System, and there .could be some
continuing cooperation with the Soviet Union in the life
sciences during the next 5 years. International competi- /
lion in civil space applications could also intensify
Ariane, a predominantly French rocket. has, for example, /
been billed as a potential alternative to the Shuttle fort
delivering satellites into orbit (p. 42).

Several less developed countries have profited from
U.S. communications and remote sensing satellite sys-
terns. However, the existence of those systems has also led
to demands. for a "new information order" that could

ftplace se'ere limitations on transborder information flow



'Additionally, some middle-tier countries are concerned
that the rapid deployment of communications satellites
into geosynchronous orbits will preempt them from im-
r

,plenienting their own research systems. Technologies
now being developed for handling increasingly higher
data transmission rates to and from communications satel-
lites and for broadening the communications frequent.),
band should pal tially allay such concerns (pp. 42-43).

I
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HEALTH

1 There are many indications thatadvandes in, and applica-
tions of, biomedical science will continue to contribute
substantially to improvements in the overall health of
Americans. Genetic recombinant techniques are facilitat-
ing the development, of a variety of pharmaceutical sub -

- stances, including new and more effective vaccines and
drugs. In the future. `the use of these technologies could
help' control genetic disorders. Advances in the neuro-
sciences, leading to a deeper understanding of the func-
tioning of the brain, could result in substantial progress in
the field of mental health. Increased attention.to the pre-
vention and cure of tropical diseases will benefit millions
of people in developing countries as well as American
'military personnel 4 ytioned abroad (pp. 43-44).

PREV ION OF MAJOR DISEASES

Death rates from _cardiovascular diseases 'have fallen by
more than 30 percent since 1950, due, in part, to the use of
more effective drugs and procedures for repairing the
heart and blood vessels. The rate of successful treatment
of certain cancers also continues to improve. Scientific
knowledge of behavioral and environmental risk factors
and broadened public awareness of the links between
those factors and disease promise substantially reduced
incidence of both disorders. Howevei; improvements in
the prevention of Fardiovascular diseases, cancer, and
several other major illnesses will depend upon the collec-
tion and analysis of detailed data about specific causal
relationships, between most major risk factors and major
illnesses. Accordingly, there is a high priority need to
integrate information about the interplay between be-
havior, pathological processes, and bodily dysfunction to
provide a basis for developing more effective treatment
and prevention techniques. In the interim, a variety of
approaches are possible to motivate individuals to take
more responsibility for their own health by altering their
behavior patterns (pp. 44-45).

PROBLEMS OF THE AGED

By the year 2000, the number of Americans over age 65 is
projected to increase by nearly 50 percent. Thus, there is
an increasing focus on the problem of how to deal with
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and take greater advantage of the potentiaLof the_aged
U.S. population. The number of women over 65 is in-
creasing more rapidly than the, number of Men. Under
present conditions, for example, a newborn` American
female can expect to live 9 years longer than a newborn
male. Although some Progress has been made- -and more
is anticipatedin treating such disorders as arthritis, se-
nile de:nentias, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases,
there is, still_a.relative-lack-of knowledge-about the-true
functional capacity of the aged and their health Care
needs. Thus, the potential exists for a considerable' im-
provement in the quality and productiveness of the lives of
that population. Two health-related areas requiring par-
ticular research attention arc the effects of drug metabo-
lism and drug interactions in the elderly, and the debilitat-
ing effects of social stresses to which the elderly are
subjected, including nursing practices, and changes in
family and economic circumstances. Additionally, health
care. and social service strategies need to be devised ,to
maximize the fun'etional and social independence of the
aged (pp. 45-46).

ADDICTIVE ;HillAVIOR

Alcoholism, drug abuse, and cigarette smoking continue
to be major individual, societal, and economic problems.
Ongoing research has provided considerable information
about the physiological and psychological causes of ad-
diction to cigarettes and marijuana. Research on genetic
predispositions and other biomedical factors may offer the
first real prospects for advancing knowledge-about the
causes of alcoholism. Ultimately, the results of those
research efforts should lead to improved prevention and
treatment strategies, although the effective incorporation
of innovative behavioral approaches into such strategies
may well require more systematic cooperation between
biomedical and behavioral scientists (pp. 46-47).

Assi:ssmhtso AND DISSI:MINATION OP BIOMI:DICAL
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Rapidly escalating health care costs increasingly threaten
to constrain the application of advances in biomedical
science and, more particularly, biomedical technolOgy.
Many new technologies are simply not cost - effective.
Hence, we can expect more widespread use of risk-cost-
benefit analyses and technology assessments, involving
the participation of a broad range of health care special-
ists, to evaluate the-efficacy and-possible hazards of medi-
cal technologies. Such evaluations will inevitably involve
difficult equity questions about' the appropriate distribu-
tion of health care and the ethical dilemmas associated
with the value of human life (pp. 47-48).

The effeLtit eness of programs to disseminate both bio-
medical research results and assessments of the ,:ffit.at..). of
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new technologies to the health care community deserves
careful study. BA accelerating the incorporation of prom-
ping cost-effective biomedical science and technology
into the health care system, these types of programs can
help ensure a better return on Federal investments-in
biomedical research -(p. 48).

REGULAti- ION OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY,

There is widespread concern that Federal regulations de-
signed to protect medical patients and subjects of research
may pose a significant constraint on the implementation of
advances in biomedical scie ce and technologies. For this
reason, regulatory procedures to protect human subjects
of biomedicaresearch are normally administered by local
committees ,of. physicians, -other health. care personnel.
and lay persons The regulations are being substantially
revised so -that -they can pro4cle adequate safeguards for
research subjects without unduly inhibiting the research
process Federal regulatiRns associated with testing and
assessing' new dragand TIM macal technologies are
subject tb intense controvefsy. Steps are being taken to
assure that anticipated compliance costs and regulatory
uncertainties do'kiot seriously inhibit the development of
many promising new drugs and technolo ies (p. 49).

HUMAN RESOURCES

While/the pressure for admission to medical schools con-
tinues unabated, the perennial problem of the geograph-
ical distribution of physicians remains. There has also
been a diMinution in the number of young physicians
entering academic medicine, as evidenced, for example,
by vacancies on medical school faculties. Continuation of
that trend could seriously inhibit further advances in bio-
medical research and in incorporating the results of that
research into the U.S. health care system (p. 49).

ENERGY

TheAdministration's energy policy is an integral part of
the President's comprehensive Program for Economic Re-
covery and is based on the assumption that, with regard to
the development of energy sources, the collective judg
tint of the market is generally superior to centralized
pro ramming. The Federal Government will continue to
investin long-term, energy-related research with high
risks artOotentially high payoffs. However, it will no
longer assume responsibility for accelerating the develop
ment of advan energy technologies, nor will public
funds be used t subsidize domestic, energy production
conservation (p. 0).

The power of the free l.narket in alley kiting shortierm
energy shortages is suggested by the moderated groy,th of
energy consumption in the United States, and especially
moil and transportation fuels use, thpf has resulted from
higher prices. Energy demand gr94,th through 1990 is
now projected to be slightly more than I percent 'per year.
well below the 2 percent forecast of 1979. The mix-of
energy sources the United States will use in the near and
more distant future will depend on domestic and interna-
tional demand for available fossil fuels and relative prices
of various alternatives (pp. 50-52).

MAINTAINING PITROLLUM AND NATURAL GAS SUPPOIS

Until industry develops and commercializes competitive
alternative fuel sources to supplement declining domestic
oil and gas reserves, vigorous pursuit by the private sector
of technologies to facilitate the. exploration and develop-
,ment of new domestic reserves and to enhance the recov-
ery of oil from existing wells is anticipated. Administra-
tion actions to decontrol oil prices and to stimulate the
investment climate through regulatory and tax reform
should provide the necessary market conditions for these
activities. Any undiscovered oil fields in the United States
are likely to be in locations with harsh environments that
will make exploration and commercial development diffi-
cult and expensive. Industryis expected to improve tech-
nologies for offshore exploration and drilling operations
during the next 5 years. Additibnally, field tests, sup-
ported by laboratory investigations, are likely to be car-

.
ried out to improve techniques for enhanced recovery of
petroleum fiom known dornestic sources (p. 52).

The prospects for discovering new domestic reserves
and exploiting known, unconventional sources of natural
gas are considered good. Since domestic natural gas sup-
plies are unlikely to be depleted as rapidly as domestic
petroleum, gas could serve as a substitute for petroleum in

some applications (p. 52)-
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UNCONVENTIONAL SOURCES OF OIL

Vast deposits of such unconventional and ultimately more
costly fuel sources as heavy oils. tar sands, and shale exist
in several countries, including the United States and Can-
ada. They might be exploited if economic conditions
become faVo,able. Plans to proceed with commercial
mining and production of fuel from oil shale in the Rocky
Mountains have been announced, and future production
efficiencies that will reduce environmental problems and
use water more efficiently than at present seem possible
(pp. 52-53).
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SYNTHETIC FUELS

Commercially demonstrated processes are now available
for producing usable synthetic gases from coal, and proc-
esses with improved efficiency, reliability, and env iron;
mental acceptability should be demonstrated in the next 5
years. Prtvate industry has made substantial investments
in the development of synthetic fuels technologies. Large
pilot plant programs for the direct liquefaction of coil are
under way, -and these programs could lead to commer-
cially feasible processes by the end of the decade (pp.
54-55). ;

Probably the greatest need in synthetic fuels science
and technology dunng the next 5 years is for basic science
and engineenng studies to learn more about different
possible production processes and Elie! uses. Such studies

should lead to improved efficiency and reliability in sec-
ond- and third-generation commercial plants and to mini:
mized environmental problems (pp. 54-55).

Fermentation of grains to produce alcohol is an esta6-

lished commercial technology. Results of research and
development that could lead to the commercial production
of alcohol and synthetic gas through fermentation of
greains and other biomass forms are promising. A tietter,
understanding of plant genetics could serve as a basis for
the biological engineering of plants and could greatly
enhance thd potential of biomass as a significant long-/
/cm energy option (p. 58). .

DIRECT COMBUSTION OF COAL

,
Coal use is expected to increase throughout the decade. A
number of utilities and a few large industries are already
converting from oil to coal or natural gas, and a good deal
of attention is being paid topossible commercial systems
that would allow the cost-effective use of coal instead of
oil in small manufacturing plants. The introduction of new
Mining technologies should improve the efficiency of coal
extraction and reduce the health and safety hazards associ-
ated with min:ng. Increased direct use of coal as a fuel will
be facilitated by systems; some of them near commercial-
ization, that reduce the emission of oxides of sulfur and
nitrogen. Research on coal combustion.processes is ex-

'1)ected to lead to further improvementsin such advanced
systems (pp. 557-54).
"'Increases in atmospheric concentrations of carbon di-

oxide may ultimately limit the amounts of fossil fuels,
including coal and synthetic fuels, that can be burned. A
high-priority need in the next 5 years is to learn enough
aboutthe details of the global carborrdioxide problem to
provide a basis for assessing probable long-term limits on
coal use (pp. 53, 55).
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NUCLEAR FISSION

Research and developnient aimed at improving the effi-
ciency and safety of light water nuclear reactors is ex-
pected:to intensify during the next 5 years. Science and
engineering studies will be focused on an advanced reac-
tor that could be operated in a converter mode fueled w ith
a uranium-thorium mixture. Such a reactor could serve as
a source of industrial process heat as well as electricity
Broadly based research and development efforts will be
pursued that would permit the selection of an appropriate
breeder reactor system for possible,deployment by the end
of the century. Since the 1977 moratorium on commercial
reprocessing and recycling of fuel has been lifted, these
reactors, which could use domestic uranium and thorium \
with 100 times the efficiency, of present light water reac-
tors, may now be a more realizable option. Additionally,
the existence of reprocessing capabilities could simplify
the technical problem of permanent nuclear waste dis-
posal. Reprocessing and recycling are presently being
pursued in Europe and Japan. France plans to demonstrate
a large commercial breeder reactor during 1983 and has
also completed, a 2-year waste disposal pilot test (pp.
55-57).

DIRECT SOLAR CONVERSION

Federal tax credits have helped increase the Nation's use
of solar energy for space heating. A variety of tech-
nologies for harnessing solar energy for other applications
are under development. Photovoltaic systems-that convert
light directly into electricity wZth better than II percent
efficiency are at the research stage. Cost reductions,
however, may require .radically rcw apprbachcs using
advanced semiconductor materials. The introduction of
large, automated facilities should also reduce the cost of
commercial production (pp. 57-58).

FUSION RESEARCH

1The scientific feasibility o producing fusion power by the
magnetic confinement me od is scheduled to be demon-
strated during the next 5. ears at test facilities nearing
completion, but formidableltechnicalproblems remain to
be solved if a commercial-ize systemts to be demon-
strated by the end of the century. Development of the
inertial fusion method is essential for addressing nuclear ,

weapons design problems. The country's leading inertial ,.
research facility, is scheduled to demonstrate the scientific
feasibility of that method in 1983 (pp. 58-59).
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ENERGY END-USE EFFICIENCY
/

Increased energy use efficienLick v,ill continue to
strengthen national efforts to ameliorate the near -term



energy problem. Considerable savings are anticipated as
increasing fuel prices lead manufacturing industries to
replace existing capital equipment with more energy -
efficient stock, introduce more energy -efficient proc-
esses, and make better use of industrial wastes (p. 59).

NATURAL RESOURCES

Continued increases in the world's population, coupled
ith rapid industrialization in mny middle-tier countries,

are likely to exert increasing pressures on the world's
natural resource base. Global trends affecting the price of
strategic metals could also affect their availability to the
-U.S. econon4. Seasonal water shortagds are becoming
common in some areas of the country. Desertification of
arid lands is a severe problem worldwide and is serious in
some areas of the United States. The !kg-range effects of
many resource constraint problems, both in the United
States and globally, will depend critically ofitadvances in
science and technology and on the implementation of
those advances (pp. 60-61).

NONFUEL MINERALS

There will be a continuiru need for long-range efforts to
ensure the availability of nonfuel minerals vital to the
domestic economy, including several Metals whose easily
accessible, highrgrade ores have largely been mined al-
ready in this country. The development of new and'inore
sensitive instruments to detect anomalous concentrations
of minerals in the tEarth's crust, coupled with a deeper
understanding of fundamental mineral formation proc-
esses, would increase the probability of locating new
mineral reserves in the United States. Additional reserves
of certain critical, metals exist in the deep ocean floor,
although the technology for extracting them requires fur-
ther development. Pcomising advanced mining and hand-
ling technologies and more energy - efficient processes for
the primary conversur of mineral ores into metals could
improve the internam al competitive position of the U.S.
minerals production a d processing sector. The develop-
ment of advanced alte alive materials that could be sub-

stituted for scarce impo ed metals is being pressed by the
U.S. defense and space g&D programs and shows con,
siderable promise for th (\ civilian economy as well (pp.
61-62).

WATER SUPPLIES

Seasonal water shortages are common in 20 perct nt of the

106 U.S. watersheds, and that percentage could double by

the end of the century. Water shortages are being exacer-,
bated in the Western States by population shifts and the

r )
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development of new energy industries A major program
to identify and exploit additional ground water has been
initiated by the U.S, Geological Survey, and technologies
for decreasing industrial, agricultural, and urban water
use have already aided conservation efforts Demonstra-
tion plants f9tr converting seawater and brackish water to
useful quality are under construction, although present
processes are both expensive and highly energy ineffi-
cient. Results of ongoing research aimed at 4eveloping
lest water intensive crops and crops that Lan grow in
highly saline water show Lonsiderable promise LIS a means
for reducing water Lonsumption in agriLtilturt, (pp.
62-63).

DESERTIFICATION OF ARID LANDS

The sustained decline of the productivity of the world's
arid lands isprojected to_increase by another 20 percent by

the end of the century Agricultural productivity in the
United States is als8 being affected by desertification,
although the increased use of chemical fertilizers, water.
and herbicides and pesticides has compensated somewhat

for declining soil conditions. Research and development
on salt-tolerant crops and vegetation, development of
economic uses for naturally occurring arid land plants,
rehabilitation of degraded lands, introduction of opera
Ilonal desertification monitoring tcLhniqucs. and in
proved management of surface- and ground water reser
voirs can further alleviate desertifiLation effects (p. 64),

DISAPPEARANCE OF TROPICAL °RESTS

The rapid disappearance of the w rld's tropical forest, is
leading to severe and far-reaching ec logical iroblems In
the less developed countries, where most tropical forests
are located, the disappearance also means the loss of
widely used resource. The United States relies on tropical
forests as a major source of specialty woods and phar-
maceuticals. A coordinated international effort on tropi
dal forest research and management, greatly increased
worldwide reforestation, and a detailed analysis of the
political, economic, and social consequences of reforesta
Lion are regarded as minimally necessary responses to the

problem (p. 64).

ENVIRONMENT
/1

Impressive ,gains in controlling pollution and uphrading

the quality of the environment were 'made during the
1970s. However, the total costs of some of the Federal
regulations designed to protect the environment and the
ways. they have been interpreted or enforced may out
weigh the intended benefits. Detailed scientifi, informa
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trun-on the ovvurruive and effects of various pollutants
and un teankal means for seducing or mitigating their
occurrence and effects 'will continue to be needed. Addi,
tiunally, refinement of the dimly tival tools for weighing
Lost:, and benefits of altemative regulatory strategics will
be required to implement the President's February 17,
1981, Executive Order requiring that all Fedcrol env iron
mental, health, and safety regulations be justified by
assessing costs and benefits (p. 65).

AIR QUALITY

There is a high-priority need for better information about
the relationships between fossil fuel use, particularly Lodi
combustion, and the long-term global climatic effects of
increased carbon dioxide concentrations. TV informa-
tion will be vital for long-range energy planning. Some
progress has-been made in controlling the industrial emis-
sions of s'llftir and nitrogen-oxides that can lead to avid
,precipitation. Continued efforts should be directed toward
the identification, control, and monitoring of those ernis
sions, and to -their atmospheric transport mechanisms,
chemical transformations, and environmental and health,
effects (pp. 65-66). Additionally, continued efforts should
be focused on the occurrence, transport mechanisms, and
health effects of atmospheric particulates, especially ai;

\ borne carcinogens (p. 68).

TOXIC WASTES

While several promising technologies for handling toxic
substance spills are emerging, including dispersant agents
and new:bacterial substances used as cleanup agents, the

... development of more efieetive technologies to detect,
contain, and mitigate the effects Of oil and' hazardous
chemical spills is badly needed. Alsn needed are better

1means for trans \rting, storing, treats id disposing of,
the 57 million etric tons of hazarauus; nonnuclear
wastes produced annually in the United States, and re-
medial action at the country's 2,000 existing problem
disposal sites is an obvious high priority. The hazardous
waste disposal problem is being mitigated somewhat by
processes that reduce the quatitityrof wastes at the point of

origin and that remove, or recover haiardous materials
from waste streams during disposal operations (pp.
66-67), -

WATER QUALrrY

The technology ,based, uniform national standards ap-
prima to Lontrolling murnopal and industrial water pok
lution is expected to achieve marked improvements in

Tow source control, although additional information
about the vontammation of ground water from those and
other sources Is needed. The control of emissions (,tom

xx
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nonpoint source~, whtuh avvount for more than half of the
pollutants thaenter U.S. 'waters, is 4 much more vomplex
problem whose solution is not yet in sight. .-Additional
research is needed on the env ironmental and health effect ,
of potentially toxic water pollutants to rationalize existing
effluent limitation regulations. Research aimed at nu
proved techniques for monitoring water pollutioi. levels
and for reducing the Lusts of treating polluted water
should also be pressed (pp. 67-68).

TRANSPORTATION

Dunng the next 20 y ears, per capita passenger transports
ton capacity requirements in the United States are ex-
pected to increase at ah average rate of 2 percent per y car
and those for freight transportation at 11, percent per year.
While those growth rates are smaller than in the past
quarter century, they ire still substantial and will require'
the implementation of new tevhnologivs to mitigate a
variety of c)nstraints on the growth of the national trans
portation system (p. 69).

CARRYING CAPACITIES

The entire U.S. transportation systeminay,),iegin to en-
counter : nits on its carrying capacity during the next .5
years. Such =aging technological developmeto as
ramp metering signalization for highways could aid in
reducing highway congestion and improving safety. Cur-
rent developments in advanced air traffic control, which
can automate decisionmaking,Vhould help alleviate in-
creasing limitatigns on zurpoyt capacity and improve the
productivity of the U.S. commercial air transportation
system (p. 69-70).

The anticipated increase in the use of coal during the
next decade .will require a considerable expansion in the
carrying capacity of western and eastern railroads if they
are to serve as the primary distribution system for domes-
tic coal. Slurry pipelines offer an attractive distribution
alternative for distances up to 300 miles, and current
research on the flow behavior of coal-water mixtures
could lead to significant improVements in this coal trans-
portation mode (pp. 69-70).

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Because transportation accounts for 25 percent of.U.S
energy consumption, anticipated .futurc vonstraints on
fuel availability w ill require increased cflivienvitS in that
sector. During the next 5 years, the ereate:.t energy effi
cienvy improvements arc expected to occur in auto
mobiles and voinmetual aircraft. Conventional g., .,ne

and diesel engines are expected to be more effluent")) the
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end of the 1980s. Additionally , ,,A h 'ing directed
toward s veral. longer range v ,r,,,Indir,g al-

ternatives to conventional en ;(7 :,4C still
greater efficiencies, batteries : . I0 tunes

the energy of present lead-ac. At . ,hereby

provide a oasis for increased use of vehicles, and

the efficient use of alternative fuels produced from coal or

bicmass (p. 7)).

IMPROVEMENTS IN SAFETY

The innovative use of radionav igation, radiolocatic ll. ra
diiu communication. and computer systems provides op-
portunities for improv ing both the safety and the effi-

. ciency of air and water transportation The convergence of
computer and communications technologies also provides
opportunities for transportation safety improvements
through automation in such areas as Mass transit and air
traffic control (pp. 71-72). In highway traffic safety, most
technological efforts to date have focused on postcrash
survivability and injury reduction rather than on accident
prevention. Such strategies will become more costly and
less effective as the United States moves toward the in
creased use of smaller vehicles. suggesting that a large
portion of future advances in automotive safety could
-come from improvements in driving habits, rather than
from further technological refinements (p 72).

AGRICULTURE

Each American farmer currently piOduces enough food
for 60 people. a,significant increase from 30 in 1970. and
7 in 1900. Agricultural products constitute over 20 percent
of the total value of U.S. exports. and increases in the
world's population are placing new demands on the U.S.
food producing system. Yet the rate of increase agri-
cultural productivity has recently begun to slow both in
the United States and elsewhere in the world. That trend
emphasizes the needito apply advances in science and
techology to ensure the continued availability of adequate

\input resources for agriculturenamely, water, land, and
nutrientsand to increase product yields (pp. 72-73).

INPUT RESOURCES

Growing urbanization and industrialization in the United
States and in much of the rest of the world has led to the
use of less productive land for agriculture. But the use of
less than prime land requires increased use of other input
resources, including supplementary nutrients, water, and,
particularly, labor. In addition, less than prime land is
often subject to more rapid degeneration an erosion.

Experiments with multiple cropping, reduced till. ge, re

cycling of agricultural wastes, org..nic farming and other

xxi

vo.

chaNcs in cultivation practice have been somewhat sue-
cestikip as alternatives to the extensive use of costly syn-
thetic fertilizers on less than prime land '(p. 73).

On the raicrolevel, the factors that determine the effi-
ciency of nutrient intake processes in plants are justl5egin-
ning to be understood. Research in progress could provide
opportunities for the selective breeding of plants that can
absorb and process much greater volumes of nutrients
from the same basic source (p.. 74).

New irrigation techniques to improve the efficient use
of water show considerable promise. The water avail-
ability constraint on agriculture could also be mitigated in
the longterm by, ongoing research aimed both at lowering
the cost of desalination p. ocesses and at the development
of plants that can be grown -in high-saline or brackish
water (pp. 73-74).

INCREASING PRODUCT YIELDS

While selective breeding of agriculturally useful plants is
almost as old as human civilization, the current explosion
in fundamental knowledge in molecular and developmen-
tal biology and genetics, coupled with the development of
such new manipulation techniques as recombinant DNA,'
utters the potential for deliberate engineering of species
w tth a range of desirable characteristics. Advances in
genetic engineering and embryology also promise,to
make substantial contributions to increasing the effective-
ness of animal husbandry (pp. 74 -75).

The development of plants that can fix nitrogen from
the atmosphere rather than having to rely, onifertilizers.in
the soil, that can tolerate more highly saline water, or that
are more resistant to pests and paraSites shows considera-
ble promise. Research that could yield synthetic versions
of the growth regulators that determine the development
time of plants is also receiving considerable intention.
Such synthetic growth could be used to accelerate crop
growth cycles (pp. 74-75). Genetic engineering tech-
niques are usedto improve the ability of plants and
ant als to withstand environmental stresses (variations in
ainfall, nutrient supply, and temperature), thereby ex-
panding the range of lands where cultivation is possible (p.

75).

Sophisticated analytical methods are also leading to an
improved understanding of the nature of biological sus-
ceptibility to disease and the spread of disease (p. 75).

More broadly, there is a critical need to understand the
systemic relationships of plants to their total environment.
Advances in that understanding have led, for example, to
the integrated pest management concept that relies on
combining information about the biology of pests, the
env ironment, and the host to obtain maximal results from
the application of biological and chemical controls. A
better understanding of such systemic relationships is also
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essential to the prevention of the spread of plant disease,
since major epidemics are almost always the result of
transferring plants 'from one biosystem to another. Im-
proved knowledge about the relationships between plants
and their total environment will also be needed to engineer
plants that are better able to cope with effects of changes
in atmospheric conditions, including pollution caused by
acid rain (p. 75).

EDUCATION

Science and technology are intimately linked with,educa-
Thc strength of a country's capabilities in science

and technology is closely coupled with thexquality of
education, at all levels. in mathematics. science. and
technology. In addition, science and technology offer
powerful tools for use in the educational process.

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGIES

Modern computer and communications technologies offer
a wide range of possibilities for =or alive instruction and
evaluation, and thus for developing more flexible educa
Ilona! strategics. The relatively kw cost of sophisticated
computers pros ides the potential for adapting curricula to
different local conditions and for tailoring instruction and
evaluation to the needs of indiv Ida students and teachers
(pp. 77-78).

There is as yet little evidence that the modern elec-
tronics revolution has had. much impact on the formal
educational system. Rapid changes in the state of the art
have been one inhibiting facto,. The extensive use of
advanced electronic technologies for training military per-
sonnel and' for continuing education in business and in-
dustry may provide lessons and guidelines lor the formal
educational system. However, realizing the full potential
of those technologies in the classroom would necessitate a
considerable restructuring by State and local authorities of
educational strategies.and.methods, including considera-
ble/teacher training and retraining (pp. -78-79).

INSIGHTS FROM COGNiTIVL SCIENCES

Current research in the cognitive sciences, particularly on
the interactions of humans and machines and the acquisi-
tion of cognitive skills. could he used to plan effective
strategies for adapting modern electronic capabilities to
classroom use. Research is also yielding insights on Prob-
lem-solving processes and on cognitive and social de-
velopment in children. Those insights should find broad
applicability-in teaching, with or without electronic assis-
tance. Again, 'current applications of cognitive science
research in the military sphere could provide useful infor-
mation for the formal education system (p. 79).

EDUCATION IN SCIENC AND TECHNOLOGY

Current and emerging problems associated with the sup-
ply of and demand for qualified professional scientists and

.engineers are highlighted above (Generic IssuesMain-
tenance and Development Of the Science and Technology
Base). The, educational requirements of technicians who
support the activ ities of scientists and engineers and of
others whose jobs demand more familiarity with modei-n
technology are also changing, tb advances in technology
increase the complexity of U.S. society, The intrusion of
science and technology into virtually every sector of so-
ciety suggests that a reasonable degree of science and
technology literacy will be increasingly important in all
phases of our lives (pp: 79-80);

The primary and secondary school curricula of several
industrialized countries. including West Germany, Japan.
and the Sov iet Union, focus heavily on science and mathe-

matics. In contrast, the trend in tbe"United States during

the- past two decades has been a declining emphasis on
those .,,ibjects. A significant reversal of that trend. which
could have serious long-term consequences for the
strength and vitality of the U.S. science and technology
base, will require extensive cooperation between the sci-
entific and engineering cgmmunitics and the State and
local authorities who have responsibility for precollege
education in the United States (p. 80).
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Generic Policy Issues Associated
with Science and Technology

.A. Introduction
The support of scientific and technological progress has
become a n. eewity for modern industrial societies. Al
though the .proposition 's sometimes disputed, most
thoughtful analysts have concluded that world society has
reached a stage wheie continuing and even accelerating
progress in science and technology are necessary condi,-
tions for avoiding social, economic, and environmental
regression in the future. This does not mean that science
and technology are sufficient conditions. They must be
used in a wise and foresighted manner, and that depends
more on political and social arrangements than on science
and technologythemselves. However, the premise of this
Five-Year Outlook is that scientific and tee)mological
progress and its wise exploitation are indispensable ad-
juncts to modern society.

Any assessment of the outlook for science and technol-
ogy must recognize the interdependence of science, tech-
nology, .and society. Scienceis driven largely by its own
internal imperatives, as dictated by the new opportunities
and advances within the conceptual structure of the disci-,
plines. But to an important and increasing extent, science
is also driven, by society's search for solutions to some of
its greatest problems and needs. Technology is the .pri-

"'

mary link between the internal and external determinants
of scientific progress. Tect..nological development incor-
porates knowledge derived from science into usable proc-
esses and products and, increasingly, scientifi.: and tech-
nological factors form a base for the development of
public policies for enhancing the environment and the
quality of life. T chnological progress also stimulates
further scientific dances both by defining new problems
that can be ill mated by scientific research and by
nroviding the r quisite instruments and tools As in the
past, the state f the U.S. science and technology enter-
prise during t e next 5 years will be conditioned by trends
in both the i ternal and the external determinants of tech-
nical prog ss and by the relationships between them.

Seirerayexternal factors help determine the pace and
directiop of advances in science and technology. The first,
most direct and most easily quantifiable, are the input
factorsprimarily the human and financial resources
available to the science and technology enterprise. Trends
associated with those resources and their implications are
,treated in the next section of this chapterSection
under the heading, "Maintenance and Development of the
Science and Technology Base."
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2 THE AVE -YEAR QUTLOOK

The second. more qualitative, external factors derive
from the expectation that suence and technology should
serve the public good. Effectively. those factors establish
priorities. They include rules regulations. and resource
allocation policies and strategies, as sell as exhortations.
that (I) arc intended to focus the capabilities of science
and technology on either well-defined problems (such as
producing more fuel-efficient vehicles) or broad social
goals (such-as more equitable health care among all seg-
ments of the population), or (2) are tlzsigned to mitigate or

eliminate present and future risks associated with prod-
ucts and processes made possible by sF.ience and technol-

ogy. The likely effects of sonic of thosq factors on research
and developMent during the next 5 years are mentioned in
Section-B. Those factors also underlie a good deal of the
material in Chapter II, which focuses on the likely rela-
tionships, during the next 5 ydars, of sLience.and technol-
ogy to broad areas of national and international concern.

The third set of factors also derives from the expectation
that science and technology can make significant contri-
butions to society. They are not related; however, to spe-
cfic products and ,processes, but rather to linkages be-
tween suence and technology and other types of activ its.
As such, recognition of their importance as eternal deter-
minants of advances in science and technology is of rela-
tively recent origin. Although sinentific piogress is ac-
knowledged to be an :indispensable condition for

technological development and. by derivation, for social
benefit.' there is increasing recognition that those linkages
are not automatic and cannot be taken for granted FIr that,

reason there is a new concern w ith forging more effective

links between research, industrial innovation, productiv-
ity, ai:d economic growth. Such trends arc discussed in

Section C of this Chapter.
Although they are almost truisms that science knows no

international boundaries and that technology is a key to
economic de elopment, the implications of those state-
ments-- and the qualifications that surround them have

become much clearer in the last two decades ac some
nations have made use of science and technology to chal-

lenge the preeminence of the United Sates. while others
have failed to grasp their promise Impoiarit international
issues likely to affect both the U S ccience'aid technol-
ogy enterprise and the United Slates itself are,highlighted

in Section D.
,

scienc' technplogy have become such per-

vasive factors it.. .., -strialized societies that scientific and

technical inforniation is now widely regarded as a\\valu-

able resource for decisionmaking and policymakin .in
both the public and the private sectors Nowhere is this
more evident than in the t_ Jessinent and management wif

risks to people or to the natural env ironment the ultimate

support for people. Trends in that arirti am treated in

Section E.

B. Maintenance and Development of the Sciende and Technology
Base* ..

Since World War II, the United States has been a world
leader in science and technology. American research and
development programs, supported and conducted in the
public and prate sectors,. have-maintained our world

-leadership position in bask. research, have provided the
educated people needed to define and attain national ob-
Jectives \iii science and technology. and have provided
technological innovations needed to improve industrial
prodUctivity and economic growth and to maintain our
national secunty. Over the past decade. American citizens
have won 57 Nobel Prizes in science and medicine, com-
pared with 28 abroad. Additionally, Americans continue

Abbreviations in parentheses appearing throughout the text refer to
more complete discussions in the companion Source Volumes A key to
those abbreviations is given at the end of the Preface. Citations to the
published literature arc designated by footnotes.

to publish a major portion of the scientific papers in a wide

range .of fields (NRC-Obs.: NRCI3).
HoWever, America's international preeminence in both

science and technology is being challenged Part of the
loss of our undisputed dominance in virtually all fields of

science and technology derives from the restoration of the
productive and intellectual capacities of Western Europe
and Japan that were destroyed during World War II kddi-

tionally, recent studies suggest that, although the Nation's
scientific research system currently is strong, a range of
significant emerging problems could pose a threat to its
long-term vitality. Major stresses that appear to be de-
veloping include (I) fiscal and personnel resource con-
straints; (2) increasing costs of instrumentation for
advanced research activity; (3) growth of pre,tires for
short-term returns on research investments; and (4) demo-
graphic changes affecting the conduct of research carried
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out in colleges and universities t NRC-13). Each of those
factors is discussed in detail later in this section.

Signs of stress are even more apparent tr, the tech-
nological sphere. The United States currently maintains
Its leadership position in several high-technology fields.
Including aviation, microelectronics, computers, and act=
vanced materials technologies. However, there are other

,.-areasautomotive design, consumer electronics, steel
making, ship construction, rail transportation. and. sig
nificantly, scientific instrumentation- where the once.
dominant position of the United States. has eroded. While.
the United States continues to maintain its leadership in
most basic technologicriticaLto nional defense, the
Soviet Union is closing the gap in such key" areas as
clectro- optical sensors, guidance and navigation, hydro-
acoustic technblogy, optics. and propulsion (NS).

There is no general consensus about the causes of the
erosion of our international tc.hnological position. :Few
believe e.it is a result of a decrease in the inherent capacity
of LS. scientists and engineers to innovate. Rather. them
apPeat?to he a notable failure to implement innovations
once they have been developed. Many of the most dramat-
ic technological developments abroad arc actually based
on American developments that we simply failed to corn-
mercialize or otherwise iniplemeni. Most industrial i'ibser-
vets believe that the technoloi;,:.! lag in many U.S.
industries is not attributable solely or even primarily to
weaknesses in the research and development (R&D) sys-
tem, Theyargue thinarly contnbu,ting factors are exter-
nal to industrial control. The problem of industrial mnova-
non and its relationship (5, verminc and technological
activities is discussed in more detail in the next section of
this chapter.

In_short, although the American science and technol-
oey enterprise is generally healthy. several problems that
are appearing on the horizon could result in serious inu-
sion of that enterprise. This section highlights trends
likely to have important effects in the near future on the
'Capacity of the United States to maintain its;intemational
leadership in scientific research and take advantage of the
social and economic potential provided by its scientific
and technological resources. The focus in this section is
on the major elements of the science and technology base.
the financial resources needed to sustain its activity's, Its
personnel resources, and its institutions and facilities.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

The tinancial resources available fur science and technol-
ogy programs are, obviously, a critical element determin-
ing the vitality of the U.S. science and technology
enterprise. Policy questions associated with the allocation
of financial resources include these. At what levels should

Generic Policy Issues 3

different science and technology programs he supported'
Toward what ends? Now should responsibility for support
be divided between the public and private sectors"

Figure I shows trends in I4S. R&D expenditures in
both current and constant dollars. During 1981. total na
tamal expenditures for all R&D activities were estimated
to be S69.I. billion, with the Federal Government's share
estimated at 47 percent and p4vate industry's share 49
percent. National expenditures fur basic research during
1981 we' re atstimated to be $8.8 billion. with the Federal
and industrial shares estimated to be 6$ percent and 16
p'ercent, respectively.(SI-80).

It is interesting to compare U.S. R&D expefichtures
with those of sonic other major industrtalized ,denioc-
mews.' In doing so. two points are noteworthy.

(I) The United States invests more in R&D than France.
West Germany. and Japan combined Although the
percentage of Gross National' Product (GNP) com-
mitted to total national R&D investments in the Unit
ed States peaked in 1961 and generally declined
through the early to mid 1970S. it is still higher than in
n,ust other countries extept the Soy jet Union and West
Germany (Figurr.".). That percentage has also de
...lined or leveled since 196? in the Undd Kingdom
and France.. while it has risen appreciably in West
Gentian> and Japan. Whether economic conditions
will permit those countries to increase or even main
lain their investments is a subject of considerable
interest abroad, as noted in Section I D. In most
cases including the United States changes in the
percentage of GNP committed to R&D since about
1975 have been fairly small.

) the U,,S. cirtliqn R&DiGNP ratio continued to in-
. crease through 1970 and, aft temporary decline in

the early 1970s, rose to a reentage level of 1.6 in
1979. However, the pert .-nne is considerably
below' that of West GennanylAl Japan.

Considering. second, the S.oviet Union. available evi-
dence indicates that the percentage of Gross National
Product committed to R&D rose above that of the United
States in 10,67 andnow Wthe largest in the world Al-
though the pe.:entage dropped slightly since 1975. it was
estimated to be 3.5 in 1978. compared with 2 2 in 'the
United States, 2.4 in .West Germany. and 1.9 in Japan.
Since U.S. GNP is approximately twice that of the Soviet
Union, the United States still invests more in R&D than
the Soviet Union in absolute terinsIn addition, the
quality of Soviet R&D activities is not always believed to
be equal to that of American R&D Details on the exact
proportion of Soy ict R&D investments devoted to military
and space applications as compared to that in the United
States are not available. It is clear, however. that a much
higher percentage of Soviet R&D is devoted to military
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4 THE FIVE-YEAR OUTLOOK
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FIGURE I. National R&D Spending by Character of Work.

f'Based on GNP implicit price deflator.

Source: National Science Foundation. National Patterns of Science and Technology Resources. 1981.

programs. The Soviets have almost surely been outspend-
ing the United States in military R&D in recent years
(NS).
I In summary, the financial resources available for 'the

conduct of R&D remain considerably greater in the Unit-
ed States than in any of the leading industrialized democ-
racies. However, several of those countries have been
closing the gap in total R&D. investments as a fraction of
GNP. The Soviet,Union.spends a larger percentagkbf its
GNP on.R &D than does the United t5tates, and has been
closing the gap in total R&D-expenditures.

RESPONSIBILITIES AND RATIONALES FOR SUPPORT

International, comparisons are interesting and often use-
ful. However, since reportint bases differ among coun-
tries,and inflation rates vary? the comparisonscannot be
taken too literally (NRC -13). Importantly, such compari-

,,

75 77 79 '80 1981

(est.)

sons cannot address directly, or provide agswers to, the
question of whether U.S. support for science and technol-
ogy is adequate to meet the Nation's long-term needs.

Both the public and the private sectors pave respon-
sibilities for supporting science and technology in the
United States, but their missions and roles differ. Their
proportional contributions vary considerably among 'the
industrialized 'democracies In the United States, approx-
imately half the investments in R&D come from the
Federal Government, and, of those, well over half are
allocated for national secuiityl and space. The United
Kingdom and France show similar investment patterns.
That is, the government provides more than hallthe R&D_
funds, and a major share of those funds is focused on
national security.

In contrast, private industry provides the largest share
of support for R&D in West Germany and Japan. In both
countries, funds are more highly concentrated in areas
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directly related to economic growth (for example, man-
-. ufactunng, transportation, and telecommunications) than

in the United States. Governments of the United King-
doni, France, 'West Germany, and Japan-also allocate-a
higher proportion of their total funds for support of re-
search in universities and national laboratories than does
the United States. That is most markedly the case in West

'Germany and Japan (S1439).
In the United States, pnvate indatry engages in and

supports R&D primarily to produce or improve marketa-
ble, profitable products and processes or, increasingly
during the 1970s,. to meet environmental, safety, and
health-regulations. American industry also provides some
support for university research and teaching, but that
support, is small relative to the expenditures it makes to
support- its own R&D.

The rationale for Federal support of R&D in the United
Slates, both in its own laboratories and in other institu-

%
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tions, is varied. Since World \Var II, the Federal Govern-
ment has assumed responsibility for supporting science
and technology to fulfill three broad objeetives:.

(I) to support its own direct responsibilities (in such areas
as national defense, space, and air traffic control);

(2) to accelerate the rate of technoRvical development in
the private sector in areas of overriding national need,
particularly when financial risks are large and the
costs are inordinately high relative to potential short-
term returns on investments (in such areas as agricul-
ture, health, energy, and transportation); and

(3) to support.the research needed to maintain, develop,
anti replenish the store orkiowledge, tools, person-
nel, and skills that underlie and provide the base for
the U.$. science and technology enterprise.

Research and development activities in all three categOr- t
4

ies are carried out bpth in the Federal Government's own
laboratories and in other settings. In the latter, performers
are supported by either contracts or grants.

Since the Federal Governmen is the primary, if not the
sole, consumer of the results o the first type of activity,
levels of support can be related directly to its own specific
end-use requirements. For example, a high priority of the
Administration is to rebuild the Nation's defense ca-
pabilities. Thus, the President's fiscal year 1981 and 1982
budgets proposed appreciable increases in defense-related
R&D in order to narrow the aggregate gap between U.S.
and Soviet expenditures in that category (NS)

Among the three k,ategories of Federal R&D support,
the most intense policy debates during the next 5 years are
likely to surround the second. Not only is there no con-
sensus about how to determine which areas of national
need are sufficiently important to justify Federal develop-
mental support of the private sector, but there is disagree-
ment about appropriate levels of support, distribution of
effort between Federal laboratories and private industry,
and 'whether Federal support should come directly as a
contract, subsidy, or low interest loan, or indirectly
through such means as tax incentives and procurements
The Reagan Administration will no lodger support pro-
grams of an economic subsidy nature. Forthis reason, the
President's budgets have proposed significant reductions
in many R&D programs that appear to have near-term

; Icommercial payoffs. 1-

CRITERIA FOR FEDERAL SUPPORT OF BASIC SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING

Issues associated with resource allocations in the third
categoryoften called_the basic research category -re-

quire somewhat more discussion, since that category. of
the three, is most directly linked to maintaining and

i developing the U.S. science and technology base.
The assertion that the Federal Government has a re-1

sponsibility to invest in developing and maintaining the
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knowledge base was the most novel and far reaching
feature of yannevar Bush's 1945 classic, ScienceThe
Endless Frontier.= Despite the urgent need for 3i,cal re-
straint, the President's March 1981 budget proposal:, in-
cluded provisions for continuedgrowth in real dollars in
Federal support for basic research. Since rese*ch of than
type most often cannot be justified in terms of foreseeable
applicationsthe benefits to be derived from enhancing
the knowledge base often are not immediately derived or
even obvioussupport levels cannot be determined by
quantitative ,criteria such as returns on investments.
Rather, the Federal Government.supports research in that
category on the grounds that the costs for carrying out
such research, particularly on the cutting edges inmost
fields, are greater than can be borne by the research
institutions (frequently universities) and that there is a
national need to maintain and promote the development of
the knowledge base. Currently, 66 percent of Federal
support for basic research goes to universities, including
university-administered Federally Funded Research and
Development Centers (FFRDCs), 20 percent to national
laboratories, 8 percent to other nonprofit institutions, and
6 percent to private industry (S/-80.).

Although there is a general consensus about both the
legitimacy and the desirability of Federal investments to
maintain and replenish the knowledge base, debates are
likely to continue about ,how to delineatkresearch ac-
tivities in this category ,from research aerivities that are
meant to underlie the divelopment of a marketable prod-
uct, and, therefore, are the responsibility of the private
sector. Many attempts have been made to identify a unique
Ft of categories to classify all types of research in science
and engineenng.' The basic researchiapplied research
categories are the most familiar, although such other dis-
tinctions as long-tern short-term or direLtcd,nondirected
are also employed. Recognition is growing that while
distinctions such as those arc use,(ul for some purposes. it
is probably not possible to define a unique set of categories
to classify all types of research activity that would be
useful for every purpose for ,which some categorization
might be needed. Indeed, overemphazing the basic re-
search/applied research classifications may suggest that
those activities, are in some ways antithetical, and thus
obscure the essential fact that research spans a broad
continuum.-But,There is broad agreement that there exists
a type of activity characterized by its focus on the develop-
ment of knowledge, tools; and skills, by the gem-
alizability cans results, and by uncertainty in the length of
time likely to elapse befcire those results are translated into
tangible technological developments. That type of ac-
tivity is referred to as basic research or as bask science

---a ndengineering throughout s-report
Basic research is performed in all scientific and, it

should be emphasized, all engineering disciplines as well.
Indeed, one interesting trend over the past 3 or 4 y,earsis a
growing appreciation on the part of scientists that a treat

deal of research in engineering is, by irtue of its focus.on
knowledge, tools. and skills, and by virute of the broad
generalizability of its results, fully as fundamental or
basic as what has traditionally been regarded as basic
research in the mathematkal, physical: and biological
sciences.

Since research in science and engineering spans a broad

range of activities. it is almost never possible to draw a
precise line between investments intended to maintain and
replenish the knowledge base and those aimed at solving
immediate and identifiable pioblems In an inereYsing
number of areas, each may feed into the other Research
narrowly aimed at a specific technological development

may turn up basic questions worth pursuing for their
intrinsic conceptual importance 'apart from applications
At the same time, basic research may open up technologi-
cal opportunities that convert a seemingly exotic intellec-
tual puzzle into a challenging development project

Moreover, research undertaken to improve and refine
understanding in one particular area often has dramatic
consequences elsewhere. For example, while the original
motivation for studying recombinant DNA and other cell
fusion techniques was a better understanding of the nature
of genetic replication and protin synthetic processes, the
findings from those research activities have spawiled not
only new technologies but whole new industries as well
(AAAS -4: HEALTH).

Lasers were originally developed as tools for basic
research in physics. However. laser teChnology has dra-
matically broadened the capabilities for research in chem-
istry, and biology as well, and is of great importance in
national defense and communications Lasers are also
being used increasingly for military. medical. and indus-
trial applications (NS; GST: ASTR-ill).

Fundamental research also underlies the development
of a ,vide range of engineering capabilities The phe-
nomenon of turbulent. flow, for example, is associated
with bodies moping through a viscous medium. as well as
with fluids moving through pipes. pumps. turbines, and
heat exchangers. Designers of a broad range of equipment
want to ensure a smooth iflow because once the flow
separates from hulls, airfoils, or ducts, drag or resistance
rises abruptly,, and the efficien0 of the system decays
sharply. Recent research suggests that the onset of tur-
bulence may actually exhibit a pulsating structure or re-
petitive pattern and that it may prove more tractable to
mathematical analysis than anyone had thought If this
can be verified, it will have a great ithpact on all sorts of
probleinsnot simply in the design of aircraft and ships;
but in the design of efficient mixing and heat exehabge
systems like rocket engine combustors and steam
condensers_

These examples suggest the difficulty in making sup-
port allocation decisions on the basis of the eventual
utility of research results. A somewhat different 'type of
suggested criterion for allocating research support among
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different kinds of scientifik. and technological activities
emerged during the 1970s. According to this criterion.
research support should be directed not just to the solution
of specific short-term problems or to increasing the
knowledge base. but, more broadly, to the attainment of
lo'ng-telsin social goals. It has, Or example. been sug-
gested that more research in bioniedical fields should be

/directed toward the health care needs of underserved and
TdiTailVantaged populations troth in this country and abroad

(Section Application of this type of criterion en-
counters the same problems that arise in trying to target
research to specific developmental ends. In addition, it
encounters the formidable obstacle of try ing to link re-
search and development, which may themselves be car-
ried out -in different institutions, with an external social
and economic'delivery system in the example cited, the
health care system) that is driven by a very different set of
imperatives than the research system. The important
point, again, is that basic research, by its very nature, is
not goal-specific, its utility or potential applications usu-
ally cannot be predicted. What may be needed is a mecha-
nism by which recognition of the practical implications of
basic research advances can be facilitated as those ad-
vances occur.

The desirability of apply ing a final, related, and largely
nega4e criterion to the deterinination of research direc-
tions was also debated during the 1970s. Application of
this criterion would place limits on research whose results
could conceivably lead to consequences that might entail
risks to. individuals and society. The most celebrated
instance of research in that category is recombinant DNA
research (AAAS--.4). The)ieart of the recombinant DNA
debate was not whether scientists and engineers should be
exempt from regulations affecting the use of substances
known to be or to have a.geoichance of being hazardous.
though there were debates about how such regulations
ought to be drawn up. Rather, the central issue as

whether the search for knowledge can or should be regu-
lated on the grounds that know ledge itsdfcould
prove to be dangerous.'

The extension of Federal regulatory authority in the
health, safety, and env iroinmental areas during the
1970s as well as proposals foi even gri.atei extensions of
its authoritymay have derived in part from the.erosion
of public confidence .n the inevitable good to be derived
from science /and technology that began to become ev
dent in some quarters in the late 1960s (AAAS I), partly
as a result of the rising public sensitivity to environmental
damage that could emerge from the oplication of modern
technology. By now. there is agreement that at least some
types of regulations are counterproductive. However,
there is less agreement on what those count( ,productive
regulations are and how they should be enforced, or on
how to achieve their desired, beneficial effects without
doing serious damage to the science and technology enter-
prise itself (Sec also Sections C and E). That set of issues
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will need continued consideration to provide for an appro-
priate balance between minimizing risk and ensuring the
continued development of the scientific and technological
base.

HUMAN RESOURCES FOR SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

It is a truism that maximum effectiveness of the science
and technology enterprise requires that it be carried out by
the best and most highly 'trained individuals our society
can produce. That requires, at a minimum, that adequate
numbers of qualified young people be given the best
possible education in science and engineering, and that
adequate resources are avai'.414c to permit them to Make
use of their talent and training:

Universities, the arinets.crvices, and, in yertain critical
fields, industry are reporting severe difficulties in recruit-
ing sufficient numbers of.qualified engineers and scien-
tists. Personnel shortages are most acute in computer
sciences, in the fields of chemical, electrical, and indus-
trial engineering, and, among scientific subspecialties, in
solid-state physics, optics, analytical chemistry, and tox-
icc Additip ally, medical schools report increasing
nun . of v ancies in faculty research and teaching
positions ion II-D).

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected a 4) per-
cent increase in employment opportunities in scie cc and
engineering occupations at all degree levels from 1978 to
1990.' If present undergraduate enrollment trends persist
throughout the decade, there shciuld continue to be more
than enough new graduates at both the bachelors and
Ph.D. levels in all of the traditional fields of science.
although unanticipated shortages in specific subfields may
develop. In contrast, there almost certainly , ill not be
sufficient numbers of people trained in computer science
in 1990,ialthough thos-e deficiencies can be alleviated by

people trained in related disciplines. The situation for
engineering personnel is more problematic. University
engineering departments are facing severe problems, dis
cussed below, due to faculty shortages and equipment
obsolescence. Thus, it cannot be taken for granted that
engineering enrollments can, in fact, continue to expand
at a sufficient rate to s tisfyit anticipated demands.

The anticipated. supply.demand situation for Ph.D.-
level engineers is even less..ertain. Given reasonable
assumptions regarding inflation and productivity growth
rates, there should be adequate, numbers of advanced
degree engineers by the end of f he decade -pros ided that
such engineers re not used an. differently in the future
than they are being used at pres,nt. It is precisely at this
point that the utility of quamitatil,.. personnel projections
in providing adequate assessments of the future can be
questioned. For although the total supply of Ph D engi
neersor for that maiter bachelors-level engineers may
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be approximately equal to demand, small deficiencies in
the number of highly gifted and highly trained people in
specific, critical subspecialties may seriously hamper
efforts to pursue some advanced R&D. In other words.
the quality of available science and engineering personnel

can be, in many important Instances, more important U

their quantity.:
Personnel shortages in scientific and technological

fields are not unique to the United States. There also are
impending shortages of science and engineering person-
nel in other industrialized countries (NRC-13). Although
the number of scientists and engineers engaged in R&D as

a traction of the labor force is higher in the United States

than in the United Kingdom. France, West Germany, or
Japan. this fraction has been decreasing in the United
States from the late 1960s through the early 1970s. while it

has risen in.those other countries and. In West Germany
and Japan, is continuing to rise (Figure 3). The U.S.
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fraction has increased slightly in the past few years but has

not reached its former level (S1 -80) The Soviet Union has

a substantially larger proportion ofits labor force engaged

in R&D activities than does the United States. although
quality comparisons might yield different results In

1979, there were between 84 and 95 scientists ai'd engi-
neers per 10,000 members of the Soviet labor force en.'

, gaged in R&D, and the number-appears to be increasing.
The comparable figure for the United States in 1979 was
59 per 10,000, and that ratio appears to have stabilized
(SI-80).

These comparisons suggest that although several coun-

triesthat are challenging America's international preemi-
nence in science and technology are not without personnel

problems. those problems are potentially more severe in
the United States. Therefore, both qualitative and quan-
titative aspects of the science and engineering personnel
situation in the United States will continue to require

attention in the coming years.

RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

Approximately 70 percent of American total R&D (on the
basis of funds expended) is performed by private industry.
13 percent is carried out in government laboratories. abottt
10 percent in universities and colleges. 4 percent in uni-
versity-administered federally funded research and de-
velopment centers. and the remainder in other nonprofit
laboratories' (Figure 4). Most scientific and technological
activities of industry are classified as development work.
Approximately one third of U.S. national R&D expendi:
tures is directed toward basic and applied research pro-
grams. and approximately 50 percent of all basic research

is conducted in university settings.
Financial resources and, in some critical cases. person-

nel resources for scientific research in the civilian sector
are likely to remain tight during the next 5 years. although -,,1

the President's economic policy is designed to encourage'
increased investments by private industry. In view of,those
constraints, there is likely to be increased emphasis on
justifying proposed research directions in all types-of
institutions and on evaluating their results. There proba-
bly will also be continuing pressures toward structural
changes/that might facilitate research. During the recent
past, there has been renewed interest in forging closer
links between university and industrial laboratories. Im-,
plications of that trend. which is likely to accelerate during
the next 5 years. are discussed in the next section of this

chapter.

UNIVERSITY RESEARC11

The Nation's higher education system has been at the
leading edge of the extraordinary growth and superb
quality of the research th/at gave the United States preemi-
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nence in science and technology during World War l! and
in the succeeding decades. That growth was due in large
measure to the infusion of Federal support for scientific
research. In recognition of the unique contributions made
by university laboratories, the President's March 1981
budget proposed an increase of 6.1 percent in university
-R&D support between fiscal years 1981 and-1982.

During the,past decade, American universities, includ-
ing their science and engineering departments, have been
subject to unusual pressures resulting from demograj5hi.,
changes and continuing high rates of inflation. Those
pressures have strained their effectiveness both as teach-
ing and as researth institutions. Since the size of the 18-
to-24- year -old age group will continue to decrease until
well into the 1999s, competition for undergraduates
among American colleges and universities is likely to
become even more severe during the next 5 years and
beyond.' While university research in 'science and engi-
neering is supported heavily by funds from external
sources,'financial problems experienced by a university as
a whole have direct effects on its science and engineering
capabilities. For example, most university research is.
conducted by teaching faculty who receive at least a
portion of their salaries from general university funds.
Thus, the size of university science,and engineering de-
partments and the amount of research they can conduct are
strongly dependent- on -student enrollMents and on the
general healih of the universities.

University science and engineering departments are
currently experiencing two major problems that limit their
effectiveness in both teaching and research: faculty re-
cruitment and retention, and equipment, obsolescence.
Faculty problems are almost, diathetrically different in
science and engineering departments, the dimensions of
the equipment -problem are very similar.

In most science departments, the major faculty prob-
lem is 4. ne of limited opportunities for younger scientists.
Because of financial stringencies, decreasing enroll-
-ments, and the fact that an appreciable fraction of the
tenured faculty -is well below retirement age, science

Other
nonprofit

institutions

departments have fewer openings for new Ph.D. scientists
than they did a decade ago. This situation is particularly
apparent in matheniatics and physics. Since young scien-
tists are often among the most creative and productive,
their decreased presence raises senous problems for the
health of the universities and the scientific enterprise in
general (NRC-13;

In contrast, engineering and computer science depart-
ments are experiencing faculty shortages of all levels, and
little relief is in sight during the next 5 years. Undergradu-
ate enrollments in those fields have been increasing for the
past 5 years, while the number of Ph.D.'s awarded has
been declining for almost a decade.° Thus, the total pool
from which 'new doctoral-level engineers can be.drawn to
staff a research faculty has been decreasing, while, at the
same time, competition from industry has been increas-
ing. Not only can industry offer Ph.D. engineers better
salaries than universities can, bu3, importantly/ research
facilities available in industry have become ,decidedly
superior to those in universities, a situation that has grown
worse 'luring the past decade with the improvement of
industrii I laboratories and some deterioration of univer-
si, y engineering laboratories. ImbalancPs between aggre-
gate supply and demand for engineers in industry may
well be resolved by free market mechanisms. On the other
hand, problems faced by engineering and computer sci-
ence deprtments in universities have resulted in large
measure from their failure to compete for qualified per-
sonnel. Current steps being taken by the Federal Govern-
ment to ease the severity of the problems include provi-
sion of research assistantships as a component of grants
and contracts to engineering departments for graduate
students who are interested in, and qualified for, academic
careers. Increased cooperation between universities and
industry to facilitate joint appointments and cooperative
exchange programs would be an additional, useful com-
ponent of any long-term solution to faculty personnel
problems,"

Equipment obsolescence is a second severe problem for
university science and engineering laboratories. During
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t the 1970s, such equipment-intensive fields as physics,
chemistry, the life sciences, compute&science, and engi-
neering experienced rapidly escalating costs for maintain-
ing existing laboratory facilities and for developing and
purchasing the newer, more sophisticated state-of-the-art
apparatus needed to conduct research at the cutting edge
of those fields. According to one estimate, equipment
replacement costs rose at an average rate of 4 percent
above inflation during the 1976s. At the same time,
Federal funds for research equipment and \facilities de-
clined sharply during that period, and few universities
have been able to provide sufficient assistance for equip-.
ment purchase or facilities modernization from their gen-
eral-funds to offset the decline in Federal support.''

The equipment obsolescence problem, which has al-
ready been cited as one factor contributing to current
shortages of ,engineering faculty members, is having a
direct effect on the quality of university research con-
ducted in equipment-intensive fields in both science and
engineering. The problem could also have adverse con-
sequences for industrial research laboratories that have, in

the past, relied heavily on university laboratories for
innovative instrumentation concepts. In the words of one

,observer. the "dynamics of the concurrent advances in
scientific instrumentation and industrial technology lie at
the heart of the American success story in both areas."

There are several conceivable remedies io the instru-
mentation problem. They include, in addition to closer

_university-Industry. cooperation, special research equip-
ment purchaSe grants, greater flexibility in Federal re-
seari grant and contract management procedures that
would encourage pooling of equipment funds and sharing
of apparatus among university departments, expansion of
regional instrumentation facilities, and expansion of cen-
tralized research facilities for university users at federally
supported national laboratories.

Several scientific disciplines, including oceanography,
radio astronomy, and high-energy physics, have long
since adapted to using such centralized -facilities. The

arrangements have enabled substantial re-
search progress in those lick's, and some observers be-
lieve that their extension to other scientific fields is both
inevitable and desirable.'4 Considerably greater use is
made of centralized research facilities outside the univer-
sity system in Western Europe than in the United States.
Basic research is.conducted both in universities and in
associated organizations that are not integral parts of
universities both here and in Europe. But, whereas in the
United States those associated organizationsthe na-
tional laboratories arc administered by universities or
consortia.of irniv_ersitics, in Western Europeparticularly
Fran& and Germanysystems of government-supported
laboratories exist independently of, and in parallel with,
the universities. For that reason, the nambeilbf available
research positions (and the car-city of those countries to

conduct research) is less closely tied o student denio-

graphics than in the United States (N CI3).
.. Addiiionally, France, Germany. and the United King-
dom all maintain a dual system for supporting research.
First, continuing institutional support for conducting re-
search is provided to both university and nonuniversity
laboratories. Second, grants for special research projects
are provided, as in the United States. The three countries
also provide support for longer periods of time and for
more aggregated research efforts than does the United
States. Finally, because of their more limited resources,*
the Europeans rely more extensively than the United
States on cooperative programs at various levels---within
individual laboratories, regionally within tack own coun-
tries, and internationally with one another (NRCI3).

Given the increasing scale, cost, and complexity of
basic research, the European experience, particularly
with cooperative research arrangements across the entire
range of scientific disciplines, is likely to be of increasing
interest in the United States during the next 5 years,
However, the probable effects of greater centralization of
the U.S. research effort on both the teaching and the
research functions of universities have yet to b'e assessed
adequately.

RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY.

Industry-based scientific research laboratories date from
the late 19th century, stimulated in large measure by the
auccess of German industry in coupling scientific results
to industrial development, particularly in the synthetic
dye industry. Practices in early industrial research labora-
tories, which emphasized an interdisciplinary, scientific
approach to problem solving, were in many ways counter
to the more prevalent model of technology exemplified by

Thomas Edison, which emphasized the solution of lime:
diate problems by intuition and ingenuity. Those con -'
trasting styles are still evident in U S. industrial practice

The amount and character of the research conducted in
private corporate laboratories today differ considerably
among industries and with the size of firms withinparticu-
lar industries (Figure 5). However, in spite of those dif-
ferences,, research in industry shares one characteristic
that distinguishes it from research conducted in univer-
sities and organizations associated with universities: most
of it is purposeful; it either aims at the production of a
marketable product or aims to respond to Federal regula-
tions (NRC-14). That need not imply that all industrial
research is focused on specific, identifiable, short -term
objectives; indeed, a good deal is devoted to developing
the knowledge and tools needed to maintain long-term
industrial vitality. Moreover, the length of time that elap-
ses.between obtaining research results and incorporating
them into marketable products may be considerable.
Viewed from those perspectives, much of the research
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..carried out inprivate industry is as "basic" asthe research
typically conducted in universities. Nevertheless, indus-
trial'reseafek is aimed ultimately at producing or improv-,
ing. a marketable product, rather than at a 'deepened or
refined understanding of some aspect of the physiCal or
-rnanmade,uniVerse. This industrial objeCtive can and does
act as a mechanism for filtering and directing research.

There is a second, essential, distinguishing characteris-
tic 'of industrial research that is intimateiy'relafeci to the
first: industrial research laboratories, unlike university or
government laboratories, are part of a system that includes
deyelopment, engineering, manufacturing, and market-
ing activities. With the exception of a few industries, such
as some aerospace and defense-related industries that sell

most opheir output to the 'Federal Government, industrial
firms depend for their survival on theii competitive posi-
tions the Marketplace. Thus, allocations for research
'laboratories typically are based on the judgment, by cor-
porate management, of the likely long-term market return
for 'researclihivestMents (A-AAS-2).

Since the mid- 1960s, R&Dactivities in many industries
.have-shifted away from what has traditionally been called
basic research toward very specifically defined programs

.gearecl more 'to the solution of short-term problems
(NRC -14). Some of the apparent_ shift away from -long-
term basic research in industry may be due to problems in

Gneric Polic Issues II

distinguishing basic and applied-research in industrial
settings.'5, However, there is a strong consensus that cor-
porate- Management has been increasingly concerned with
sho term profit's at the expense of long-term investnielits
in proje sts that are high risk and have long payback times
(NRCI4; AAS-2). Edward David has noted that in
mediuni- an \large-size firms that can afford centralized

.
research labora\ tones, there is almost always a struggle
between tho5.;:. MI6 believe that research should serve the
interests of marketing and production and those who
believe that the potential of new technologies ought to
have a large influence over - marketing goals. That opposi-
tion between short-range and long-range perspectives has
been inherent .in industrial research since-the 19th' cen-
tury.16 But, during the 1470s, as profit margins decreased
for many industries and, in some cases, all'but vanished,
there began a. strong trend- toward reducing long-term
research investmentsl(NRC-14).

There are many who.believe that the trend away from
long-term investments in research in some industries has
been a primary contributor to the erokion of U.S. leader-
ship in some- critial industries (NRC-14; AAAS-2).
While,the-Presid is economic policy is designed to
encourage greater rivate sector investments in R&D,
resources for industrial R&D are expected tocontinue to
be somewhat constrained during the 1980s. The amounts
avai able de
ikelihood that t

unduly impede
ization. The
among indust
creased empliasis on selecting and justifying high-quality
research efforts and on placing priorities on the selection
of long-Tige efforts."

BecT.rse they are less capital and energy intensive ,t han
may other industries, considerable R&D growth is antic-
ipated in the next 5years in,those areas of the electronics
i.ligstry:dealing with microprocessors and minicomput-

_erg data communications equipment, and integrated cir-
cuits. Advances in computer capabilities should permit
appreciable productivity increases in other manufacturing
industries:, including the automotive, aircraft, chemical,
and pharmaceutical industries. In the capital - intensive
automotive and aheraft industries, rt3earch aimed at more
energy-efficient products that also meet mandated regula-.
tory standards will very probably be 'emphasized. The
possibility of rising energy prices is certain to stimulate
research in the energy - producing industries. Research in
the chemical industry is likely to focus increasingly on
improving process economics, reflecting rising costs for
raw materials and energy, rather than on developing new
products as in the past. The pharmaceutical industry is
expected to benefit from the explosion of fundamental

/knowledge in biochemistry, molecular cell biology, im-
munology, and neurobiology. That increased understand-

nd on several factors, including the
e legal and, regulatory. climate will not

he transition from R&D to commercial-
cific effects of those *ors will differ

ies. But overall; there is likely to be in:
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mg, together with sophisticated research instruments now

available, should result in a new era of drug discovery and
development-one in which drugs are targeted to inter-
rupt a specific disease process rather than simply treating

signs and symptoms. Ricused research and development
of that natute should, help to mitigate the effects of Federal
regulations that, by greatly -increasing the number and
types of tests required before a new drug can be marketed,
have led to rapidly escalating costs for research, develOp-
ment, and commercialization (NRC-14).

f

Devising ways to improve the linkages between the
industrial R&D enterprise and otlier components of the
V,S. research system-particularly the universities-is
one of the issues associated with industrial R&D activities
that is likely 'to recei, c prominence during, the next 5
years. Another critical issue is the role of the- Federal
Government in stimulating (or inhibitingYindustrial
R&ID. Those issues are related to the problems of innova-
tion, productivity, and economic growth and are treated in
more detail in the next section.
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C. Contributions of Science and Technology to Industrial
Innovation, Productivity, and Economic Growth

The President's February 5, 1981, address to the Nation on
the.economy emphasized the goals of fostering industrial
innovation, increasing producti% ity.. and stimulating eco-
nomic growth to increase the quality of life of all Amer-
icans and to maintain our national security.' Figure 6,
which shows that the overall groivth of productivity in
manufacturing industries in the United States has lagged
behind that of several other industrialized nations,

. provides ample grounds for the President'., concern.
A wide variety of factors influence innoNatf,,ri, produc-

tivity, and economic progress, including inflation, energy
prices, and labor costs (NRC-Obs.). Research and de-
velopment activities are, however, of particular relevance
to this report since they underlie the innovation process

,

,and pros it:e many of the tools needed for increasing
productivity.

There is considerable evidence pointing to the histor-
ical and current relationship between American science
and technology and economic growth. The Committee on
Economic Development (CED) hat. for example, ex:
pressed the v icy, that "technologicai progress is perhaps
the most important source of future economic v italic} and
social progress fur the United States".' That perspective is
also evident throughout the contributions that appear in
the accompany lag Source Volumes. Studies cited in Sci
ewe huyeators-1978 show that, between 1948 and 1969,
34 percent of measurable U.S. economic growth derived
from advances in know ledge and that industries 'k% ith high
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ratios of R&D spending to sales (for example, chemicals,
electrical machinery) experience substantially higher
growths. of productiVity and output than industries with
low ratios (for example, textiles). Research results re-
ported in 'Science Indicators-1980 confirm these implicit
correlations anchrends. A study by Mansfield suggests
that there-is.a strong and direct relationship between the
amount of long-term basic research carried out by a firm
and its rate of productivity, growth, even when the amount
invested in applied R&D is held constant.' _

Since. the persistence of,the relationship between ad-
vances in knowledge, innovation, and economic growth is
not easily documented, those estimates are subject to

I

01
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some uncertainty.' For example, FI-Oductivity is very diffi-

cult to quantify; approaches to its measurement depend on
interpretations of its meaning, which vary considerably.
In a purely quantitative sense/productivity tMtbe viewed
'as the ratio of outputs, in terms of physical quantities of
the product produced, to inputs, such as laborand capital.
But, those kinds of estimates do not take into *punt such
things as the quality of the product produced' Therefore,
quantitative indices of productivity that are,,based on the
number of items produced and do not shoi., increases in
quality over time catigive 'he impression of stagnation in
productivity advances. indeed, the contributions of ad-
vances in technology to the qualitativeasPects of produc-
tivity could be far greater than purely qUantitative meas-
ures would suggest. Moreover, the problem of stimulating
industrial innovation cannot be divorced' entirely from the
problen Of the social utility of a p-nrificUlai intiOVation:

Despite these caveats, there is vOde agreement that
there has been and continues to be la strong relationship
between research and development activities and eco-
nomic growth. Therefore, a major qHuestion that will need
continuing attention during the nTii 5 years Flow can
the United States maximize the cbntributions of 'science
and technology to the national goals of increasing innova-
tion, productiv. ity, and economic growth?

'THE CAUSES OF LAGGING INNOVATION

Stimulating innovation has been and continues to be a
major national goal, implying that current levels are be-
low those expected or desirable. In fact, there are indica-
tions that innovation and productivity in some American
industries are lagging behind those of several other indus-
trialized countries, sttch as West Germany, France and
Japan, and that the, United States is thereby losing its
international preeminence in such vital industries as con-
sumer electronits, metallurgy, and automotives
(NRC--14; AAAS--2; TRANS). In the military sphere, the
Soviet Union appears to be closing the gap in implement-
ing such key technologies as electro-optical sensors, guid-
ance and navigation, hydroacoustics, optics, and propul-
sion (NS).

Understanding the causes of the innovation lag in the
United, States requires some dissection of the total indus-
trial innovation process. That process consists of a series
of stages ranging from the generation of new ideas,
through the development of pilot projects to further refine
and develop new technologies, to their conversion into
marketable products and processes. There does not appear
to be any decline in the ability of industrial scientists and
engineers to come up with innovative ideas, Rather,;:nost
observers believe that the problem is inherent in the subse-
quent stages of the total innovation sequencenamely in
providing sufficient support to the R&D activities needed
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to convert seminal ideas into marketable products and
processes (NRC-Obs; NRC-14). The Japanese consumer
electronics, industry, for example, owes much of its cur-
rent success to the successful adaptation of technologies
developed in the United States (AAAS-2). Japanesd in-
dustry also appears to have made 'good use of orgarliza-

tional behavior data to streamline industrial processes
Additionally, manufacturing processes in such key U.S.
industries ,as 'metallurgy and automotives do not employ
the.best available computer-assisted technologies. Amer-
ican industry had, for example, some 2,000 robots at work
in assembly line production in 1980, compared with

-.13,000 in Jar* (NS).
It appears thatk one important reason for the lag in

innovation in some, industrial sectors is a decrease in the
growth rate J;)1 industrial investments in long-term-R&D

14 programs and =in incorporating. the results ofR&D into
manufacturing processes (NRC.:14; AAAS-2; ASTR-II ;
Outlook I). Although, in absolute terms, there has been a
substantial increase in total industrial R&D outlays over
the past few.years compensating somewhat fora marked
reduction during the early and mid-1970s5there appears
to be a major shift in the form of research and develop-
ment investments in some American industries. That shift
is away froimiong-range research and development toward

a concentration on short-term needs.6 At least a part of this

has been due to the great increase in Government regula-
tions in the The shift toward short-term problem
solving is likely to continue to have dramatic negative
effects on industrial innovation in-the future (NRC-I4).

When viewed in comparison with other countries, total
R&D investments in the industries of most other major
industrialized nations have been increasing over the past
decade at a faster rate than those of the United States. That
difference is apparent both in terms of the amount of
money invested in R&D relative to the Gross National

Product and in terms of the number of scientists and
engineers as a proportion of the total labor force. More-

over, in West Germany and Japan, R&D investments are
more heavily concentrated'in such areas as manufactur-

ing, transportation, and telecommunications that are di-
rectly related to economic growth (ASTR -1, Sl -80). Some
experts believe that the relative decline in research and
development investments in some American industries
has had and will continue to have major effects on the
international competitive position of many U.S. firms
(AAAS-2; AAAS-6).

This background suggests that two kinds of related
actions may be needed if the rate of industrial innovation is
to be significantly stimulated in the long term. First, an
overall increase in industrial investments in R&D; sec-
ond, redirection of a larger part of those investments
toward long-range projects rather than toward short-term
problem solving. President Reagan's tax plan is designed
to accortiplish precisely those goals.

THE REASONS FOR CURRENT PATTERNS OF
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
INVESTMENTS

Any suggested mechanisms for changing current patterns
of industrial research and development investments as a
means for fostering innovation must consider the reasons
why current patterns exist. Two kinds of factors typically
are cited. One set of factors is largely beyond the control
of industry; the other set is inherent in current industrial
management practices.

FACTORS EXTERNAL TO INDUSTRY CONTROL

The first set of factors typically cited is largely external to
business and industry. It includes such things as energy
prices, high inflation rates, Federal tax and patent pot-
icies, and Federal regulations. Federal regulations, in
particular, can require that industrial resources be directed
toward meeting their re4uirements and away from invest-
ment in long-term R&D (NRC-Obs.; NRC-I4).

The nature of Federal regulationi varies widely, as do
their efficacy and the degree to which they discourage
long-range R&D investments. In some cases, as in ener-
gy-related industri4, regulations are concerned with
processes. In others, as in the food and drug industries,
they are concerned primarily with products. Some regula-
tions have spawned R&D aimed at profitable control tech-
nologies. That has been the case idindustriesthe chemi-
cal industry, for examplewhere regulations typically
specify control by the use of the best available means
rather than by specifying a level of control without refer-
ence to any means to achieve that end (NRC-14) Despite
the wide variation in types of regulations, there is a strong
perception in industry, and in this Administration, that the
effect of the broad extension of Federal regulatory au-
thority during the 1970s has, on balance, been.negative 7
In industries that both are capital intensive and produce a
complicated product (such as an automobile or an air-
plane), changes to meet specified regulatory ends are not
easily made. They involve redesign and testing of more
than one part and often necessitate major capital expendi-
tures. In many cases the funds for such changes are not
readily available, with the result that long-term R&D
programs are compromised to obtain them (NRC-14) For
somewhat different reasons, regulation of the phar-
maceuticals industry has been cited as a particularly noto-
rious example. Those regulations have increased mark-
edly both the cost and the time required to bring a new
drug to the market and, thereby, have raised the.market
prices of new drugs. In addition, regulations have slowed
down the flow of new drugs and reduced the number of
companies with financial resources adequate to engage in
the development of new drugs. Those kinds of negative
effects have raised questions about whether regulation of
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the pharmaceuticals industry has, on balance, been in the
'Public interest (NRC-Obs.).

In addition to imposing the need for such defensive
research in industry, Fec Lim) regulations add to uncertain-
ties on the part of corporate managers about whether

,products resulting from investments in R&D can be mar -
keted -at competitive costs, or even at all.' Although few
would suggest that industries should not be regulated at
all, there js reasonably strong sentiment that Federal reg-
ulatory policies can and should be made more efficient
and selective, thereby reducing some of the costs of meet-
ing regulatory requirements and encouraging greater in-
vestment in long-term R&D (NRC-14). The President's
Task Force on Regulatory Relief, chaired by the Vice
President, is expected to make recommendations to im-
prove the rational bases for establishing regulatory

1

FACTORS INHERENT IN AMERICAN MANAGEMENT
CHARACTERISTICS

Investments in long-term R&D programs clearly depend
on the willingness or propensity of industrial managers to
make those kinds of investments. However, current man-
agement practices, at least in somg industries, notably
metallurgy and automotives, may bias against making
long-term investments (NRC- Obs.). The automotive and
aircraft industries have already modified their products
both to increase fuel efficiency and to reduce energy used
in production. But it. is clearly difficult' for industries
facing severe financial problems to increase their invest-
ments in long-term R&D (NRC-14). Moreover, as argued
by Abernathy and Rosenbloom (AAAS:--2) and by Prewitt
(SSRC-1), industrial reward systems for high-level execu-
tives can have a negative effect on long-term R&D, since
rewards or bonuses to executives frequently are based on
short-term profits, which encourages a short time hori-
zon. Long -term investments in new and perhaps risky
technologies, as well as costly retooling of existing ma-
chinery to accommodate new technical advar-es, haVe
littleimmediate payoff, a condition that does not lead to
reaping immediate rewards.

It also has been argued that investment in long -term
technological development demands a certain basic un-
derstanding of the technical base of the industry and that
American recruitment and selection practices for high-
level managers in 'some industries often are corm-

, terproductive for long-term innovation investments. Man-
agers in those industries are selected for their managerial
or business skills and may have little appreciation of the
technical base of the company. Therefore, they are less
likely to appreciate the need for long-range research and
deVelopment programs (AAAS-2). In contrast, in other
industries where top managers frequently have scientific
and engineering background (such as the .information
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and chemical industries), the rate of technological innova-
tion continues to be reasonably high.. The problem of lack
of technical expertise among managers is compounded by
those high-level executives who move from one business
to another fairly often and do not have time ti bout
toe industry's technical base (AAAS-2). e situati is

different in some other industrialized c tries, m st
notably Japan, where business' personnel f ntly st y
with a single company for long periods of time,.perh
for their entire careers, and managers often are soPhisti-
cated.about the company's technoloires-and technological
capabilities (AAAS-2).

To the extent that these arguments are valid, they sug;
gest that some of the responsibility for lagging innovation
in the United States lies with American management
culture. Rettig suggests that some of the counterproduc-
tive management practices are also increasingly evident
among Federal program managersqtho are unwilling to

-.invest Federal funds in long-term, potentially risky proj-
ects. That provides a challenge to linth the private and,the
public sectors in the coming years to reevaluate and,
perhaps, change some 'of their managerial philosophy
(AAAS-1).

SOME REMEDIAL APPROACHES

Having suggested, first, that there is a lag in American
industrial innovation and, second, that some of the causes
of lagging innovation are related to .current patterns of
industrial research and development activities and invest-
ments, reasonable questions include: What can be done?
By whom?

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
ENTERPRISE

Since the total innovation process begins with the genera-
tion of ideas, providing additional basic concepts and
methods is one way that science and technology might
contribute to overcoming the lag in American industrial
innovation. However, this is not the stage of the innovation
process where the most dramatic problems lie; there does
not seem to be a dearth of, nnovative ideas. Rather, the
critical problems seem to lie more heavily in the later
stages of the innovation processin the stages of develop-
ing those seminal ideas and converting theminto marketa-
ble products and processes (NRC-Obs).

In addition to providing increased capacity for innova-
tion through improving the innovatipttprocess, science
and technology activities can have an impact upon tfe
factors both internal and external to industrial control that
presumably are contributing to the current lag in Amer-
ican industrial innovation. If, for example, one cause of
the innovation lag is an unwillingness of managers to
invest in long-term and potentially risky research and
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development programs, then American managerial prac-
tices may have to be reevaluated. A wide range of disei-
plines, including those concerned withiorganizational be-
havior and with economics, can contribute concepts and
methods by which to conduct that reevaluation, A well as
suggesting nes% and more effective approaaes to manage,1
ment (SSRC-1).

Furthermore, social science methods can e used to
evaluate the impact of factors external toindustrial control
on the innovation process. Those methods can be used
effectively to evaluate such thiags as the relative costs and
benefits of Federal regulations and Federal tax and patent
policies,. as well as the impacts on innovation of such
factors as inflation and energy prices. The findings can
then provide a basis for framing appropriate remedial
steps (SSRCI). The inure general topic of the use of
seientifie information in deeisionmaking and pulley mak
mg is discussed in Section E of this Chapter.

TIIE GOVERNMENTAL ROLE

There is link that the Federal Covernment.ean do direetly
about the internal factors inhibiting innovation in the
industrial enterprise. At must. government can pros itle or
support a forum for further diseussion of the problem
(AA AS-1. AAAS-2). On the other hanc600vernment Lan
influence those factors that are external io the industrial
enterprise and that are within its control. The Federal rule
in promoting industrial innovation has been a topic of
extensive discussion over the past few years arid is likely
to remain so during the next 5 years.

There is general agreement about three broad factors in
the Federal role in industrial innovation. first. the impor-
tance of the overall eeonomie climate and future economic
uutlookin stimulating tor- inhibiting) corporate managers
in.their decisions about allocating resources to innovative
efforts, second, the importance of such indirect Federal
incentives and disrieentives as tax, patent. antitrust. and
regulatory policies on corporate decisions, third, the im-
portance of the Federal rule in maintaining long-range
research and education capabilities in the universities to
complement and augment industrial capabilities and to
regenerate continually the scientific andleehmeal base on
which industrial innovation ultimately rests.

There is. however, considerable disagreement within
this broad area of consensus about the appropriate form
)and extent of the government rule. Some significant
Federal actions aimed at improving the climate for innova-
tion have recently been taken. The Department of Justice
issued. in November 1980. a publication titled. Amami
Guide Concerning Research Amu Ventures,. which sets
forth the standards it will use to examine the per-
missibility of collaborative research ventures between
businesses. Efforts have also been Made to facilitate the
transfer of research findings from nonindustrial laborato-
ries into the industrial setting (ASTR///). Many studies

.

suggest the need for changes. in Federal tax policies to
increase industrial investments in R&D-related plant and
equipment,' and the Economic Recovery Tax Act, signed
by President Reagan in 1981, contains R&D tA credits,
accelerated depreciation schedules and other incentives
designed explicitly to stiniulate those investments Legis-
lation pending in Congress at the end of 1981 would assign
to all private sector organizations (and not just urfiversities
and small businesses as at present) the rights to patents
developed under Federal R&D funding

The question of whe'n the Federal Government should
subsidize or otherwise intervene in private sector R&D is
also likely to be disused further during the next 5 years
Such a direct Federal role is generally accepted in those
eases where government itself is The primary con),umer
for example, in space and, most notably, defense-related
industries. Indeed, Federal investments in defense related
research and development frequently stimulate activities
that are.also likely to have high, long-tenh payoffs in the
civilian sector. That is the case in the development of very
high speed inteerated circuits and research in ultrasmall
electronics, artificial intelligence and roboties, and ad
vanced materials technologies (NS).

Existing Federal programs that pros ide,modest grants
to small firms to stimulate innovative research are also
given high marks by ,,many industrial scientists. par-
ticularly since they allow considerable, latitude in integrat-
ing research. development. and marketing strategies
Likmise, a modest Federal role in catalyzing university
industry collaborations may, be desirable. even though a
good many such collaborations are proceeding without
Federal support."'

There are doubts about the appropriateness of Federal'
economic subsidies to stimulate specific commercial de
velopments in the civilian seetor and the Reagan Admin
istration's policy is that. in general. such direct subsidies
will not be provided. except in the case of long -term,
high-risk but high-potential programs in the national inter-
est that industry is unable to support Industry alone has
sufficient experience to relate R&D to marketing strat-
egies. Since focused Federal R&D support is almost
always separated from the market. it is an ineffCflOye
device for stimulating specific, near term commercial in
ovations that can compete in the market without sus
tamed subsidies. Indeed, focused Federkil support on near-
term development can even he euanterproductive In the
few years that a large Federal energy effort has existed. for
example, the push for rapid eommereialization has led to a
marked shift from long-term research toward short term
results. As a consequence. there has been a decline in
radically new ideas and even in the applied research
essential to ensure the success of existing projects
(NRC-14). Moreover. direct Federal support of industrial
R&D is fraught with the difficult problem of proprietary
rights. For those reasons. the Reagan Administration has
chosen to futrus more on indirect means. such as changes
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In tit laws and regulatory policies. than on direct means
to encourage indust'ry to increase its long term research
investments and to improve the amate for commercializ
ing results of R&D activities. -

UNIVERSIW-INDUSTRY COOPERATION

GiveAlhat4diistry Primarily does applie \and deYelop-
mental research and will continue to clu6), a)kd given that
university research is Primarily basil and w ill vntinhe to

be so, increased linkages between induAries arkdenher
slues have an obvious appeal in that their raearch is
complementary, and such linkages promote the interplay
between technology and science. At present. cooperative
programs between Industry and universiticsaccount for"
no more than about 5 percent of the financial support for
university research. But interest in sikh cooperation ap
pears to have Increased considerably'onsiderably during the past 4., or 3

years,,and this may be one of the most significant cu7ent
trends affecting both the science and technology base and
the innovative capability of U.S. inJastry (NRC 14.
AAAS-2).

.Both .groups ha.ve a great deal to gain from closer
cooperation. Industry can facilitate its acquisition °Esc'
entitle sources of ideas and knowledge on which to bast
new technology. Industry can also easily make use of
competent scientists from around the country without
expanding in-house,capabilities. Furthermore, such k. uo p
&audit increases the pool of potential research employ s:es
sympathetic to industri.S needs, since many students

-would probably become invoked in the cooperative rc

search activities."
There are also oby taus bgnefits for universities. Indus

Trial research support complements;) to Federal funding
could be increased. The industrial connection would also
provide a broadereducational experience and additional
potential employment opportunities for students. In add,
tion, university faculty could be stimulated through inter
action with industrial scientist -and engineers and through
access to specialized equipment."

There also are some potential disadvantages in univer-
sity- Industry cooperation. For example, increased in-
volvement with Industry should not unduly alter. univer-

sity research programs from their bask research
orientation toward applied and development-unented
projects. On the industry side, loss of proprietary infor-
mation must be guarded against. But those constraints are
not insurmountable, as long as research cooperation is in
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the area of overlap betwcen basic and applied research and
between science and technology. .

Although relatively rare, k. oopra t i% e asearch projects
between individual university and industry scientists or
engineers arranged by the individuals themselves have
gone on for many years. The recent trend toward in
creased cooperation involves more formal commitments
between institutions rather than between individuals.
Forms of cooperation .ary considerably and include per
bonne' exchange programs, unrestricted grants to uniY1I
Jaws or university departments, contracted research,
jointly owned or ciperated resean.h facilities. and uni .3
city -based institutes that sent industrial needs. At p h
ent, ni.,.: S. upperdtic research programs are u the engi
neenng disciplines, computer sc.ence, and agricultsire.
There arc also some k. uu pc r ,! t 1 % c research efforts in the
physical sciences. ...'..1 the Inc .ts -of "cluserduniversity

e"-"ndustry research links in the biumedicararea are being'
widely clisusscd.- One interesting deYelonment h,ih been

`the support provided by seYeitg .State fmemments to
establish university rcse.uch facilities-that ..aa attract k. o
uperame funds fdrn pn Ute. industry fur rcbgareli on %cD
high speed integrated circuits. . `' .

The Federal Gm emn:nt is tilla) ing a role inseurag
mg cooperatice acthities-in several critical are.T1 't the
Department of Defense b u p pi r t s industry untycnity cu
operative research on Y ery high spec) 'integrated circuit
(Section fl-B). Additionally, there is the Defense' Rd
'anted Researi.h sProject Agency (DARPA) Joint Re
search Program ih the materials scien*cs within the De
partment o?Dcfensc, and-thc Office u(NaY al Research has
a Selected Opportunities" Program. wpich-sPecifically en.

.

courages joint university- industry projects. The National
Science foundation provides support for cooperative re
search acti,yities through its Industr).tniyersity Coupera
tive Research Projects and en' hersity Industry Coupera
tive Research Centers programs. . . .

Given the potential benefits to both parties. university .

industry research cooperation is aim. certain to increase
during the next 5 years, with or without added Federal
incentives. The increased activity should permit an eval-
uation of the relative effectic eness of various cooperative
modes and should also provide information' on which to
develop guidelines about the effectiveness and apfro
pria(eness- of Federal support for suclicooperation. An
indepth reYiev, of the current state of anhersity Industry
cooperative research will be provided by the 14th Report
of the National Slenk.c Board. due for release in thc fall of
1982:
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D. The International Context.of U.S. Science and Technology

Increasingly, the products of science and technology force
issues that are traditionally domestic in character Into an
international context and also place new issues on the
international agenda (AAAS-6). During the net 5 years,
events and trends outside the United States will likewise
have impacts both on the conduct of U.S. science and
technology and on the relationships of science and tech-
nology to U.S. domestic problems.

Such trends and developments can conveniently be
divided into four categories:

(I) Developments in science and technology that the U.S.
scie et and technology enterprises, and therefore'the
Unite States, can use to their own advantage;

(2) Developments and trends in science and technology
and in science and technology.policy that could affect
the competitive economic, diplornatic.or--inilitgr-1.
standing of the United States;

(3) Problems and olirOptunities of a transnational charac-
ter related to advances in science and technology that
are likely to affect the, United States or the U S
science and technology enterprise, and

(4) Global problems affecting international stability that
U.S. science and technology might help resolve

the global environment, and international information and
communications capabilities. They involve U.S. relations
with all of the industrialized countries and, additionally,
with, a number of less deVeloped countries that have some
advanced science and technology capabilities, including
Mexico, Brazil, India, Pakistan, Korea, and several
OPEC countries.

Problems in the fourth categoiy are related to the peren-
nial, overriding issue of world poverty. They include
population and the adequacy of world food and energy
supplies and involve U.S. relations with all countries of
the world.

U.S_,SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RELATIVE
0 OTHER INDUSTRIALIZED DEMOCRACIES

Developments and trends in the first two categories
raise the broad problem of how best to balance the desir
ability for international cooperation in science and tech-
nology with the need for the United States to maintain its
competitive position next to countries whose science and
technology are roughly comparable to ours. The two
categories primarily involve relations between the United
States and the industrialized democracies and between the
United States and the U.S.S.R.

Examples of problems in the third category include
obociated with international resource management,

Human and financial resources available for the conduct
of R&D remain considerably greater in the United States
than in any of the leading industrialized democracies,
principally the Western European countries, Canada, and
Japan. However, several of those countries are closing the
gap in terms of total investments, and, significantly, in-
vestments in those countries are concentrated in areas
closely related to productivity ..nd economic growth
(S! -80). In addition, U.S. preeminence in both science
and technology is being increasingly challenged from
abroad (See Sections I-B and I-C).

Whether the gaps will continue to narrow or whether,
on the contrary, investments in R&D elsewhere will de-
Cline or plateau at lower levels than hi the United States (as
they have in the United Kingdom and France) cannot be
answered at this time. Certainly the other countries have
also been experiencing economic problems that may af-
fect their abilities to maintain and develop science and
technology bases. However, in view of the current eco-



nomic situation in the United States, the decreasing U.S.
advantage in science and technology relative to many of
the industrialized democracies is bound to be of con-
tinuing concern during the next 5 years.

One factor that could have an appreciable influence on
the competitive economic position of the United States is
the effect on industry of U.S! environmental, health, and
safety regulations. Since regulatory policies in this coun-
try have in the past differed from policies in other indus-
trialized- countries, the resultant additions to production
costs in the United States may in some cases place Amer-
ican industries at a competitive disadvantage (AAAS-6).
A notable example is the American pharmaceuticals in-
dustry, which is unable to market certain products in the
United States because of stringent-testing procedures and,
as a result, has been increasing its foreign R&D invest-
ments more rapidly than its domestic investments
(NRC-14). President Reagan's regulatory reform policies
are expected to help address this problem.

There may also'be temptations during the next 5.years
to erect bathers against foreign imports to protect certain
endangered U.S. industries. However; because of result-
ing decreases in the incentives for industrial innovation
that normally accompany competition, such a course for
protecting against competition might lead to decreases in
needed R&D investments, with undesirable long-range
economic consequences (AAAS-6).

Reciprocally, the issue of limiting U.S. exports of high
technology to the industrialized democracies is likely to
be debated. Since the export of U.S.-developed technol-
ogy can increase the relative competitive positions of
othercountries. an important question is. Does the mone-
tary return to the United States for exported technology
adequately reflect the likely long-range costs in terms of
increased foreign competition? In approaching an answer
however, it is important to note that much technology is
transferred through Americanowned subsidiaries in for-
eign countries aitd is therefore difficult to control. In
addition,1 any protectionist measures that could lead to
countermeasures against this country must take into ac-
count the important contribution to the U.S. balance of
trade from the exports of R&D-intensive industries at a
time when non-R&D-intensive industries have been regis-
tering trade deficits (SI-78).

While technological competition with the industrial
democracies clearly is increasing, so are opportunities for
cooperation in a range of science and technology ac-
tivities, Incentives for such cooperation in increasingly
expensive R&D projects are likely to increase. The sci-
ence and technology capabilities of many of the indus-
tnalized countries are roughly comparable to those of the
United States, as are some of the economic problems they
face. Inflation rates were generally higher in all those
countries in the late 1970s than they were during the
previous decade. In addition, rising energy costs and the
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continuing threat of interruptions in imported petroleum
supplies are serious problems.'

A recent report of the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and (OECD) highlighted a num-
ber of problems related irectly to science and technology
that are shared by the industrialized democracies

(1) There, is concern at Nut an overall slowdown in indus-
trial innovation, productivity, and economic growth
and recognition that a strong capacity for industrial
innovation will be increasingly important in the fu-
ture. Consequently, the desirability for better coordi-
nation of R&D with the total system of engineering,
manufacturing, and marketing and for integrating sci-
ence and technology policy more closely with general
economic policy is widely recognized. In the United
States, recent tax and patent policy changes are ex-
pected to Toster industrial innovation.

(2) Broadly, there is recognition that external social fac-
tors may limit the potential contribution of science
and technology to economic growth and social ad-
vance. There is concern, for example, abOut the
effects of environmental, health, and safety regula-
tions on industrial innovation and productivity, and
there is recognition that disparities in regulatory pol-
icies among the industrialized countries need to be
minimized. As mentioned earlier, the Administra-
tion's regulatory reform initiatives are expected to
ease the burden of regulations on America's
industries.

(3) There is general agreement that the financial and
human resources for conducting R&D are likely to be
constrained during the 1980s. Hence, there is recog-
nition-oa need for improving both project selection
and evaluation procedures to optimize the use of avail-
able resources.

(4) Given those resource constraints, there' is concem
about the danger of providing insufficient long-term
investments in research capabilities. Considerable
concern exists about the decreasing growth rate of
academic research and the consequent recognition Of
the desirability to take steps to preserve support for
basic research. There is a growing recognition that a
great deal of fundamental research in, engineering
shares common characteristics with traditional basic
research in science and, therefore, needs similar lev-
els of support and protection.

International science and technology cooperation could
help alle% iate some of the problems. Cooperative govern-
met.' to-government programs with other industrialized
countries are especially .!neficial to the United States
when the cost of solving prc 'ems is high and when the
problem area is remote enough from commercial applica-
tion possibilities so that proprietary considerations do not
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dominate. Examples of such activities now ongoing in-
clude advanced energy research and development and
space research. The United States and Japan are cooperat-
ing.ln a number of advanced energy -related'research pro-
grams, especially in fusion research, and we cooperate
skull several other Lountnes in advanced fusion R&D
(ENERGY).

In addition tql such official bilateral and multilateral
programs, cooperation between individual American sci-
entists or private firms and their foreign, counterparts
should. continue to provide opportunities for stimulating
advances in U.S. science and technology. It is particularly
noteworthy that the considerable investments of U.S.
firms in R&D abroad result in benefits to the U.S. econo-
my as-well.

There may also be some important lessons for the U.S.
science and technology enterprise to learn from the expe-
nukes of other industrialized countries. For example, in
France, West Germany, and, to a lesser extent, the United
Kingdom, a considerably higher proportion of bases re-
f

search is carried out in national laboratories and non-
university research institutes than in the United States.
where the bulk of such research is done in universities or
laboratories managed by universities. Indeed,;there arc
few U.S. counterparts to the nonuniversity system of
research institutes supported by the French: and West
German governments; our national laboratories are
among the few examples. The laboratories ard in
stitutes. as well as European research universities, arc
guarantee base levels of research support from their
governme ts. and those base levels can be augmented by
special mica grants. In .ontrast, about 60 percent of
academic research in the United States is supported solely
through t e project grant system. Research funding 4p
'Lally is or longer time periods in those European Loun
tnes than in the United States. These factors can pro, ide
the stability required for Larry mg out long-term S pc Lula
live research projects. Moreover, longer term funding
and/or greater provision of base support reduces the ad-
ministrative ,burden on indiv id41 scientists (NRC -13;.

On the other hand, there are disadvantat,es to the Euro-
pean system and obvious hazards would ac.ompany try
ing to use the European system as a guide for long-range
planning in the United States. For example, the integra-
tion of teaching and research has been essential to the
U.S. acadeinu, system, and any weakening of those links
should not be undertaken lightly. Moreover, European
specialists are themselves LonLerned about the deL lining
growth rates of academic research, indicating that they
have not yet solved the problem of support to their own
satisfaction.' However, since the pressures on university
research as it is presently LonduLted in the United States
are likely to persist, it may be worth investigating the
European experience in greater detail to determine which
elements, if any, could be transferable (NRC- 13).

U.S. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RELATIVE
TO THE U.S.S.R.'.

Together, the investments of the United States and the
Soviet Union account for a large majority of total world
investments in science and technology. The Soviet Union
has long recognized that progress in science and technol-
ogy is essential to both military and economic
development.

Available information suggests that the resources com-
mitted to conducting science and technology in the Soviet
Union are quite extensive. The ratio of national R&D
expenditures to the Gross National Product in the
U.S.S.R. rose above that of the United States in 1967, and
it now is the largest in the world (51-80). Cost estimates
for military research, development, test, and evaluation
(RDT&E) expenditures indicate that the Soviet Union has
probably exceeded annual U.S. expenditures in those
areas during each of the past 10 years and that RDT&E
enjoys an increasing share of SON iet military outlays (NS)
On the other hand, overall U.S. R&D expenditures still
exceed those of the U.S.S.R.. and U.S civilian R&D
expenditures are mu0 'larger than those of the Soviet
Union. The human resources committed to science and
technology activities in the Soviet Union also appear
relatively more extensive, although the emphasis is again
on military R&D (51-80).

Soviet scientists and engineers have made impressive
Lontnbutions in a number of fields. They include, among
the fundamental sLienLes. mathematics, theoretical phyS
ins, astronomy, and accelerator development. Most
bly, the U.S.S.R. has made significant strides in both Livil
and military space applications and in applying R&D to
national defense. While the United States maintains its
leadership in most off' the bask technologies critiLal to
defense, the Soviet Union is closing the gap in several key
technologies, inLluding eleLtro-optical sensors, guidance
a id nav igation, hydroaLoustiL teLhnology, optiLs, and
propulsion (NS).

However, in spite of its impressive achievements in
these and a few other areas,

to

overall
and

of the
massive Soviet commitment t L and technology
have been less than might be expected. The U S S R.'s
failure to apply science and technology to increasing
agnLultural productivity is well known, and the U.S.S.R.
is far behir.:: the United States in the development and use
of Lomputcr and communications technologies More
generally, the Soviet Union has been relatively unsuLLess
ful in exploiting R&D for innovations in manufacturing
industries and for purposes of economic growth.

American (and Soviet) analysts have pondered the
causes of this disappointing performance for years. Dur
mg the Stalin years, the need for scientists to demonstrate
ideological purity inhibited advances in several scientific
fields, most notably genetics.' The present harrassment of
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dissident scientists by the Soviet government and the
°sail e I upate of

title advances. However, the problem of using R&D re-
sults appears to be most closely related to the nature of the
Soviet economy. That the zeonomy is centrally planned
has created rigid institutional barriCts between the R&D
sector and the iadustrial sector, and the absence of strung
economic driving forees is inhibiting innovation and eco-
nomic growth.`'

Integrating R&D planning w ith general economic and,
particularly, industrial planning and dev 'tang means fur
better selection and evaluation of science and technology
goals have preoccupied mi. Soviet leadership since the
early 1970s.- While figures on Soy let produetiv ity-direetly
comparable to U.S. and Western European data are un-
ayailable, little progress seems to have been made in the
U.S.S.R. However. there are ind'cations that the Soviet

(
Union is becoming far mort; adept in implementing ad=
vanced R&D for military purposes (NS).

The )e Soviet government has ree gnized the need for a
high degree of stience and technologyogy Mcrae) among,thc
general labor force and has instituted a general curriculum
reform at primary and secondary levels that focuses heav-
ily on science and mathematics. While theaxtent to which
those reforms have been implemented is not clear, and
while it is too early to evaluate their effects on the quality

1 ;of the labor force. U.S. specialists agree that, at least on
`paper, Soviet precollege science and mathematics educa-
tion is the best in the worldP

. -

The Soviet Union also shares with the rest of the world
concerns about energy development. The country' has
considerable reserves of oil and natural gas and. at pres
ent. exports both, particularly to the Warsaw Pact nations.
The Soviet Union also has vast coal resources, a small
fraction of which it is exporting. However. it has a long
way to go to realize the full potential'of those reserves for
direct use or as the basis of a synthetic fuels industry.

Thd implications of Soviet trends in science and tech-
nology for the United States and its science and technol-
ogy enterprise are neither simple nor, as of yet. cleat.
American policymakers and individual American scien-
tists are frequently faced with difficult decisions abOut the
appropriate degree trod form of science and technology
cooperation with;be Soviet Union. For example. there is

t the question of high - technology exports to the Soviet
Union. While the U.S.S.R. should clearly he denied
acl.et,s,.to specific advanced milliary technologies. the
question of whether or not to exiort technology to the
U.S.S.R. in other cases is less dldar.

Similarly. in the case of bilateral scientific exchanges
with the Soviet Union. the question oftseelproeity is

central. While the So% lets do excellent work in many
fields. Amman scientists have often been frustrated by
the far greater controls and secrecy of Soviet society.
Access to the best scientists and facilities in the Soviet

A
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Union hai often been blocked men when the o erall
finale was favorable Soviet scientists are not

allowed to travel freely, nor are most national</c fiientic
conferences held in the U.S.S.R. open to " i t e m scien-
tists. Mari) U.S. scientists have also faced difficult per-
sonal ehoices on w hether to participate in ,xelninges with

. /
the Soviet Union, when fellow Soli scientists, like
Nobel Laureate Andrei Sakharm. have been exiled or
imprisonyd.

Theni_is a clear linkage between the scientifi ex-

ehang$A and the overall political relationship w ith the
Sov/iCt Union. This was most clearly demonstrated after
the Sov let invzIsion of Afghanistan and the exile of
Kakharov. but there had bt;en earlier linkage in 1976 at the

.

;peak of Soviet proxy intervention in Angola and in 1978
with the trials of Soviet scientists Orbs and Sch.,. ansky

The Soviet Union's role in abetting the suppression of
the Solidarity Movement by the Polish go% emment in
December 1981 provides the most recent evidence of the
need for caution in predicting the future course of all
interactions. including science and technology interac-
tions, with the U.S.S.R. The prospects for the next 5r
years will depend on the overall political climate and on
the degree of reciprocity in the ongoing exchanges

1,11

TRANSNATIONAL PROBLEMS AND
OPPORTUNITIES.

.r
A number of transnational issues associated vv ith advances

in and applications of science and technology are likely to
intrude themselves on the U.S. domestic agenda during
the next 5 years. They include resouiee development and
management. the global environment. and transborder
information flow.

RESOURCE DEVELOPNIENT AND NIANAGENILNT ,

Relative depletion of oil and natural resources in the
United States and the uneven geographic distribution of
certain essential materials have resulted in the Nation's
vulnerability to limitations or interruptions in the supplies
of rubber and some primary metals, as well as oil. Other
industrialized countries and some middle tier countries of
the third world share those problems.

As discussed in Sections 11-E and F. short-term re-
source vulnerabilities' of the United States and its allies do
not lend themselves readily to science and technology
solutions, they generally are due to political and economic
factors. However, science and technology can play major
roles in the longer term. Applications of R&D to resource
exploration. recovery. processing. and use could offer a

(14
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major part of the solution to domesticand interna-
tionalresource supply problems. Given Jesource dis-
tribution patterns and the long leadtimes and 'large capital
investments required to exploit science and technology to
this end, it is not feasible for a single country to carry the
burdens alone. Therefore, ,a commitment of R&D re-
sources to those objectivesby U.S. industries in concert
With those of other industrialized nationimight be one
profitable approach to be taken during the next 5, years
(AAAS-6).

Another important resource management problem re-
quiring international attention during the next 5 years is
the rapid disappearance of tropical forests that are being
cleared in less developed countries to provide more land
for'agriculture and other commercial purposes. The con-
tinued degradation of the world's tropical forests is par-
ticularly serious, since reforestation is not usually possi-
ble, Continuing loss of tropical forests would accelerate
the rate of extinction of tropical plants and animals and
undercut needed water development projects in certain
countries (Section II-F). It would also affect the avail-
ability of Certain woods of importance to United States
and, by decreasing the amount of carbon dioxide reab-
sorbed from the atmosphere, could contribute to global
changes in weather and climate.' In December 1980, a
U.S. Goverment Interagency Task Group produced a re-
port on tropical forests that defines several immediate
scientific and policy goals. Recommended R&D ap-
proaches include a world analysis of the rates and causes
of tropical forest loss, further study of ecosystem dynam-
ics and forest management techniques, and major interna-
tional programs to inventory, evaluate, classify, and cata-
log unique forest plant and animal types (IA).

A final example of essential, transnational resource
management and development problems concerns protec-
tion of the world's and lands. Since most of those areas are
in the poorer countries of the world, research aimed at the
control of desertification has consequences for avoiding
famine and human dislocations and can, therefore, be
classified as a global rather than as a transnational con-
cern. However, there are also many areas in the United
States threatened by desertification and, therefore, a good
deal of and land research has Implications that could lead
to better general land management in this country. Such
research also could have impohant consequences for
Mexico, which, as far as U.S. interests are concerned, is
one of the most important of the middle-tier countries.
The United States and Mexico have executed a joint
agreement on Arid Lands Management and-Desertifica-
tion Control, which establishes a joint research program
to combat desertification along their common border.
Positive results of activities taken under the auspices of the
agreement should emerge dunng the next 5 years (IA,
ASTR-111).

INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Pollution-of-the-oCeans-and-the-consequent threat_to_their
living 'resources will continue as a transnational concern
for the indefinite future. The Intergovernmental Maritime
Organization Marine Pollution Convention articulates in-
ternational enforcement and protective procedures to con-
trol vessel-related pollution, most notably oil spills.
However, since 90 percent of the. pollution of the marine
environment arises from land-based sources, a wider
ranging set of international conventions will be needed to
control .the ocean environment (IA). No dramatic effect
can be expected dunng the next 5 years, since establishing
control will be a long-range, multifaceted endeavor. But
small steps can be taken and are essential.

'Pollution of the atmosphere is a second transnational
environmental problem requiring continuing attention.
The problem of acid rain (or more properly acid precipita-
tion) associated with burning fossil fuels is discussed in
further detail in Section II-G. There is marked concern in
the Scandinavian countries about the effects of pollutants
from-the United Kingdom, and there is some evidence that
acid rain from U.S. sources may he causing ecological
damage in Canada. Therefore, the transnational at-
mospheiic pollution problem requires focused attention
and no doubt will be discussed a great deal during the next

years (ASTR-111; AAAS-6; ENVIRON).
Potential depletion of the ozone layer due to emissions

flluorocarbons and other industrial materials, with pos-
,

ibt resultant damage to plant, animal, and human life, is
a r serious although much more long-term problem
Additi nal research on the effects of industrial emissions
onthe ozonelayer and, consequently, on living organisms
is.progressing. The results should provide means both for
a better assessment of the hazards involved and for the
eventual development of an effective, equitable interna-
tional regulatory regime, although no dramatic progress is
anticipated during the next 5 years (IA).

Increasing atmospheric concentrations of carbon diox-
ide from all forms of fossil fuel combustion and, perhaps.
from deforestation could ultimately become the most se-
rious of all atmospheric pollution problems It could be
exacerbated by excessive deforestation and the resultant
decrease in the /capacity of the earth to reabsorb carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. Increased concentrations of
atmospheric carbon dioxide could raise Earth's surface
temperature sufficiently to shift world patterns of agri-
cultural production and, by partially melting the polar ice
caps, raise ocean levels appreciably. However, since there
are considerable uncertainties about the details of the
complex mechanisms involved, there is considerable un-
certainty about what the cons.quences of different levels
of fossil fuel combustion will be Hence. further research
on atmospheric processes and on world climate patterns is
required. The next 5 years could be critical ones for



carrying out the research needed as a base for decision-
Making alibut how to deal with this problem (ENERGY;
IA).

GLOBAL ISSUES
;

The final set of international Issues likely to have an
impact on U.S. scienceAnd technology in the future arises

`not-so much ; from the results of science and technology,
but from the, continue/ expectations of less developed
countries, that science and,-morePartieularly, technology
.can*Provide a'key to their_ economic development. Thai

, ,
exPectatIon remains strong despite the fact that at present
only about 5 percent of the world's science and technology
resburces,are directly focused on problems of world de-
velopment (HAAS -6).

Three large related problems constrain economic de-
velopment in the third world: continued population
growth, rising pressuresbn the world food supply system,
and increasing wOrld demand for petroleum. Science and
technology have made and can continue to make impor-

,-tint'contributions to relieving those constraints and, per-
haps, Miying time for economic development.

POPULATION
as

The extraordinary force of recent changes and present
trends in the world's population has no precedent in
human experience (NRC-1; AAAS-9). World population
increased by 1.9 billion, or over 75 percent, froth 1950 to
1980 (Figure 7). The rate of population growth is now
declining modestly, but it remains at an extraordinarily
high level by all standards of past experience. For_exam-
ple, the population of Asia in 1980 (2.558 billion) was
slightly larger than what the total world population was in
1950 (2.513 billion). Current projections of the world
population in the year 2000 cluster about 6 billion, a 40
percent increase above the current level (AAAS-9). The
ultimate steady-state world population would occur when
a situation of fertility replacement (the so-called two child
family) is 'reached, and current projections are that the
world population will stabilize in the late 21st century at
around 9,billion people (NRC-1). Even with the uncer-
tainty in these population projections, their implications
for the world of the future could be very serious, par-
ticularly in terms of food, energy, minerals, and interna-
tional security (AAAS-9). The severity of the effects of
world population growth is dependent, however, on con-
comitant levels of scientific and technological advance.
For example, current progress in world agriculture and
industry suggests that world food and other production
could double in the next century. If those advances do
occur, one could be relatively secure about the overall
population/resource ratio for an ultimate 9 billion people
(NRC-1).
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FIGURE 7. Population (Billions) in the World, 1950 to 2000.

Note: Trends are given as they were assessed in 1978.1950-1980 data are
estimates, 1985-2000 are projections. 1980 data are projections from
mid -1975 data, but may be viewed as best available estimates for 1980.
Source. W. Parker Mauldin,.gPopulation'ands and Prospects," Sci-
ence, Vol. 209 (July 4, 1980), p. 156.

But, such optimism may not be justified when individu-
al countries and regions are considered. Given expected
technological advances, Earth's overall carrying capacity
probably will not be exceeded, at least through the 21st
century. But, there are now and will continue to be severe
population/resource problems in some countries, par-
ticularly the less developed ones. Thus, a global approach
to the,relationships between population and resources is
inappropriate; cases should be considered individually.
Bangladesh,for example, currently has little prospect of
attaining an acceptable balance between its population on
the one hand, and its land and other resources on the other
(NRC-1). In addition, migration rates within some coun-
tries, primarily from rural to urban areas, are increasing
dramatically. In the less developed countries, urban
growth rates are about double the high national growth
rates. Unprecedented urban agglomerations will appear in
the next 20 years, suggesting awesome problems in the
quality of urban life. international migrationlegal or
illegal, temporary or permanent, political or economic
is also growing, implying major dislocations and greater
demands for food, mineral resources. and energy in some '
countries (NRCI).

In short, what is needed over the coming years is
recognition of, and attention to, the unequal distribution
among independent nations of population and resources,
and the possible role of science and technology in mitigat-
ing the potential negative impacts of that unequal distribu-
tion (NRC-1). The question of the appropriate U.S. role in
that-and other aspects of world science and technology
development is discussed below and in more detail in the
accompanying Source Volumes (NRC I; AAAS-6;
AAAS-7; AAAS-9).
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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

Improved worldivide agricultural producti& will be re-
quired both to supply The ded-amounts-of-fOod-and-s-a-
central aspect'ln an effe five worldwide attack on such
related issues as malnutrition, poverty, inflation, unem-
ploymentand population pressures. The United States is
the world's greateSt producer, consume?: and exporter of

'food, and that agricultural capacity is important to Amer-
ica's current international economic position (AAAS-8:
AGR). Many analysts argue, however, that the United
States cannot carry indefinitely the major burden of food
production for the world. American land resources that
can be allocated to food production are limited and can
rapidly be depleted if misused, and continued high levels
of agricultural exports could raise domestic food prices to
unacceptable levels. In response to those constraints, the
United States can play an-important role in increasing the
food- production indepemiience of other nations through
scientific and technologigal cooperation, thereby reliev-
ing some of the politicaljd economic stresses that de-
stabilize international relationships (AA/NS-6; AAAS-8).
Increasing agricultural productivity in the less developed
countries will be difficult given the severe constraints
imposed by expensive energy and limited land and water
resources. It.will require the development and use of new
technologies that provide maximum productivity for a
given set of input conditions and that take into account
potential environmental impacts (AAAS-8; AGR). That
topic is discussed in greater detail in Section II-I.

The important contributiOns that basic research in biol-
ogy could make to solving a range cif agricultural produc-
tion problems 'deserve particular mention. They include
development of amore water-efficient, salt-tolerant, and
stress-resistant plants; development of plants capable of
fixing nitrogen from the atmosphere; and methods for
effective pest and disease control. Revelle notes, in this
connection, that the field of biology is in its infancy
(compared with-physics and chemistry, for example) in
the sense that most fundamental discoveries remain to be

:made.' Investments needed to conduct basic research in
' biology are also considerably less than for the physical

sciences. Those three circumstancesthe applicability of
biology to agriculture, the relative newness of th? field,
and the relatively modest investments required US pursue
it commend /biology as a promising discipline for de-
velopment in third world laboratories and in institutions in
the industrialized countries that seek to optimize their
contributions to economic development.

ENERGY. AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE LESS DEVELOPED

COUNTRIES :'

The.energy problem is particularly severe for those less
developed countries that have no appreciable fossil fuel
resources. Rising petroleum prices have placed many of
them under crushing burdens of debt and have forced them

to curtail development plans. By the same token, import-
ing coal from one of the major potential future exporters
(Australia, the United States, the U.S.S.R., or the Peo-
ple's Republic of China) would be feasible only if exports
were sufficient to earn the currency needed to pay for it.
Nuclear power may be an option for some, but not all,
middle-tier countries. Thus, except for a few special
cases, solar energy may seem to be the primary available

option. But, even that option is limited, since the poorer
countries are unlikely to be able to afford the sophisticated
material-intensive solar devices that may ultimately
provide apprec'able energy in the industrialized
countries.

Those circumstances lead to the conclusion that using
biomass for energy may be the best hope for the fossil fuel
deficient countries of the third world.'° indeed, many of
the steps that could'be taken to improve food production,
including investments in basic research in biology, could
also facilitate-development of local biomass industriesf
However, development of such industries even on a small
scale would divert labor and, no doubt, some land from
food production. While the effects of those dislocations
can be mitigated by careful nlanning, it is unlikely that the
energy dilemma facing the world's poorest countries can
be/resolved without causing some additional problems.

U.S. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND WORLD
DEVELOPMENT

A variety of mechanisms exist for direct technology trans-
fer to less developed or developing countries: some in-
volve private corporations, some are based on bilateral
U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) assist-
ance, and others involve transnational enterprises and
international agencies. However, in order for the develop-
ing countries to make effective use of transferred tech-
nologies, they need the capability to set realistic objec-
tives, to negotiate technical contracts, to weigh subtle
choices among technologies, and, in general, to be aware
of technological c,r economic options. That is, developing
countries require a significant internal scientific and tech-
nological capability. Acquiring that capability can, in the
long run, enhance economic performance. This has been
demonstrated by such countries as India and Korea, where
having sufficiently well devel4ed science and technology
infrastructures has allowed them to adapt and use acquired
technologies effectively (AAAS-6; AAAS -7).

ThwUnited States has the potential to provide the type
of continued assistance that v, ill permit those countries to
deVelop and strengthen their own science and technology
capabilitie0AAAS-7). In doing so, the United States
may also be able to strengthen its bilateral relations with
specific coitintries, as it has done with nations as'diverse as
Korea, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the People's Republic of
China. Means that are a .lailable for fostering indigenous
capabilities include training programs for technical per-
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sonnel, assistance in establishing local institutions to eval-

uate and use acquired technologica: capabilities, and fos-
tenng local science and technology programs. The United
States has participated in a rang of those assistance

efforts over the past 20 years, as lave many other indus-
,trialiied countries. These levels of effort have been spon-
sored under both public and private sector auspices.
However, many, analysts believe that a greater commit-
ment to those ends is demanded of the industrialized
.countries (AAAS-6: AAAS-7).

Achieving effectiye, technology transfer is not without
difficulties, In addition to the problem of insufficient
indigenous scientific and technical capabilities, there are
problems related to the nature of the technology to be
transferred. Technologies suitable for, or appropria :e to,
problem solving in the industrialit_d nations may not be
appropriate for use in the developing countries. In many
eases, adoption of technologies that are routinely applied
in industrial countries Can cause major social and political
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disruptions in the developing countries, such as increased
unemployment. Therefore, technologies frequently must
be modified or adapted to local needs and conditions, and,
both determining the appropriate form and, then, achiev-
in4 the technology transfer can be difficult tasks
(AAAS-7).

There also are major legalfpoliticar conStraints on tech-
nology transfer from the industrialized to the less de-
veloped nations. One major problem concerns proprietary
rights. Most industrialized democracies are signatories to
international conventions governing questions of who
owns the patents to technologies. However, the less de-
veloped countries frequently are not. Therefore, patent
rights often appear to have no force in the Tess deveh5ped

countries, and that can impede the technolob transfer
process. Constraints on technology transfer IA ill requiie
continued debate and action in the coming years before
such transfer can be accomplished both expeditiously and
equitably) (AAAS-7).
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E. Science, Technology, and Policymaking

,The empirical data derived fri,m scientific research, cou-
pled with.the conceptual and analytic tools developed by
various scientific dis9plines.czin provide a systematic
means to help-define and illuminate many current and
emergent problems on the national policy agenda (AAAS-

, Obs.). Many, though by lio means all, of those problems
are associated with science and technology themselves.
Additionally, science and technology can contribute con-
cepts or constructs that lend precision to decisions and to
views of the world about which decisions must be made,
although, of . course. science and technology cannot
provide a complete basis for decisions ,bout issues that
involve value choices and political judgments (SSRC- l).
Since science cannot provide the sole basis for policy
decisions, methodological and policy debates are likely to
continue to surround the application of scientific concepts

1/.

and methods to the assessment of national issues, first,
because there are always residual uncertainties associated
with attempts to measure, interpret, or predict the :inure
course of the complex physical, biological, ecological, or
social systems associated with national fiolicy, second,
because measurements themselves and (particularly in the

case of the social and behavioral sciences) the interpreta-
tions that emerge from them often touch upon or thallenge
deeply held individual or social values.

Despite the limitat...,ns of science as a policy making
tool, three convergent trends suggest the increasing in-.-
portancr. of devising more systematic and broadly accept-
kle ways to use information derived from the full range of
the natural, social, and engineering sciences in the dcci-
sionmaking and policymaking processes

First, both the time frames and the financial resources
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needed for research and developm it have been increas-
jog, as has been the importance of science- and technol-
ogy-based innovation to our national well-being. Hence,
better rientificinformation_and better knowledge about
its potential application will be needed to make informed
decisions about the allocation of resources for research
and development activities in both the public and the
private sectors (NRC-Obs.). Some general issues associ-
ated with the,,allocation of resources for research and
development have been treated in Sections B and C of this

and-others are highlightedon a case-by-case basis
in Chapter,lI.

More broadly, scientific data, constructs', and meth-
odologies have become essential tools for making policy
decisions in areas not so directly related to scientific and

\\ technological activities and developments. Such concepts
\as externalities, identity crisis, Gross National Product,

the hidden economy, and unanticipated con-
sequences 'have provided the basis for organizing the
empincal data needed' for assessing the social and eco-
nomic cbudition of the country and for forecasting proba-
ble consequences of various policy alternatives (SSRCI).

The second notable trend is the phenomenal expansion
in both the amount of available informationand the elec-
tronic capabilities for handling and providing access to it.
As the informatioh revolution penetrates more deeply into
the U.S. social and economic fabric, issues related to the
production, transmission, and use of the expanded and
more accessible poolsof information, including scientific
and technological information, will become increasingly

-important (AAAS-1; AAAS-3; AAAS-6).
Finally, there appears to be a\growing perception that

the regulatory mechanisms adopted, during the 1970s to
manage the risks that are inevitable outgrowths of our
science- and technology-based industrial society may in
some cases be inadequate and in others even coun-
terproductive to achieving desired social goals. The role
of the Federal Government in the regulatory Sphere has in
itself become an important policy issue. Thus; the need
for better information and for improved analytical tools to
assess, compare, and manage risks as a basis for develop-

ing regulations and to evaluate the costs and benefits of
alternative regulatory strategies is likely to become in-
creasingly pressing (AAAS-1).

The rest of this section focuses on those two latter
trends and associated sets of issues: the availability of
information; and the use of scientific and technological
information in the regulatory sphere.

MAXIMIZING THE AVAILABILITY AND UTILITY
OF INFORMATION FOR DECISIONMAKING AND
POLICYMAKING

The rapid convergence of computer and communications
technologies that constitutes 'the electronics revolution,
and the effects of that revolution on several sectors of

society, were treated extensively in the first Five-Year
Outlook on science and technology and in its Source
Volume.' With the rapidity and the flexibility with which
information of all sorts can beproduced, processed, trans-

Nnitted, stored, and retrieveV have continued to grow dur-
ing the past 2 years. That is Particularly,true of scientific
and technological information. Examples of new oppor-
tunities afforded by the expanding information ca-
pabilities appear throughout this report.

CONSTRAINTS ON THE AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION

While the total amount of available scientific information
will continue to g_4,v rapidly, specific types of, informa-
tion needed by decisionmakers may nott be readily avail-
able. Scientific information is the roilkef scientific
research, be it laboratory research, or survey or field
research. Therefore, the availability of scientific informa-
tion is constrained by the same internal factors (such as the
state of knowledge in particular critical fields) and exter-
nal factors (such as available financial, personnel, and
equipment resources) that constrain scientific research
itself.
, Regulations on scientific activity arc. in some cases,
another important constraint on the availability of infor-
mation that could be particularly useful for decisionmak-
ing. Overly stringent informed consent protocols may, for
example, limit the availability of critical survey or field
research data (see below). Likewise, regulations designed
to protect the confidentiality of individual medical records
nay limit the availability of data needed for epidemiologi-

cal studies.
The availability of information for decisionmaking and

policymaking is also constrained by data management
problems. The rate at which both the production of scien-
tific information and the information-handling ca-
pabilities have been growing qualifies as an information
explosion. That situation has, in turn, increased the diffi-
culties of aggregating needed information in a form useful
for decisionmaking and policymaking. The sheer bulk of
available information poses problems in sorting out the
more usable, better quality materials from those of lesser
quality. Current information-handling technologies do not
have that capability and may even exacerbate the problem
since they frequently "dilute" information for easy use.
Some observers have characterized the whole set of prob-
lems, which can make the effective use of scientific and
technological information difficult, as "information pol-
lution" (AAAS-3).

CONCEPTUAL ISSUES

In some important respects, the probleiii of maximizing
the availability of scientific information for policymaking
and decisionmaking begins with the problem of maintain-
ing and strengthening the science and technology base.
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However, not all scientific information is directly usable
for helping to define and illuminate national policy issues,
in part because the goal of research in many disciplines
such as mathematics, radio astronomy, high-energy phys-
ics, and nioleCular biology is to obtain a deeper under-
standing of nature rather than to provide reliable informa-
tion' and tools to assist in decisionmaking outside the
disciplines themselves;There are, however, scientific dis-
ciplines in which principal research goals are directly
related to improving the quality of the informaion needed
for weighing policy options.

Survey methodologies, for example, provide means for
sampling the characteristics, actions, or opinions of large
groups of people. By yielding information about such
things as voter preferences, unemployment rates, or the
market intentions of consumers, the results of such sur-
veys can aid decisionrbaking in both the public and the
private sectors. Commercial enterprises, for ,example,
make heavy use of survey data and demographic_projec-
tions in deciding where to locate offices or retail stores and
in choosing products to produce.and the marketing strat-
egies to.follow (SSRCI; SSRC=3). The Federal Govern-
ment, in turn, often uses survey data as a base for the

k allOcation of funds or as a basis for designing public
programs (SS RC-3).

Likewise. during the past 20 years, a great deal of effort
has been focused on developing sound sets of data about
the current status of various institutions, such as industrial

21. firms, educational institutions, and the government, and
about the W a ys'in which their status changes from year to
year. Collectively, those social indicators provide a broad
view both about the state of society at a given time and
about its rates and forms of change. For tAample. govern-
ment officials, businessmen, and the huger rmblic fre-
quently are asked to address problems associated with
current and changing patterns in such societal elements as
crime, the birth rate, health care, and employment oppor-
tunities. Having the necessar factual information about
the current status and rate of change of such conditions is
crucial, both' to making informed and appropriate choices
among options and to framing effective policies
(SSRC-5).

Such indicators are regularly applied to the science and
technology enterprise and are published biannually in the
National Science Board's series, Science Indicators.
Those indicators are used to inform decisionmakers about
the effects of science and technology activities on areas of
national concern, such as industrial productivity, and,
reciprocally, about the impacts of public policy upon
science and technology. That is, they can provide a basis
for framing science policy and for maximizing the contri-
bution of science and technology efforts to the national
well-being (SSRC-5).

Additionally, related methodologies are frequently
used to predict and evaluate the effectivess of planned
policy actions, and they can aid in the design, conduct,
and interpretation of the results of pilot projects. For

t 1. V
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example, the Federa Government has sponsored experi-
mental pilot program to evaluate, using social science
concepts and methods, e potential impacts of such pro-
posed national efforts a income maintenance, health
insurance, and h, ',sing sub; idles (SSRC-1). The evalua;
tion of the effeco of Feder I regulations is a special,
important case, as discussed i the next subsection.

SCIENCE AND REGULATORY P OCESSES

On February 17, 1981, the President is. ued an Executive
Order calling for greater precision in as essing both the
need for, and the ,potential impacts of, 'a. road class of
Federal regulations.= Subsequently, the 'dent's Task
Force on Regulatory Relief was establisher under the
chairmanship of d "ice President to conduct a broad
assessment of Fed( regulatory laws and policies. Those
actions reflected a widespread opinion that the Federal
Government overreacted during the 1970s in framing reg-
ulations to eliminate or minimize risks to health, safety,
and the environment associated with, or resulting from,
scientific and technological activity. While few would
question the desirability for some controls over par-
ticularly hazardous products and processes, there is evi-
dence that some Federal regulations haye had negative
impacts on industrial innovation and on advances in sci-
ence and technology (Sections I-B and I-C). The Presi-
dent's February 1981 order requires the positive and nega-
tive effects of regulations to be weighed against each
other. Whatever the specific recommendations of the Pres-
ident's Task Force turn out to be, they will almost certainly
be designed to improve the rational basis for establishing
regulatory priorities. Thus, there is a clear need for de-
tailed information about risks and their impacts and for
analytical tools for weighing risks, costs, and benefits.

How, then, can science and technology be used in,
assessing risks and weighing alternative strategies for
eliminating or mitigating those risks? The first step in-
volves the identification of risks. To that end, it is useful to
consider two classes of risks: those associated with the
results of science and technology and those associated
with the conduct of science itself.

The first type of risk is exemplified by the hazards
associated with the production, use, and disposal of toxic
chemicals. The reasons that toxic chemicals are candi-
dates for some type of regulation are obvious: virtually all
chemicals, in sufficiently large concentrations, can cause
damage to health, safety, or the environment: a few can
cause damage even in minute quantities. Thus, some sort
of control is required on chemical production, use, and
disposal. Recognition of the need for control is the point at
which the appropriate form and extent of regulation be-
come issues.

An example of the second type .of risk includes those
associated with biomedical research on human subjects
In that case, regulations govern the activities of scientists,
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rather than the products of those aetiv sties. Again, the
reason why biomedical research is a candidate for regula-
tion is obvious. to protect individuals from excessive
physical or psychologieal harm resulting from being sub-
jects-of_that_researehHow ev er. without research on
human subjects. no new drugs could ever be tested and
marketed, nor could new medical or surtneal procedures
be developed. Recognition of the conflict between the
potential benefits to be derived from research using
human subjects and the potential harm to the subjects
themselves makes the form and extent of regulation of
research on human subjee,s a particularly difficult policy
problem.

Science can make two kinds of direct contributions to
framing regulatory policies for the assessment and man-
agement of risk. First. it can supply empirical data about
the prevalence and effects of a given set of potential
hazards. Second, it can provide a battery of analytical
techniques for assessing invariably complex situations
and for evaluating the effects of alternative regulatory
strategies (SSRC-I). .

Science can also contribute indirectly to other aspects
of policy decisions about the management of risk. For
example, a major question concerning risk management
is. What levels of damage to health or to safety or to the
environment from a given technological advance are ac-
ceptable? It is now widely recognized that achieving zero
risk while still reaping the benefits of scientific and tech-
nological advance is impossible. Therefore. a question
that remains is: What level of risk is tolerable or accept-
able? (NRC-Obs.: AAAS-5). Answering that question
requires an understanding of public -values about health
and environmental quality, as well as an understanding of
the values placed on the benefits that might also be derived
from the technology. Scientific methods can be used to
gather information about public perceptions and values
and, thereby, can contribute indirectly to the nonscientific
aspects of risk management decisions (SSRC-1).

SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENTS OF RISK

Scientific contributions to risk assessment often involve
two different types of research and analysis. First, meas-
uremems have to be made both to establish, quantitatively.
the levels at which the hazard to suspected tome chemical.
for example) occurs in various settings (such as a factory
or dump), and to relate different levels of occurrence to
different classes or degrees of damage to health. safety. or
the environment. Other apes of in tsurements may also
be necessary- -for example. atmospheric transport and
absorption rates in the case of air pollution from coal fired
power plants.

Making those types of mcasureinents and establishing
precisely the necessary correlations are often very diffi
eult. Estimating specific levels of possible damage can be
greatly facilitated by a detailed understanding of funda

mental physical, chemical. psychological. and biological
processes. but even in those eases sonie'residual uncer-
tainties are common. The situation is further complicated
in some cases since.the sensitiv it) of instruments capable
of detecting such things as contaminants in food, water. or
the atmosphere is continuing to increase, so that minute
traces may be found in previously unsuspected situations'
Furthermore, there are Lases %%here there may be no way to

quantify risks. such as the potential psychological damage
to a subject of a behav ior' al scieKe experiment In short.
there is almost always a certain amount of residual uncer-
tainty associated with scientific assessments of risk
(NRC-Obs.: AAAS-5).

The second type of research and analysis required to
assess risks involves extrapolation of present knowledge
about hazard levels and their correlations w ith damage to
health. safety, or the environment to future situations. In
some cases, the extrapolations are relatively straightfor-
ward. In others, they are at best educated guesses and, as
such. are open to debate. It is also particularly difficult to
evaluate what might have been the risk of a particular drug
that was never marketed or a power plant that was never
built. Therefore. although high levels of precision are
sometimes approached, there frequently remains consid
erable uncertainty in the analysis and measurement of
risk. Risk assessment is not yet a sufficiently precise
activ ity to cover all eases equally well or vv ith equal levels

of certainty. and further methodological refinements are
-needed. Dealing with the uncertainty increases the judg-
mental burden on policymakers.

1116IIINO RISKS, COS I S, AND BENEPI

The issue of risk can never he resolved in its own right
That is, individuals and populations are never asked to
accept a risk for its ow n. sake. Rather. risks are acceptable
only to the degree that they are a necessary price to be paid

for anticipated kenefits. It follows that any creditable
regulatory policy has to be based on a comparison of risks
and benefits, and on a broadly accepted consensus that the
anticipated benefits outweigh the anticipated risks
(AA S This need to weigh both the eosts and the
benef is of potentially hazardous technologies. as well as
the e sts and benefits of regulating those technologies.
was reeognized in President Reagan's Executive Order on
Federal regulation.'

I

Thus. yet another type of research and analysis consist-
ing of formal techniques for weighing set of risks. costs.
and benefits is sometimes brought to bear on risk assess-
ment and Management. The use of such cost-benefit
analyses. however. it not without diffieulties. During the
past decade. thefe has been increasing interest in expand-
ing formal methods of Lost benefit analysis to the realm of
risk-benefit comparison. As originally and narrowly on
strued, a cost- benefit analysis of an intended policy alter
native simply totaled the anticipated monetary costs Of a



particular project in one column, totaled its anticipated
economic return (translated into monetary terms) in an-
other column; and compared the two. The method was
first used in the public sector by the Army Corps of
Engineers in planning and justifying water projects during
The 1930s.4 Costs, in addition to those of construction,
included, for example; osses to people whose land would .
be flooded. Benefits', in addition to hydroelectric power
and increased irrigation capacity, included the creation of
recreational facilities.

Many of the methodological problems involved in car-
rying out and interpreting such relatively narrow cost-
benefit calculations have been studied by economists for
many years, and most are now generally resolved.
However, problems that are net :ompletely methodologi-
cal arise in trying to extend cost-benefit calculations to
weigh intangibles whose monetary value is not easily
established; as is the case with many important risks. One
can, for example, compare anticipated monetary losses to

the fishing Industry in the Northeast due to acid rain to the
costs involved in reducing industrial emissions that are the

cause of acid rain. But it is far more difficult and, to some,
moray repugnant to place a dollar value on serious
injuries to human beings or on the loss of human lift
(NRCObs.; ,AAAS-5).5

Quantitative comparisons of risks and benefits also
carry a burden of uncertainty in cases where both the risks
and-the benefits are anticipated in the future and, there-
fore, are more difficult to assess. At the extreme, thdse
comparisons may involve risks and benefits to distant
future generations who are likely to live under different
circumstances and who may therefore also weigh risks
and benefits differently than we do now (NRC-Obs.).
Nuclear waste disposal represents the classical future
generation problem (See Section IIE).

Finally, the risks and the benefits of a specific technol-
ogy may not fall on the same groups in the present genera-
tion. The risks and costs of a synthetic fuels industry, for
example, will fall most heavily on coal miners and on the
population of Western States in the forms_olenvironmen-
tal damage and loss of water_for-agrieilture. On the other
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hand, heavily populated regions in other parts of the
cbuntry could benefit greatly from the availability of syn-
thetic fuels. -

All of these uncertainties underline the fact that assess-
ments of the risks, costs, and benefits of
developments, and the policy decisions to be based on
them, necessarily involve value judgments' that cannot.
therefore, be reduded entirely to scientific terms
However, formal analytical tools such as cost-benefit anal-
ysis can be of powerful assistance in displaying the likely
consequences of different policies and in indicating which

residual uncertainties can be reduced by better scientific

information or analysis (ASTRII).
If, as it seems likely, the science and technology enter-

prise will be called upon to a greater degree in the future to
contribute its best possible insights about risks and their
regulation to decisionmakers and policymakers, then the
analytical tools for extrapolating assessments of hazards-
into the future, for weighing risks and benefits. and for
determining public attitudes about various classes of risks
will need to be refined, both to improve their usefulness to
policymakers and to clarify their limits.' In seeking that
refinetaent it should be emphasized again that significant
risks, by their nature, are frequently associated with tech-
nologies, processes, or products that also carry significant
anticipated benefits. Likewise, while the risks inhetent in
a particular product or process can be eliminated by
selecting a very different alternative, that alternative will
carry with it risks and benefits that may be of a different

nature. Risks and benefits associated with the use of coal

and nuclear fission provide important examples Thus.
analyses are needed not just for comparing the significant
risks and benefits associated with particular products and
processes, but also for comparing risks and benefits of

entire classes of products and processes. Such large-scale
assessments necessarily involve a broad spectrum of dis-
ciplinary expertise and institutional perspectives There-
fore, both the quality and the usefulness of such analyses
might he improved by increasing the breadth of expertise
within specific dfsciplines and developing multidisciplin-
ary methods of analysis (AAASI; AAAS-5).
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Functional Area Problerns,,
Opportunities, and Constraints

A. Introduction
The previous chapter was concerned withpe impacts that
science and technology are likely to have on problems that
transcend or cut across specific substantive fields or areas
of application, and on the ways in which developments
external to science and technology are likely to affect their
conduct. This second chapter focuses on likely impacts of
science and technology in specific areas of application,
organized around nine functional categories. Each section
considers the ways in which science and technology can
contribute to the illumination and/or resolution of a se-
lected group of problems of national significance, and
points to the limitations on science and technology in
making those contributions.

The specific problems, opportunities and constraints
discussed in this chapter are derived from discussions in
the source Materials published in the companion volumes
to this report. Other published reports, including par-

ticularly the first Five-Year Outlook and the first three
Annual Science and Technology Reports 'have also been
drawn upon to provide additional factual information to
amplify or to round out the detailed treatments in the
Source Volumes. The source materialS, for this report
include the multiple perspectives of practitioners of sci-
ence and technology, the Federal agency, programmatic

managers of science and technology, and policy experts.

The discussiOns, based heavily on those perspectives, are
intended to provide a framework or basis for public dis:
cussion of the issues.

The discussions in each section are not intended to
include all issues in the functional area, nor do they treat
issues in great depth. More comprehensive and detailed
treatments of problems, opportunities, and constraints
within a functional area can he found in the Source Vol-

umes (cited in parentheses in this chapter) or in the addi-
tional sources ,(cited in footnotes).

Even with this selectivity, some of the sections that
follow discuss more needs and opportunities than could
possibly be fulfilled or pursued. The setting of priorities
among those opportunities and needs is a policy decision
involving value judgments. Therefore, it cannot be based
solely on scientific or technical criteria. The purpose of
the sections is to present a selected list of current and
emerging problems, opportunities, and constraints for
science and technology within each functional area as a
basis for selecting items for the policy agenda and for
viewing alternative approaches to problems of national
concern.

Although problems and opportunities are usually pre-
sented in this chapter under only one functional area
heading, that does not mean that they are not, linked
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importantly to other areas. In faa, many problems !lase
aspects or ramifiations that transand funs tonal area
lines. For example. the Nation's water resoun.es and the',
allocation are discussed specilkally in the setion on
natural resources, but they are also critical issues for

N

agnulture. and for energy. In turn. issues related to our
future energy resoures per%ade all funalonal
Linkages are noted. where possibl... but ca..h problem'ot
opportunity is discussed in detail only one

B. National Security*

Scienceand:technolo.gy have Altered drastically not only
-the nature < and scale of armed conflict in this century. but
also the very meaning of strategic war as an option to
achieVe national objectives. Thus, the strength and pro-
ductivity of a nation's advanced technological capability
have become major elements in any geopolitical calcula-
ion (AAAS-6). .

ince 1967. total national investments for research and
des.'' lopment, measured as a percentage of Gross National

Prod t. have been consistently. higher in the Soviet
Union an in any other country in the world (S/-78).
Dollar co. estimates for Soviet military research. de-
velopment, esting. and evaluaiion (RDT&E) expendi-
tures indicate that they have exceeded 'annual U.S. expen-

ditures durin each of the past 10 years. leading tO an
aggregate gat) of about S90 billion. measured in 1982
dollars. Mor4ver, an increasing share of Soviet military
outlays is bell g denoted to RDT&E. Despite this iin
balance, the Unted States has maintained its leadership in
most basic technologies. in large measure because of its
leadership across a broad range of commercial tech-
nologies. But he Soviet Union has been closing the gap in
certain key areas, including electro-optical sensors. guid:
ance and navigation. hydroacoustic technology. optics..
and propulsion.

Federal R&D funding patterns for national defense
from 1971 to 1982 are shown in Figure I. The significant
increases in proposed obligations for 1981 and 1982 reflect

the President's commitment to rebuild U.S. defense ca-.
pabilitics. Proposed budget obligations for defense-re-
lafed R&D will continue to increase during the next 5
years.

Since the dv?rall U.S. international position with re-
spect to advanced technology has a direct bearing on
national security, the R&D programs of the Department of
Defense aim not only at the development of specific
defense-related technologies, but al41 at the maintenance
of broad-based. long-range R&D cbpabilities in the pri-
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sate sector in such key areas as electronics and materials.
Thus, increasing Federal funds for defense-related-R&D
will support programs in universities and an private indus-
try. as well as in the Department of Defense's own
facilities.

Succeeding subsections provide brief descriptions of
several programs likely to yield important results in the
next 5 years in the areas of nucroelectronics, electronic
s., -ms. materials technology, aeronautics, space defense
anu surveillance, nuclear test detection. and human re-
sources. Additional details about those programs, as well
as anticipated advances in the development and testing of
new conventional weapons systems. appear in the report
of the interagency task group on national security. in the
Source Vokmes. Speculations regarding aspects of na-
Atonal security that are not directly related to military
systems also appear in the Source Vohunrs (AAAS-Obs..
AAAS-6: AAAS-I D.

*Unless ixherssise roted. the mail:nal in this Jcciton is based upon the ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
report submitted to the National Science Foundation by the interagency '
task group on national secunty that appears in the second of the aci.oni.. One area in wind the United States maintains a clear
partying Source Volumes. technological ath.antage over We Soviet Union is in elec-
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tronics, particularly microelectronics. Rapid advances in
that field have made possible the development of highly
sophisticated sensors, some military applications of
which are discussed later in this section.' Sensors based
on microelectronic circuitry have also led to the develop-
ment of "smart" integrated conventional systems. Such as
the Asseult Breaker and Tank Breakerky stems described

in the Source Volumes (NS).

Microelectronics technology also underlies the rapidly
advaneme and converging fields of computers and eom-

,P
,munications; some military applications will be described
below. Because sophisticated electronic circuitry under-
lies the entire U.S. defense mission. new demands are
being placed on military Orsonnel. Research in be-
havioral science aimed at understanding the complex in-
terface between human beings and electronics systems is
highlighted at the end of the section.

Given the centrality of microelectronics to the defense
mission, the Department of Defense is focusing consid-
erable attention on stimulating research and development
at the frontiepslif the field. The Very High Speed Inte-
grated Circuits (VHSIC) Program. started during fiscal
year 1980, is a 6-year, triservice/industry/university de-
velopmen, program aimed at accelerating the advance-
Men: of microcircuit technology to firmly reestablish U.S.
leadership in the fieLl. The program also aims to ensure
the l.ontinued andtrial capability to prptide the elec-
tronics required in the next generation of computers.
missiles, radars, and,intelligence processing centers. For
the semiconductor industry. VHSIC is a substantial pro
gram. increasing the le,c1 of Department of Defense R&D
supporr in integrated circuittechnology to four times what
it has been in recent years. The VHSIC program is de-
signed to provide a substantial step forward in integrated
circuit performance and production capabilities. A ten-
fold reduction nil size. weight, power consumption, and
failure rate, with accompanying savings in both initial and
life-cycle costs of military computer processing systems
compared with existing very large scale integrated circuit
technology, is envisioned. New or improved computer
chip architecture will be developed to permit chip design
at an affordable cost, with minimum customization to
redqce supply and IQgistic costs.

Tile Depai-tment of Defense has also recently initiated a
very long range effort in Ultrasmall Electronics Research
(USER) intended to advance electronics technology sub-
stantially beyond even the goals of the VHSIC program.
With elle advent of high-resolution electron. X-ray, mo-
lecular, and ion-beam lithographic techniques, an era of
iiltrasmall devilcN can be envisioned in which individual

----teature 4e1l be, fabricated on the molecular
scale of dimension5 10-20 nanometersi. ,In such
devices, temporal and spatial scales would become so
short and the electric fields large that the physical
concepts used in analysis of present day semiclassical
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device physics would be inappropriate and, indeed, might
be misleading. Moreover, the new physical properties
available could lead to radically new electronic device
structures in that the individual device might assume a
variety of functions that depend upon the influence of
neighboring devices.

Thus, USER aims at revolutionary changes 10 to 20
years in the 'Inure that will depend upon entirely new
concepts and materials. It will deal mainly with the phys-
ics, chemistry, metallurgy, and transport of charge in
highly constrained geometrical structures- that may be
used in future generations of highly complex integrated
circuits. USER has been called one of the last remaining
frontiers of solid-state electronics, where the new funda-
mental unit is an aggregate or array of molecules or atoms
While this research program has highly speculative as-
pects, the potential payoff is very high int terms of U.S.
preeminence in both mill any and civilian applications of
electronicsbin the dccad7qhead.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Because adtancps in software technology have not kept
pace with advances in computer hardware technology. the
Department of Defense has recently begun a concerted
attack on software problems, with special emphasis on a
few high-payoff projects. The urgency of the software
problem derives chiefly from the following factors.

(I) Softwareepreinues to be an increasingly important
and expensive component of military systems, with
estimates of Department of Defense computer soft-
ware costs now running as high as $5 billion per year;

(2) Advances in computer hardware technology are
rapidly altering computer system characteristics and
expanding expectations for military systems.

(3) The Department of Defense has specialized software
needs that are not shared with most commercial and
industrial applications of computers; and

(4) The approaching completion of the Ada common
programming language standardization effort,
provides an opportunity for coordinated development
of generic software, with significantly reduced du-
plication of Department of Defense software support
environments.

The software technology prograam has two major parts
The first is aimed at the short-term problems of realizing
the potential benefits offered by the Ada common lan-
guage effort. The second will be a longer term effort to
greatly improve the effectiveness of automated software
technology for military sy stems requirements and to com-
plement the computer hardware of the mid-1980s
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

A state -of -the -art survey of the field of artificial intel-
ligence appears in th accompanying Source Volumes
(NRC-17). Coupled with work on automation and robot-
ics, advances in the field are expected to play an, in-
creasingly important role in solving future military prob-
ler& of engineering, management, logistics, reliability
and maintainability, remote sensing, surveillance, and
vehicle and weapons control.

A major Department of Defense research effort, sched-
uled to begin in fiscal year 1982, will investigate new
'techniques for automated systems that make use of state-
of-the-art knowledge of artificial intelligence. The re-
search will focus on methods for representing knowledge
and for reasoning with knowledge in computer systems.
Studies in systems automation will establish the founda-
tion for a new generation of intelligent military sy5,ems.
rangirg from "expert consultants" to autonomous sys-
tems. that will provide new capabilities and ease man-
power needs. The "expert consultant" systems will assist
users in such tasks'as planning and scheduling operations
and diagnosing and repairing complex mechanical sys-
tems. Aufbnomous systems fvill be capablepf command-
ing, controlling, and conducting military of and
will possess a capability to sense, think, and act.

The Department of Defense's work in robotics is close-
ly associated with that research. Not only must the De-
partment of Defense manufacture systems. it must sup-
port and maintain those systems across a farflung theater
of operations. frequently in hostile operating environ-
ments, using a largely unskilled labor force with a high
turnover rate. Thus, the demand for intelligent, flexible
automation (robots) is obvious.

In the near future. the use of robots in Department of
Defense systems manufacturing will increase in parallel
with industry. Maintenance and repair activities at inter-
mediate- and depot-levels will begin to use robots as the
technology matures to the point where robot systems can
deal with the complications and variations associated with
such work. Ip the longer term, robots will be developed
for field uses to assist combat and support forces: those
applications will place still greater requirements on robots
to be flexible and intelligent and to have sensory ca-
pabilities. It has been suggested, for example. that much
onboard ship maintenance could be done more efficiently
if each ship used a work cell operated by intelligent robots
to manufacture parts needed rather than carrying vast
numbers of seldom-used spares.

COMMAND. CONTROL, AND COMNIUNICA [IONS

Rapid advances in the converging field, of computer and
communications technologies provide the potential to de-
velop systems to improve the Nation's ability to coordi-
nate its fighting forces around the world. Strategic com-

mand, control, and communications systems must be aid:,
to survive in combat and be highly dependable as the link
between the command structure, strategic reserve forces,
and troops in the field. Communications response time is
also a critical factor. In pursuing the development and
demonstration of computer/communications technology
in a broad strategic and tactical systems context, experts

are exploring computer communications technologies for
application to both individual networks and internetwork
systems. Advanced packet communications techniques
and a powerful experimental intemetwork are under de-
velopment to provide local, regional, and long-band com-
puter commumcations via ground radio transmission, ter-
restrial circuits, and satellites. Several experimental
testbeds are being used to evaluate new information-
processin technologies in realistic military
environments.

The Department of Defense is also developing the
technology for securing classified information processed
or stored in computer and communications networks.
Basic research in distributed computer systems is address-
ing the military need for geographically dispersed multi-
computer command and control systems. In fiscal year
1981. new initiatives were begun on the design of secure
distributed transition systems in which several security
levals must be handled concurrently.

NEW MATERIALS TECHNOLOGIES

The availability of stronger, lighter, and more heat resist-
ant materials that can be fabricated from domestically
available raw materials is critical to the future develop-
ment of military aircraft: spacecraft, and ballistic mis-
siles. Over the years, pioneering developments in ad-
vanced materials that have emerged from Department of
Defense programs have led to vastly improved military
capabilities as well as the creation of new U.S. industries.
Fiberglass-reinforced plastics, for example, are now fa-
miliar almost everywhere. The Department of Defense,
through early developments in its science and technology
program, has created the rapidly growing, new, world-
wide industry of fiber-reinforced plastic composite mate-
rials. Commercial and private aircraft now in develop-

-,ment will use increasing amounts of those materials to
improve efficiency and reduce fuel consumption.

Although the achievements have been formidable, the
pace of advances in military technology has imposed even
more rigorous demands on systems performance, and the
quest for materials with still greater performance ca-
pallilities must be pursued vigorously in the years ahead.
Priority areas for research and development include im-
provements in carbon, carbon composites. in metal-matrix
composites, and in rapid solidification technology

The development Vf carbon fiber-reinforced carbon
composite materials has led an increasing number of
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missile developers to Lonsider those materials to achieve
significant performance gains. Carbon fiber-reinforced
plastics provide the very high strength and, especially . the
stiffness needed for such applications as aircraft w ing
...omponents, helicopter blades, and other highly loaded
structures. Used in such applications. they can cut
weights by 15-30 percent, greatly simplify design and
construction. increase reliability, retjuLe. production
costs, and decrease fuel consumption.

r
Carbon fiber-reinforced Carbon Lomposite materials art,

also the most effective substar.Les yet discovered for such
extremely high temperature applications as ballistic mis
sile reentry body nose tips and rocket nozzle throats. With
further development, the materials are orkpekted to be-
Lome useful as high-temperature turbine blades for Cruise
missile engines. In addition to the performance gains
possible with carbon,Larbon composites. their domestic
availability and potential low Lost could make them at-
tractive alternatives to high-Lost gas turbine superalloys.
InasmuLh as thesuperalloy s Lontain substantial amounts
of cobalt and chromium for which the United States is
almost totally dependent on imports, the development of
carbon/carbon composites as alternatives could relieve
U.S. dependency oft foreign sources.

Fiber-reinforced metallic materials, referred to as met-
al-matrix composites. have a variety of potential military
applications. such as helicopter transmission housinp.
portable bridging components. strategic missiles. mines
and torpedoes. tactical missiles, airframe and gas turbine
components. and satellite components. In addition. the
matenals show promise in the future for such uses as laser
mirrors, lightweight gun mounts. submarine propellers.
and radar antennas.

One of the early results of the Department of Defense
research and development program in metal -matrix Loin-
posites is a fiber-reinforced lead grid material for sub-
marine batteries that an lengthen the submannc battery
replacement Lytle from 5 to 10 years. thereby aligning it
with the nuclear Lore replaLement schedule and reduLing
maintenance Lusts appreciably. Another significant Lon
sequence of the work is the potential substitution of metal-
matrix composites for such critiLal materials as aro-
mum. cobalt, titanium, and bery Ilium. For example. It
has been determined that composites Lonsisting of high
modulus graphite fiber-reinforced magnesium alloys ex
hibit stiffness. strength, and dimensional stability equiv
alent or superior to beryllium at the same weight.

During fiscal year 1982. the Department of Defense
will move vigorously into the area of rapid solidifiLation
teLhnology. The objective of the new technology is to'
produce very high quality starting materials for new fam-
ilies of aluminum and titanium alloys and superalloys.
Current modest investments have denionstrated sufficient
promise and maturity of the technology to justify initiat
mg a major. long-term linanLial commitment to accelerate
the development of the new materials.

Rapid solidification leehnology involves solidify ing
metals and alloys from a molten state at a very fast rate.
leading to the possibility of alloys with superior high
temperature strength. vastly improved corrosion resist
am.e, and increased lifetime. For example. a new super
allty has been made that can run 100°C hotter in jet
engines, thereby offering the design flexibility of ether a
15 percent thrust increase or a dramatic reduction in fuel
consumption. A new aluminum alloy has been developed
that is 30 Nrcent lighter for aircraft LonstruLtion. In the
ft.ture the 4v. alloy s could enable airplanes to either Larry
30 percent more payload or decrease fuel Lonsumptiorn

During the next 5 years the Department of Defense's
rapid solidification technology program will involve bask
research, exploratory development, specifiL technology
demonstrations. and manufacturing technology efforts to
be conducted at university, industrial. and government
laboratories. The technology emerging from that thrust is
expected to provide major econontie benefits to transpor
tation, space. and energy sy stems and to the S com-
mercial manufacturing base in general

AERONAUTICAL ThCHNOLOGY

The integration of advanced electronics and materials
technologies isieading to significant improvements in the
combat capability of tactical aircraft It will soon be
possible to maximize aircraft performance by automat
ically changing the shape of key aircraft components in
flight such as wing sweep. airfoil camber, and engine
inlets. to provide independent six-degree of freedom con
trol to increase agility and minimize weapon delivery
errors, and to integrate the flight, fire control and nay iga
tion systems. Tbuse advances w ill pros ide task-tailored
handling qualities. \Fire control information w ill he used
to automatically or sentrautoinatkally assist the pilot in
maneuvering the aircraft Additionally. the new Control
concepts pros idc the Capability to LunduLt a maneuvering
approach to launch for aft -to- ground weapons. thereby
increasing survivability --aTainst ground defenses

Recent investigations of the Department of Defense's
aircraft engine development programs have Lomluded
that additional efforts need to be placed on durability and
reliability aspeLts during the early research and doelvip
ment phases of the program. The technology program is
also being reoriented to stress reliability and main
tamability. The increasing costs of proklsion systems
and the supporting costs after they are place21\in operation
have become major concerns. Since a large Lost factor is
the number of parts in a propulsion system. curreT efforts
are aimed at reducing the number of compressor stages by
improv ing Lvimponent performance A major effort in the
advanced turbine engine gas g.rnerator program is being
made to increase the struLtural testing of promising new
turbine engine concepts. Successful completion of those
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tests should provide a base for better transition of ad
vanced technologies to engines on a timely basis.

A triservice working group has been formed to define
an overall plan re-deve lop- -a rid-40111011mm to .small .engt ne

technology in the I to-7 pound per second airflow class.
Those. engines are applicable to auxiliary power units,
light ,helicopters, light fixed-wing aircraft, and cruise
pissiles, all of which are Ale. ly used by U.S. armed
forces.

I
SPACE DEFENSE AND SURVEILLANCE

The exploitation of space as a medium for important
military functions raises the potential for hostile acts
against.U.S. space assets and presents the need to develop
effective space defense and surveillance systems.

Recent advances in laser technology create possibilities
for high-energy 'laser weapons for use in space While
very long lethal ranges and propagation at the speed of
light make lasers uniquely capable for such applications.
improvements by orders of magnitude in critical perform
ance factors are required before weapons applications
would be possible. The current Departnient of Defense
effort is intended to develop the basic technology to apply
those improvements to critical laser design parameters as
well as advances in system performance.

In the past year, there has been substantial progress
toward establishing the technology base for chemical laser
weapons. Scale system testing has verified that the high
fuel efficiency obtained previously with subscale systems
also applies to higher power laser devices In addition.
researchers have developed unconventional concepts that
equal, and in some cases exceed. the performance of
existing devices. The high fuel efficiency and decreased
weight attainable when the Ile% concepts are applied
could translate into a space laser weapons system of
lighter weight or more fuel storage capacity if scaling
continues to hold for very high power laser devices

The Department of Defense's charged particle beam
program is intended to demonstrate the feasibility of sta
ble, predictable propagation of high-power, relativistic
electron beams in the atmosphere over distances of mill
tart' interest. The essential tool for investigation of at

, mospheric electron beam propagation is an Advanced Test
Accelerator, now under construction at Lawrence Liver-
more Laboratory. The Experimental Test Accelerator.
which will serve as its front end, was completed recently.
and experiments will be performed in order to extend
previous low-energy propagation data When Completed
at the end of fiscal year 1982, the Advanced Test Accelera
tor may provide the essential scientific data required to
begin planning preprototype weapons systerrc

The principal emphasis in the space surveillance pro
gram has been on advanced visible and infrared detector
arrays. The enhanced capabilities of such dev ices permit a

vanety of surveillance and battle management missions
not possible previously. An advanced high-resolution in
frared sense. has been installed in a National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) U-2 aircraft to collect
measurements of Earth background and tactical targets.
Advanced detector array production for the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency's (DARPA) TEAL
RUBY experiment, the first on-orbit demonstration of
advanced detector technology, will provide a target/back-
ground signature data base to support the design of future
operational systems. The sensor is expected to be deliv-
ered to the U.S. Air Force for integration with the P80-I
spacecraft for a planned Shuttle launch later in this
decade.

NUCLEAR TEST VERIFICATION

Research in nuclear arms tests verification is intended to
provide a wider range of sensor options and greater as-
surance of detection and identification of nuclear tests.
Current efforts involve the development of advanced sen-
sor systems and associated data analysis procedures. With
ream advances in characterization of seismic sources and
wave propagation modeling. and the completion of a
worldwide network of high-quality digital monitoring sta-
tions, it is now possible to develop source identification
proed4res based on physical and geometric properties.

A marine seismic system demonstration program will
offer the possibility of monitoring. unobtrusively and at
lose distances, the most seismically active regions for
clandestine underground tests. Such a system would
provide significantly enhanced global monitoring ca-
pabilities of underground and underwater nuclear tests. It

,consists of d high-quality. three - component borehole seis-
mometer and associated signal conditioning electronics
suitable for long-term emplacement in the deep mean
floor. The program will demonstrate the feasibilitc of
installing and operating a slat, of-the-art seismic detector
in a borehole in the deep (5.6 km) ocean floor. Application
of the seismic data to detection, location, and identifica-
tion of underground explosions will depend on analysis
techniques developed under ongoing programs in seismit.,
source and signal propagation theory and advanced data
processing.

The marine seismic .systern program was initiated in
late fiscal year 1?-1'. and the design for the system was
completed at the end of fiscal year 1980. Techniques and
specialized equipment required fur placing the instrument
in borehules in the ocean floor using the dnlIship Glumar
Challenger been completed. An at-sea test was con-
ducted in the mid-Atlantic in early 1981 to verify operation
of the equipment and to gather initial data on seismic, noise
reduction in that env ironment. The sensor, with assuc.iatecr
electronics required for data acquisition and storage, will
be developCd by early 1982, and deployment of the sy stem
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is scheduled for the summer of 1982. Full system com-
munications will be added in 1983.

HUMAN RESOURCES

The availability of suftkient numbers of committed sLien
tists and engineers is a prerequisite to the success of the
defense-related R&D programs highlighted in this sec
tion. For that reason, current and anticipated future con-
straints on the supply of qualified engineers are ofparticu-
lar concern to the defense mission (Section 1-B). The
armed services are continuing to experience difficulties in
recruiting and retaining qualified engineers, in part be-
cause of the high starting salaries available in private
industry. For the same reason, university engineering
departments, which may be called upon to conduct a wide
range of defense-related research during the next 5 years,

dVre unable to fill all available faculty positions = Those
probleins could become increasingly severe during the
decade.

Mole broadly, the rapid advances in science and t4-
nologj that have increased the complexity of occupations
and ptofessions in the civilian sector during the past 20
years 'have brought about similar complexities in the de-

fense hector. Weapons systems are more sophisticated. the
speed of battle has increased, and the demands on the
individual are mounting Thus, a reasonable level of sci-
ence and technology literacy is increasingly desirable. if
not essential, for military personnel at all levels In recog-
nition of those circumstances, the Soviet Union has de-
veloped a curriculum in mathematics, science, and tech-
nology at the primary and secondary school levels. which
is, on paper, the most advanced in the world.' Iii contrast.
the degree of science and technology literacy of American
high school graduates who 'are not intent on careers in
science, engineering, or such related professions as medi-
cine appears to have eroded seriously since the
midA960s.4

Resolution of those problems involves a range of issues

that go beyond science and technology. In any event, since
the complexity of the defense mission is certain to in-
crease, research is being pursued in several behavioral
science fields with the objective of making the most
effective use of the human resources available to the
armed services. For example, it has become very costly to

train people to operate and maintain high - technology
weapons systems. Indeed,-the cost of the training equip-
ment often approaches the Lost of the actual weapons
system itself. Many of the skills needed for combat cannot
be imparted using conventional techniques in a peacetime
environment. For those reasons the Department of De-
fense conducts research in education aimed at the de-
velopment of instructional systems, the identification and
validation of candidate training media, and the assessment

of output performance.
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Current and evolving computer technologies arc ex-
pected to influence the methods and effectiveness of per-
sonnel training. One result will be to make possible com-
puter-based-instruction-systems capable of holding
complicated conversations about a subject comparable to
a Socratic dialog. By 1985, there should be several in-
structional systems of this type in daily use, and numerous
efforts will be under way to expand the range of topiLs
covered anal the depth of understanding possessed by the
systems. Also, by 1985, a know ledge representation
scheme for aircraft maintenance data will be developed
and demonstrated. It is anticipated that the sy stem can be
provided at reasonable Lost and that it w ill be suitable both
for training aircraft mechanics and for pros iding a diag-
nostic aid for special problems. Once the know ledge
representation technology is demonstrated, it should be
rapidly applied to a variety, of other systems during the
latter half of the decade.

Another major defense-related behavioral research pro
gram aims at enhancing the information - processing and
decisionmaking capabilities of people wnr le-

manding environments t
interaLtions between hu
today's defense missio
muniLat ns systems can

of inforn lion that is val
operations.

ug -tter and standing o
an operator. computers. In

s, sophisticated sensor and Loin
gather an ...verwhelming amount

able or critical to the conduct of
ement of information mum oLLur

at the interface; between machine presentation and human
response in order to cope with the information load.
Automation of more processing funt,tionN certainly can
contribute to information handling. bui tnen far into
the future, effective and dependable system performance
will still require effeLti%e human operators and
decisionmakers.

Some problems that require atki,tion in addressing the
interface between machine presentation and human Login-
tive responses in the context of military operational en-
vironments and systems are:

(1) Dealing with potential information oscrluad for oper
ators and decisionmakers:

(2) Dealing with time-critical information.
(3) Deciding what information in a high-%olume system

to save or store:
(4) Finding the optimal organization for different mixes

of information:
(5) Dealing with data bases prom, to undetected errors or

missing data;
(6) Presenting information an optimal way for such

diverse functions as ale ting for a LritiLal went.
monitoring for an infreq ent failure. diagnosing, a
problem Londition, or pr senting alternatix c courses
of action; and

(7) Providing requisite Lontrol inp t interfaces and cn
ploy ing effective feedback to use ith sane ill
and knowledge about the computer s
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Because these problems are interdisciplinary and at the
frontier of interaction between the behavioral and infor-
mational sciences, there is a clear need to combine re-
search from both the psychological and computer sci-
ences. Recearch specialties that will be essential
elements in such interdisciplinary projects include human
factors, artificial intelligence, psycholinguistics. decision
analysis, communications theory, information manage-
ment, informatiOn display, human information process-
ing, human aptitudes, systems engineering, and manage-

ment science.
Human factors engineenng, which is concerned with

human performance implications for the design of hard-
ware, provides a final examplF of a behavioral research
effort supported by the Department of Defense. Research
objectives are:

(1) To provide basic knowledge of the sensory, percep-
tual, cognitive, and response characteristics that un-
derlie task performance capabilities;

(2) To translate task performance information into new
ways to interface man with his equipment, and

(3) To develop methods for assessing man's contributions
to systems:

Current research concentrates upon vision and visual
perception characteristics, neurophysiological metrics
(such as visual responses that indicate perceptual and
cognitive processes). information-processing principles
for man-computer interface design, decisionmaking in
command and control, and workload measurement
methodologies.
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C. Space

The exploration of space has only just begun. Yet a wide
range of potential uses for spacefor expanding know l-
edge about the planetary system and the universe as a
whole, for solving problems on Earth, and for serving
national defense needshave already been identified.
Reaping some of those potential benefits, however, may be

far off, since space missions require extensive develop-
ment programs and typically take several years from
conception to launch. Even after missions are launched,
they often need to be operative for several years before all
the results are dearly evident. Additionally, deriving so-
da!, political, or economic benefits from those results
requires that they be institutionalized into ongoing opera
tonal systems, and that, too, requires time. In that re
sped, the situation is not much different from that in other
large-scale research and development programs, such as
those in energy, transportation, and health. However,
space exploration is still relatively novel, and our potential
capabilities in that area are expanding rapidly. For these

-reasons we may still lack much of the experience required
to formulate precise long-range plans that an make the

most effective use of the potentidls of space. In other
words, we have to continue to invent the future as we
proceed.

Space has been referred to as the new limitless ocean.
Given the historic impulse to explore, to understand, and
to control such uncharted regions, there is no doubt that
humans will seek to master space. The only questions are.
Who w ill explore space and reap its benefits? When will
the various phases of exploration and mastery occur? The
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 and policy
decisions by successive Administrations have committed
the United States to leadership in space Financial re-
sources in this area, however, as in all others, are limited.
Therefore, in order to ensure that the U.S. space program
constitutes a logical, efficient, and cost effective se-
quence of activities that can take advantage of emerging
technological opportunities, space planning is carried out
with a very long ranging time perspective. Because of the
need for long-range planning, many of the activities dis-
cussed in this section, from the study of concepts to the
employment of space systems, will not be completed for
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many years, even though they may already have been
initiated or are welt into the planning or development
stages.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE SCIENCE

The U.S. space program of the 1960s concentrated on
developing the technologies of propulsion, power, struc-
tures, controls, and electronics systems needed for space
operations and on proving that space flight was not only
technologically feasible, but also potentially very useful.
The decade of the 1970s was a period of consolidation,

' initial development of a reusable space transportation
system,'and assessment of the most fruitful directions to
pursue in space science, research, and applications The
directions selected supported application of space ca-
pabilities to the solution 6f terrestrial problems, and ex-
ploitation of the space environment for scientific pur-
poses. Missions were continued and plans for future
missions were initiated to exploit the unique capabilities
of space systems to increase and deepen our understand-
ing of the universe (NRC-9; SPACE).

Space activities in the 1980s are expected to be more
international in character, more sophisticated in technol-
ogy, and richer in their contribution to scientific knowl-
edge. Results are expected that will be potentially valu-
able for commercial, civil, and military applications
Efforts will also be made to involve the private sector
more in the support of U.S. space programs that could
provide long-range commercial benefits. The communi-
cations industry h already made considerable commit-
ments to space, anti the promise of the unique environ-
ment it offers for certain manufacturing processes has
received considerable attention.. However, because it is
often impossible to project accurately the benefits from a
specific program, because space programs require such
long leadtimes before benefits from investments are real-
ized, and because benefits would likely be widely dis-
persed rather than centered in specific businesses, private
enterprise has understandably not been inclined toward
financial support of many major space programs. The
private sector might'be more willing,to commit additional
speculative funds to space programs if the payback period
were shorter and profits guaranteed, and if it were more
closely involved in long-range planning and could there-
fore influence directions of space programs to fulfill its
future commercial needs. Therefore, for the near future,
the Federal Government will remain the primary sponsor
of the U.S. space R&D effort (SPACE).

One area of space activity in which the United States
currently holds undisputed world leadership is space Su

ent.e. That area includes both interplanetary explorations
and astronomical observations from orbiting satellites.
Space exploration has paid huge dividends in other
spheres by advancing technology for electronics in gener-

al, computer technology in particular, and many other
scientific and technical areas. It has added significantly to
knowledge about the universe and about how Earth smd its
inhabitants fit into the universe. Given that knowledge and
the new capabilities provided by the Space Shuttle and the
planned Space Telescope, this Nation is in ct position to do
even better work in the space sciences in the corning years
(NRC-9; NRC-17; SPACE).

Investigation of the origin and evolution of the universe
falls into four space science subcategories. astrophysics.
solar-terrestrial physics, planetary research, and the life
sciences (SPACE). Space science encompasses Earth, the
solar system, our galaxy, and the entire universe. Its
activities can provide information about the emergence of
life on Earth and can investigate the possibility that life
may exist elsewhere in the universe. It requires study of an
incredibly diverSe group of objects, such as diffuse clouth
of gas and dust, stars and their systems of planets, comets.
asteroids, pulsars, and quasars. And, until onsite meas-
urements can be made, it must, take into consideration
radiation in all the frequency regions from visible light to
cosmic rays. Detailed discussions of recent advances and
promising opportunities in space science appear in the
Source Volumes (NRC-9, NRC-17, SPACE).

It is worth noting. however, that although almost limit
less opportunities exist for furthering our know ledge of
the nature of the universe and our place in it. resour,:e
constraints will continue to require that explicit priorities
be set. Scientific opportunities associated with a particu-
lar type of project must be balanced against opportunities
lost by foregoing another project. As in other parts of tiic
space program, selection of priorities cannot be made
solely on the basis of what can be done or what. from a
scientific perspective, should be done. There is no ques-
tion that the human race will continue to explore the
universe or that the United States v, ill continue to he
deeply involved in doing so. The important question, as
already noted in a more general context. is. What specific
opportunities ought to be seized and when?

THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

The first successful orbital tests of the Space Shuttle in
April 1981 launched a new era of U.S space capability
The Shuttle Orbiter, which is the basic element of the
Space Transportation System. is not only a reusable
launch and reentry vehicle. but also a short-term. low
Earth-orbit space platform. Although the precise long

term launch rate to accommodate many of the potential
payloads for the complete Space Transportation System
continues to evolve, the Shuttle is now heavily hooked for
its early years of operation. Organizations already cum
mated to its use include the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). the Department of De
fense (DOD), other agencies of the C.S Government.
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commercial concerns, and foreign governments (NS,
SPACE). It may be, therefore, that if the realized traffic
model grows significantly, the four orbiters already sched-
uled for production will eventually have to be augmented
to realize the system's full potential. In addition, some
planned payloads will require greater service facilities,
more power, and longer stay-times in space than the cur-
rent system can provide (NRC-9).

THE STATUS AND USES OF THE SYSTEM

The Space Transportation System is expected to replace.
progressively through the 1980s, the expendable launch
vehicles on which the space programs of this Nation and
other nations have so far relied. It w ill cons:st of the Space

Shuttle, the European-developed Spacelab, and upper
stages for boosting payloads from the Shuttle's low -Earth

orbit to higher orbits (NRC-9).
Full development and exploitation of the Shuttle system

provide a wide range of exciting opportunities for the use
of space. Several of those opportunities are expected to be
realized during the next 5 years For example. the Shuttle
will be able to transport a wide variety of payloads as large

as 15 feet in diameter and 60 feet long and weighing as

much as 65,000 pounds. In addition. it can launch, serv-
ice, and retrieve free-flying spacecraft. A,Shuttle orbiter
with a Spacelab mounted in its cargo bay will provide a
low-Earth-orbit space platform with a stay-time in space
of up to 7 days or longer. Because of the potential case of
carrying out some processes in the near-zero gravity en-
vironment of space. investigations in materials processing
during the next 5 years are expected to lay the groundwork
for the commercial production of new and superior mate-
rials in space (NRC-9i Also, the greater access to space
provided by the Shuttle is expected to improve current
capabilities for remote sensing of Earth and its ens iron-
inent. Satellites will be inserted into Earth orbit from the
Shuttle. thereby lessening the need for expendable launch
vehicles and easing limitations on the weight and size of
pay loads. It also is anticipated that the Shuttle w ill pros ide

unique opportunities in infrared and optical solar astrono-

my. The launching of a life science laboratory is another

possibility currently being examined (NRC-17. SPACE).
In addition to providing many new opportunities for

studying and using the space environment, development
of the Shuttle has been paralleled by the refinement of
many technologies_ that will have potential uses in other
arenas. For example, design of the Shuttle was accom-
panied by major ad,ances in hypersonic aerodynamics.
thermal protection .lev ices, and very high pressure liquid-
tueled engines. In addition. the Shuttle's flight control
system. including the use of five identical computers for

sensor computational redundancy, is an example of a
state-ot-the-art computer system offering improved and
advanced control technology for many Earth-based ap-

plications (NRC-17).

SOME ANTICIPATED NEEDS FOR THE SYSTEM

Regular operational flights of the Shuttle are scheduled to
begin in late 198. They will mark the beginning of a new
national capability, but not its maturity, additional refine-
ments clearly will be needed. Since many of those needed
refinements will become evident only as flight experience
discloses them, some improvements in the system will
have to be planned as the need for them is identified. One
improvement already obvious involves the ab"Ity to trans-
port hrivier cargo loads into space. Another is a necessary '

augmt atation in available electrical power. both to provide

a supply adequate for expected payloads and to increase
the Shuttle-Spacelab's stay -time in orbit Current technol-
ogy is sufficient for development of systems that could
satisfy expected needs for the next 5 years. However.
longer range needs suggest a requirement for increases in
the capacity of energy storage devices and improvements
in power-management systems (SPACE)

As mentioned, some future science and applications
payloads will require greater stay-times in space than that
provided by the augmented Shuttle-Spacelab. Mounting
those payloads on unmanned space platforms in low-Earth
orbits seems now to be the most efficient method of
accommodation. Structures up to a certain size will be
carried to space in the Shuffle's cargo bay, but larger
structures will have to he transported in sections andior
prei-olded and assembled in space. Some structures that
may be needed in the future could be large enough to
require fabrication in space. Therefore. work has begun in
developing both the assembly and the fabricating tech-
niques that would be needed and the technologies to be
used to maintain the orientation and geometry of the
structures (SPACE).

The period of rotation of any satellite is determined
entirely by its distance from Earth's center The rotation
period of a satellite located approximately 24.000 miles
from the Earth's center is 24 hours -the rotational period
of the Earth itself. Since the positions of such satellites
remain stationary with respect to Earth's surface, their
orbits are referred to as geosynchronous Communica-
tions satellites, for example. benefit greatly from being in
geosynchronous orbit, and some remote sensing and
space science tasks require that sensors occupy similar
orbital positions. As space science and technology pro-
gress, the demand for the limited number of geo-
synchronous orbit positions is projected to grow rapidly.
while the number of such positions obviously will not
Indeed, preemption of geosynchronous poitions is an
emerging international problem. as noted later in this
section. Therefore, consideration currently is being given
to collecting a range of payloads on large, unmanned
geosynchronous platforms. Those platforms will pose
special problems since they may initially have to be serv-
iced remotely from great distances (SPACE).
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The movement of space platforms from Shuttle altitude
to gem)nchronous orbit will require transfer vehicles
having greater lifting capabilities than those of the Inertial
Upper Stage and the Spinning Solid Upper Stages of the.
Space Transportation System currently being developed
in coordination_with ^ASA.1))...the__U.S. Air Force and
industry, respectively. NASA is considering development
of orbit transfer vehicles to meet those needs when they
arise. The vehicles would also have the capability to place
satellites in orbits that depart from the v kinky of Earth,
and possibly to retrieve satellites both near to and remote
from the Shuttle. The likely near-term (1990s) need is for
an advanced propulsion system to serve as an upper stage

for planetary missions in the space science program
(SPACE).

Future advances in long-term manned space systems
raise additional questions on how the human body func-
tions in space. Neither the short-term nor the long-term
effects of spaceflight on physiological functions are as yet
adequately understood. Methods for mitigating potential
adverse effects as well as advanced subsystems to provide
life support for human operators are needed. Further-
more, optimal patterns of work, exercise, nutrition, and
sleep must be worked out, and new procedures for main-
taining health and treating illnesses in spat.' w ill require
development (SPACE). Thus, although the Space Trans-
portation System opens a myriad of possibilities for the
exploration of the potential of space. optimal use of the
system will require many additional contributions from
the science and technology enterprise.

REMOTE SENSING. COMMUNICATIONS, AND
DATA MANAGEMENT

Sensing Earth and its env ironmei, from space provides
information that can be obtainec by no other know n
means. Thus, remote sensing is a singular resource which
can contribute significantly to the acquisition of knowl-
edge. Likew 'sq.; 'satellites in geos) nehronous orbit have
the unique capability of being in the direct line of sight id.
appreelable sections of the Earth's surface. They thqefore
offer unparalleled facility for reeciv ing, processing, and
transmitting information.

THE USES AND POTENTIALS OF REMOTE SENSING

Remote sensing from space can provide accurate and
eontinuously updated information on Earths resources
and env ironment v ital to the effeetivenes:, of public poliet
decisions (SPACE, Nit). as Well 4 information useful in
protecting our national seventy. Some remote sensing
programs arc already in operation, while others are in
planning or development stages. Since 1972, the United
States has eondueted uvrl remote sensing for natural
resource, management and env ironmental monitoring

through Landsat satellites. Those satellites pros ide infor-
mation about both renewable and nonrenewable natural
resources throughout the world, and their information is
used by many other countries. The acquisition of those
data has implications for the search for additional sources
of such materials as scarce minerals and energy resources
(ASTRIII).

Monitoring urban and suburban residential patterns is
also possible through remote sensing. Another potentially
useful application is in forecasting the production of all

-major-crops-(AGR, SPACE). Descriptions of additional
applications appear in the Sourcc Volumes (AGR, NS, NR,
SPACE: NRC-9).

COMMUNICATIONS

The phenomenal growth in international and domestic
communications satellite networks during the 1970s sur-
passed all projections and created a need for eommuniea-
tions satellites with greatly enhanced capabilities
(SPACE). That growth rate is expected to continue. pa.
licularl) as some of the middle-tier countries implement
their ow n sy stems and as other experimental applications.
such as emergent.) and t:isaster communications and
land-module yoke eommunieations:become operatiunal
(SPACE, IA). It should be noted that the development and
use of eommunications satellites is one aspect of the
national space effort w h&c the private sector has been and

will continue to be heavily involved.
The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System currently

under development is expected to become operational in
1984. It is designed to be able to handle increasingly
higher rates of data transmission from Earth-orbiting sat-
ellites. However, no existing or planned syslem is ex-
pected to be able to handle the large data loads expected in

the 1990s For this reason. NASA is presently focusing
research on developing. within a decade, a communica-
tions capacity that is several times as large as the current
capacity and is based on a highly flexible wide-band data
communications network. Aspects of this research and
development program include opening up a new frequen-
cy band for satellite communications applications and
developing advanced multibeam antennas and onboard
switching systems to increase the capacity of presently
used and planned frequency bands (SPACE).

DATA MANAGEMENT

Reinote sensing and eoinmunieations satellite capabilities
are placing eonsiderable stress on the ability to process
and use data both effectively and cheaply. Thus, the field
of data prv.essing has emerged as a very important ele
ment in translating the potential of space into actual bene
fits. As a result of past technological developments, the
end-to-end Lost of processing satellite data has dc- reared

substantial!) from about $100 per proeessed megabit (in
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other words, per million pieces of binary information) to
something on t4 e order of S6 per processed megabit. If the

current rate of decrease continues to 1990, the cost would
be reduced-to SI per megabit. Even so, the annual cost of
processing daily full-coverage data from an operational
Earth-resources satellite could still be extremely high
(SPACE). The problem of cost could hamper exploitation
of the full potential of remote-sensing capabilities during
the coming decades (SPACE; ASTRIII).

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND
COMPETITION

Since space projects are major, long-term undertakings,
they'provide attractive opportunities for international co-
operation. The United States, as the world's leader in
space, has taken the lead in implementing many of those
opportunities. This country currently has a variety of
cooperative space science programs with other nations.
The largest and most complete cooperative space program
is Spacelab, developed by 10 European countries under
the management of the European Space Agency (ESA)
according to design specifications arriVed at jointly by
NASA and ESA1 NASA is also working with Canadian
and French agencies to develop and demonstrate a satellite

system that will i,locate ships and aircraft in distress by
monitoring the ethergency beacons they carry. The Sovi-

ets are developin
\

a similar system and have agreed to

make it compatibly with the U.S./Canadian/French sys-
tem. Cooperation ,between the United States and the
U.S.S.R. in the 10 sciences has Provided this country
with some scientific 'information and some opportunities
to fly experiments during the current hiatus in U.S. -
manned flights (NRC\-9; SPACE).

The International Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE) also in-
volves cooperation bc1,tween NASA and the European
Space Agency. In this project, which explores the work-
ings at tFe boundaries pi' the Sun-Earth plasma, coordi-
nated measurements qf the magnetosphere are being
made. A desirable future step in a comprehensive pro-
gram of cooperative research on the structure of the mag-
netosphere and its interaction with the solar v. nid would
involve measurements in the total San-Earth sy stem from
a minimum of four spacecraft (NRC-9).

The People's Republit. of China (PRC) has entered the
space erasuccessfully orbiting eight satellites and de-
veloping a launch vehicle to carry satellites into geo-
sy nchronous orbitand opportunities for cooperation
with that country in civil space activities are beginning to
open up. Under a recently signed U.S.,'PRC agreement,
PRC is considering the purchase of major Earth-observa-
tion equipment from U.S. industry (SPACE).

Civil space applications have also become a potential
reaa 1(2D4;0Mpetiti6r-ithis country and several

of countries that are rapidly developing

e .
their own capabilities. For example, Ariane, a predomi-
nantly French rocket, has been billed by some potential
European users as a possible alternative to the Space
Shuttle for delivering satellites into orbit Although the
development of Ariane is somewhat behind schedule, the
long series of delays that plagued the Shuttle led the
International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(Intelsat) to place orders for launching three satellites with
Aline instead of, with the Shuttle.

Seyeral less developed countries are already profiting
front U.S. space activities, particularly in the communi-
cations and remote sensing areas. Planning is in process
for the Second United Natiorfs Conference on the Explo-
ration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNISPACE),
currently scheduled for 1982. The conference, the first
since 1968, will focus on the practical benefits of space
activities, particularly for the less developed countries
(SPACE).

Howsor. the "window from space" provided by re-
moterensing and communications satellites is by no
means universally acclaimed. Indeed, the capabilities f
those systems have led to demandsoften stridentf r a
"new world information order" that could place se ere
limits on transborder information flow (AAAS-6). om-

municat:ons satellites that can beam programs directly to
home television receivers from distant locations are re-
garded by some countries as a violation of their national
sovereignty. In addition, remote sensing capabilities are
perceived as being, at worst, a new kind of economic
espionage posing a threat to the exclusive control of a
nation over its own national resourcesa focus of colo-
nial exploitation. At best, the capabilities of both com-
munications and remote sensing satellites raise difficUlt
questions about who holds proprietary rights to informa-
tion. and those questions are bound to be hotly debated
during the next 5 years (AAAS-6; IA).

A final source of potential friction that may, however, be
easier to resolve is associated with the concern of several
of the more scientifically advanced third world countricv
that they are being preempted from implementing satellite
systems to. serve their own domestic and regional needs
There are, of course. only a limited number of positions
available for satellites in geosy nchronous orbits, and at
present a relatively limited frequency band available for
satellite communications. Understandably, the less de-
veloped countries do not want to be completely dependent
on the good will of the industrialized countries for their
future communications needs. a situation that could
occur if available geosy nchronous orbit, and frequency
baials become rapidly saturated (SPACE, IA) On the
other hand, it is likely that technological developments
w ill greatly increase the information-handling capacity of
an orbital slot, as well as the number of noninterfering
slots, so that there may well be no shortage of channel
capacity in the future.
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The United States has entered an era of greatly en-
hanced capabilities for exploring and making use of the
potential of space. But, as in so many other areas. the
United States no longer enjoys undisputed dominance.
Other industrialized countries have de%eloped their own
impressive, if still limited, capabilities, Many less de-
veloped countries now understand both the potential ad-
vantage's and the potential threats of sophisticated space

systems. The development of U.S. space policy through
the 1980s and beyond will have to recognize increasingly
the concerns of other countries, the common as well as the
divergent interests among countries, the political and
financial advantages to be gained from carefully selected
cooperative ventures, and the potentially stimulating
effects of international competition in civil applications.

D. Health
Since the beginning of this century, great progress has
been made in improving the health status, quality of life,
and life expectancy of people in the United States and
throughout the world. Figure 2 shows changes in life
expectancy in the United States since 1900. That progress
has come about through advances in sanitation conditions
and nutritional praztices, through the control of such
infectious, diseases as smallpox, and through the earl)
diagnosis of disease and other improvements in the health
care delivery system. Moreover there are numerous in-
dications of further advances yet to come. The new re-
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combinant DNA technologies, for instance, are
I

expected
to aid the development of a wide variety of substances,
including new and more effective vaccines and drugs, and
perhaps will help in the control of genetic disorders. The
discovery of interferon and its effects on the human orga-
nism 'holds promise for improvements in the treatment of
viral infections and, maybe, cancer. Recent advances in
the neurosciencessuch as the discoveries of additional
neurotransmitter substances and the. naturally occurring
painkillers, the endorphins. ,ve improved our under-
standing of the functioning of the brain and may result in
great progress in the treatment of mental disorders
(NRC-2; NRC-14, NRC-17; HEALTH; ASTRIII). All of
these advances can be linked directly to biomedical sci-
ence and technology activities.

Some needed health improvements, however, depend
heavily on lifestyle and on environmental changes, which
advances in biomedical science and technology cannot
effect alone. Such improvements will be facilit ted ny a
broadened approach, merging biomedical, be avioral.
and environmental considerations (NRC-2). There also
appears to be an increasing need for the U.S. biomedical
community to address diseases and conditions not typ-
ically considered problems for Americans. For example,
there are many tropical diseases to which American mili-
tary personnel are exposed that will require increasing

ttention in order to counteract the severe toll those dis-
eases take on combat activities. Those diseases include
malaria, scrub typhus, hepatitis, diarrheal disease, and
arbovirus infections (NS). These diseases also pose se-
rious problems for people in the developing countries with
whom the United States will increasingly interact
(AAAS-7). In addition, the further development of un-
conventional weapons will present new classes of injury,
the treatment of which will require the development of
new technologies (NS).

An overriding concern to Ameridans now and in the
years ahead is the escalating cost of the health delivery
system. Between 1967 and 1978, health costs, as meas-
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ured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), rose about 120
perceht compared with 15 percent for the overall CPI.
Although such other factors as labor costs need to be
considered, one of the major mechanisms for slow ine the
escalating costs of the health care system may he with
health research advances. For example, new cost-efficient
technologies can reduce the need for labor-intensive serv-
ices and can suggest more appropriate ways to use outpa-
tientambulatory facilities, although. ,rs discussed below.
other technologies may raise health care costs. Advances
in medical research may also reduce the use of costly
surgical procedures and suggest less expensive forms of
medical care. Furthermore, research into preventive ap-
proaches for some diseases could greatly reduce the need
'for costly primary health care services (NRC-2). Thus.
although advances in biomedical research and develop-
ment cannot control escalating health costs by them-
selves, they do present an opportunity for mitigating the
problem in the coming years.

This section considers a range of high-priority health
needs and opportunities requiring consideration during
the next 5 years. They are (I) increasing emphasis on the
prevention of disease. (2) dealing with a shifting age
distribution in the American population, (3) dealing w ith
such addictive behaviors as alcoholism, drug abuse, and
cigarette smoking. (4) fostering the development and as-
sessment of health care technologies, and (5) development
of better and more cost-effective health care delivery
systems. Some constraints on accomplishing these goals
are considered at the end of the discussion.

FURTHERING THE PREVENTION OF ILLNESS

The contributions of basic biomedical research to the
prevention and containment of many illnesses have been
substantial. For example, while cardiovascular diseases
remain the number one killer in this country, the rate of
death from those illnesses has fallen by more than 30
percent since 1950. A variety of factors have played a part
in the rapid advance against heart disease. including more
effective drugs and procedures for repairing the heart and
diseased blood vessels. One major factor in the declining
mortality rate from cardiovascular disorders appears to be
an increase in the use of preventive measures. Adult
Americans are increasingly heeding warnings about the
adverse effects of certain personal such as ciga-
rette smoking and high consumption of animal fats, al-
though there is evidence that the smoking rate in adoles
cents is increasing. Americans are becoming more aware
of the dangers from high brood pressure. Additionally,
new and impi.ovedmethods for treating hypertension,
including new drugs that are more effective and have
fewer side effects, are now being applied widely (NRC -2;
NRC-I4).

Cancer, the most feared of the life-threao.ming diseases,
remains a major cause of death and debilitation in this

country. Approximately one person in four now living in
the United States w ill develop some form of 'cancer in his
or her lifetime, and one in six will die from this broad
class of diseases if present incidence and mortality rates
remain the same. However, some 30-40 percent of all
serious cancers are now being treated successfully, and
there is reason to believe that that rate will continue to
improve. In addition to treatment advances, there have
been some marked advances in developing strategies for
minimizing the risk of develeping cancer Known risk
factors for cancer include a variety of environmental fac-
tors, such as tobacco smoke, radiation, and viruses, as
well as such other factors as attitudirlal variables, genetic
predisposition, congenital defects. and aging (NRC-2)

Although great progress has been made in both the
treatment and the prevention of illness, remaining high
incitlence and mortality rates indicate that additional
progress is still badly needed. It is widely agreed that
further progress in the treatment of disease will come
primarily from additional basic biomedical research
efforts into the causes and detailed courses of specific
disorders (NRC-2; NRC-14: HEALTH) Those research
efforts will have to continue if methods of treating illness
are to be substantially improved in the coming years

Major opportunities also appear to lie in illness preven-
tionalthough. of course, not all illness can be pre-
vented and a variety of suggestions for maximizing the
probability of achieving those potential advances appears
in the Sour( e 'Volumes (NRC-2; SSRC -2: NS; HEALTH)
Two related strategies meriting attention and action in the
next 5 years are: (I) improving the research base linking
behavior patterns and lifestyles with cancer, coronary, and
other diseases: aryl (2) increasing efforts to motivate the
public to adopt healthier lifestyles and behaviors.

IMPROVING THE RESEARCH BASE LINKING BEHAVIOR
PATTERNS AND LIFESTYLES WITH CANCER, CORONARY,
AND OTHER DISEASES

Many medical problems, including some of the most
common in modern society. such as heart disease and
cancer. appear to be influenced by social and behavioral
factors. The processes linking patterns to physi-
cal illness may be grouped into three broad categories. (I)
direct psychophysiologiCal effects, which involve
changes in tissue function via pir;siological responses to
such psychological and social inputs as stress, (2) habits
and lifestyles that are damaging to health, such as cit,a-
rte smoking, excessive consumption of alcohol, and
poor dietary patterns, and (3) reactions to illness and the
sick :.ale, which may lead to a delay in seeking medical
care or a failure to comply with treatment and rehabilita-
tion regimens (SSRC-2).

These categories include a broad range of factors gener-
ally acknowledged to be important in health and illness
However, convincing evidence about the specific causal
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relationship between risk factors and heart disease. can
cer, and other major causes of illness is lacking. There-
fore, research efforts need to progress beyond their cur-
rent point of simply identifying correlations between
psychoSocial factors and physical illness toward the iden-
tification of those causal relationships. Accordingly, an
Important priority for scientific res, -h will be to inte
grate behavioral and biomedical know ledge in a manner
that identifies the factors underlying the interplay between
behavior, pathological,processes, and bodily dysfunction
to provide a base from which truly effective treatment and
prevention techniques might be developed (SSRC- 2).

MOTIVATING THE PUBLIC TO ADOPT HEALTHIER
LIFESTYLES AND BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

Although the evidence is not yet complete. there are
ample indicutions that lifestyles and behavior panems are
critical elements in sustaining high levels of individual
health NRC-2; SSRC-2; HEALTH). A related problem
for the health care enterprise then is: How can individuals
be better motivated to adopt healthier lifestyles and
behaviors?

Various approaches have been used in the past, most of
which have taken the tactic of modifying or treating al-
ready established patterns of behavior Some of them are
(I) using social pressures and media campaigns to educate
groups of people; (2) using individual trytment ap-
proaches, such a' behavior therapy and hypnosis. that can
condition individuals to change their deleterious life-
styles; and (3) using public health approaches aimed at
labeling of dangerous products and warning the public in
other ways of potential health hazards. Although these
approaches have been moderately successful, a different
kind of approach. one that attempts to dissuade people
from adopting those deleterious behavior patterns in the
first Place. could also be productive Development of
tho-se techniques. which might serve preventive rather
than simply treatment functions, requires a shift in re-

search focus toward acquiring a better understanding of
the factors encouraging health impairing habits, and not
just a focus on techniques to modify them once they have
been acquired (SSRC-2).

DEALING WITH A SHIFTING AGE
DISTRIBUTION

There have been major changes in the demographic profile
of the population over the past decades. The changes
have stemmed both from a sharp increase in birth rates
after 1947, with a sharper decline after 1957. and from
increased lifespans for older Americans. Of particular
importance to the health field are the changes in age and
sex characteristics of the population. The number of per
suns aged 65 and above. for example. is now projected to
increase by nearly 50 percent before the end of the 20th

century. Marked differences in male and female mortality
rates will also create different lifestyles and health needs
for men and women. For example, under present condi-
tions, a newborn American female can expect to live 9
years longer than a newborn male (NRC- I. NRC-2).

Continued changes in the age. sex profiles of the popula-

tion will require both individual and societal flexibility, in
anticipating national health care needs. On the one hand.
more people will be unwilling to retire at relatively early
ages, since their capabilities for productive work are
likely to remain high longer into their lifetimes. On the
other hand, more people will have to be concerned with
supporting and caring for an elderly parent. and the num-
ber of people in nursing homes and intermediary care
facilities will increase. There also will be increased pres-
sure on the working population to provide for the needs of
the elderly (NRC I). These changes will demand both
individual and societal adjustments.

Changes in the age and sex profiles of the population
have, similarly, placed new demands on science and tech-
nology to increase knowledge about the aging process and
about health needs and health care appropriate for that
population. Additional research emphasis on problems of
aging people coil! be needed during the next 5 years to
enable the United States both to deal with and to take full
advantage of the potential in its aging population. Science
and technology can affect problems associated with an
aging population- in many ways. two of which are dis
cussed below. One is by increasing the functional capaci-
ties ,pe the elderly, and the other is by z° vessing and
redesigning health services to meet the needs of the aged
more effectively. '

INCREASING THI, rUNCTIONAL CAPACITY OF TM.
ELDERLY

People reaching the age of 65 today are more educated.
healthy, and economically secure than ever before, and
.their capacity for nitellc,.tual and physical performance
continues to rise. However, in the face of the projected
demographic changes noted above. the potential fur even
further development and expansion of the quality and
productiveness of theirlives needs to be further explored.
That is partly due to a relative lack of knowledge about the
true functional capabilities of that population. about their
health care needs, and about the form of appropriate
health services suited to sustaining longer, healthier, and
more productive lives. Two kinds of factors will require
particular attention lithe functional capacity of the aged is
to be increased. One set of factors is related to the de
bilitating effects of both disease and its treatment. For
example, although some marked progress has been made
in treating such disorders as arthritis, the senile dollen
tias, diabetes, and atherosclerosis and other cardiovascu
lar disorders, there is still a long way to go before the
debilitating effects of those and other diseases are con
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trolled. That will require continued and concerted re-
search into the causes and courses of the diseases that of
filet the elderly (NRCObs.. NRC-2, HEALTH).

There is also increasing evidence to show that in older
people the body handles drugs differently than it does in
younger people. Since the elderly often suffer from multi-
ple chronic diseases and, therefore. follow, complicated
drug regimens, they are unusually susceptible to the un
toward and debilitating effects of drug interactions
Therefore, additional information will be needed about
drug metabolism and drug interactions in the elderly so
that less debilitating and less dangerous drug ,-,cimens
can be instituted.'

The second set of factors reducing the functional capac
ity of the elderly is concerned with social and behavioral
patterns Lifestyles and behavior patterns have long been
suggested to affect longevity and health in later life
However, there is not yet a clear understanding of that
relationship. In addition, there is increasing evidence that
nursing practices can significantly affect the functional
capacity of the elderly (SRC 4). Furthermore, the social
stresses to which the elderly are subjected. such as
changes in family irircumstances and in their economic
status, can hase major debilitating effects Although sonic
progress has been made in counteracting these stresses.'
additional efforts will be needed in the coming years

ASSESSING AND REDESIGNINC, 'HEALTH AND SOLI \L
SERVICES TO ACCOMMODATE:THE HEALTH NEEDS OF
THE AGED

Public health workers and physicians agree that care of the
elderly should be designed to maintain the functional and
social independence of people as much as possible posse
ble strategies for approaching that goal include (11 pros id
mg for better detection of emerging illnesses before they

advance and the pros islon of assistance prior to the de
cline of functioning, (2) impros ing health care facilities to
deter further institutionalization and nhance the ability of
peofrle to return to community living. and (1) increasing
the availability of intensise services to treat and rehahili
tate the elderly and chronically ill so that they may matt,

tarn the highest possible lesel of functioning (NRC I,

SSRC-4).
Science and technology can play an important role in

all three strategies. Through impros ing methods for iden
tifying high-risk cases and through preadmission cer
tification services. alternative lining and health care
arrangements may be pros ided to limit unnecessary in
stitutionalization. Through research ads ances. the gat
of rare provided in outpatient units. nursing homes, and
intermediate care fad' 'ies may be enhanced. Similarly.
advances in medicine are leading to higher quality and
more appropriate care for the chronically and acutely ill.
New drugs., for instance, may permit significant numbers
of patients to be shifted from surgical to medical etire and
from institutions to community settings (SSRC-4).

DEALING WITH THE PROBLEMS or ADDICTION

Substanceabuse is um: of the health problems causing
greatest concern in recent years. Alcoholism, drug abuse,
and cigarette smoking base all been related to both a wide
satiety of diseases and numerous social problems
(HEALTH, Outlook 11. For. example, of all of the oppor-
tunities for preventing such diseases as cancer and ar-
teriosclerosis, one of the most important is the reduction
of cigarette smoking tOut/oui, /). Howeser, while more
than 30 million Americans base stopped smoking since
the Surgeon General's Report, Stnykots soul lltulth, was
published in 196-1. that are still user 5(1 million smokers
in the- United States today (SSRC-2). furthermore, smok-
ing rate- base been rising more rapidly among adolescents
than in any other segment of the population. and. there-
fore, reduction in this habit must be a critical focus of
efforts if we are to be successful al all in slowing the onset
of life-threatening diseases.

Alcohol and drug-related addictions remain major
problems for American society. ,Although there is no
accurate estimate of the total incidence or presalence of
alcohol abuse. It has been estimated that user 10 million
American adults are either alcoholics or problem drink
ers. That IS roughly 7 percent of the population 18 years rf
age or older. Although the number of heroin addicts
estimated to hase dropped below one half million by
1980. the abuse and misuse of most other psychoactive
drugs appear to be rising. In economic terms, the costs of
alcohol and drug abuse hase been very high. They wrre
estimated M f,975 at S43 billion for alcohol abuse and.S10
billion for drug abuse. and they seem to hase been escalat
ing since then.' There are also dic widely acknowledged
social problems the addictise behas !ors present.

Science and technology can help with the problems of
addiction in a vanety of general ways. by determining the
neural and physiological bases of addiction and addictive
behaviors, by increasing understanding of the barriers to
changing behavior, by increasing understanding of the
causal relationships between addictise behaviors and ill
ness, and by better understanding the relationship be-
tween childreanng practices and the presence of addictise
behaviors later in Irfe (SSRC -2, HEALTH). Two fre-
quently cited kinds of actions that can be taken to facilitate
the application of scleinitic and technological advances to
the problems of Admire behaviors are. t 1) increasing the
knowledge base about the causes of addl.-the behaviors,
so that more effes.tive prevention and treatment regimens
can be developed, and (2) increasing efforts to translate
basic behavioral research findings into biomedical prat
face (SSRC-2. HEALTH. Outlook l)

INCREASING THE KNOtkELIX,I. !IASI ARM I THE CALSF_S
OF ADDICTION

Any at.empts to increase efforts caller to present the
oeselopoicnt of or to control addiction once developed
will hase to be based on information about its causes
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Therefore, if subshotial progress is to be made In the
conking years in combating drug and substance abuse
problems, increased research eff6rts into the causative
factors will be needed. Much has already been learned in
that area, and much is currently being studied. Major
efforts are now under way concerned with cigarette smok-
ing; those efforts should further our understanding of the
p4siological and p4uhological causes and basic mecha-
nisms of nicotine dependence and withdrawal and should.
therefOre, increase the effectiveness of treatment of that
public. health problem. Studies also are ongoing or
planned to understand better both the physiological and
the psychological consequences of marijuana use in ado-
lescents. Research on genetic predispositions and other
biomedical factors appears to offer the first prospects for
advancing knowledge of the causes of alcoholism
(HEALTH). However, much additional research will Se
needed before ultimate solutions t addiction problems

will emerge (HEALTH, SSRC-2).

INCREASING EFFORTS TO TRANSLATE BASIC
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH hINDINGS.INTO BIOMEDICAL
PRACTICE

The general problem of transferring basic scientific find-
ings into practical use is discussed elsewhere in this re-
port. However, there are some problems particular to
behavioral approaches to the Reatment of addictive be-
haviors that should be highlighted here, since the incor-
poration of behavioral treatments into practice has been at
a slower pace than has been the acceptance of innovative
biomedical advances. One reason for the slow pace of
incorporation of behavioral approaches may be a lack of
convincing evaluation data to document the effectiveness
of the various innovative approaches. A second may be
simple lack of systematic communication between be-
havioral and biomedical scientists. Therefore, there is a
need to determine more conclusively exactly which be-
havioral approaches are effective and which are not and,
then, a need to improve the processes by which such
information is disseminated to both health practitioners
and the general public (SSRC-2).

FOSTERING THE DEVELOPMENT AND
ASSESSMENT OF HEALFU CARE
TECHNOLOGIES

As the site and significance of the Federal research effort
have expanded, there has been increased concern about
obtaining the greatest pussjble return from government-
sponsored research. Of the S6.9 billion spent on health
research in 1979.62 percent, or S4.3 billion, was spent by
Federal agencies, and, of that amount, approximately 80
percent was provided by the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS).' Recognizing that research and

, development frequently pro% ide results that are useful
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beyond the original intent, there is a growing effort in
Federal agencies to seek spinoff applications. to assess,the

relative benefits and costs of new technologies, and ,to
disseminate technology-1-re ted aral funding for
use by others (ASTRII).

A variety of problems and constraints associated with
the use of new health technologies will have to be consid-
ered during the 1980s. For example, it obv iously is impos-
sible to implement all new technologies. Therefore.
choices among the many opportunities and among various
alternatives for achieving the same goal will have` o be

made. Questions must be asked about the costs, as well as

the benefits, of those new technologies Although many
new technologies are cost-effective, others may not he In
addition, the high costs of certain technologies, such as
the ne*p:anning technologies, 4aise questions as to how
those technologies might best be dispersed to. serve the
broadest possible range of patients. Finally, there may
prove to be a need, in some cases, to control the rate of
adoption of emerging technologies as their benefits and
costs are carefully assessed. Decisions on those issues,
like most policy decisions, are, of course. frequently
based on more than scientific grounds (see Section 1 E).

Prior to 1977, there, was no formal n.cchanism at the
Federal level for coordinating and conducting assess-
ments of new or existing health care technologies, with the
exception of the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA)
programs related to pharmaceuticals. However, the as-
sessment and dissemination of medical technology have
accelerated rapidly in the last few years. For example. the
Office of Medical Applications of Research (OMAR) was
established in the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in
3977. OMAR, with the support of the National Library of
Medicine (NLM), now serves as the focal point of a
Federal-level strategy to assess the efficacy and safety of
new health technologies and to aid the transfer of fir
results of those assessments to both practitioners and the

general public (HEALTH: ASTRIII).

As an example of what has been done to achieve agree-
ment about the efficacy of a new or emerging technology,
OMAR emphasizes a process that involves the identifica-
tion and selection of a broad range of health experts
invited to participate in working groups. Broad and open
part;%ipation.is encouraged in the conduct of such assess-

me its. Results from the assessments are then passed to the

medical and scientific communities and to health planning
and health delivery organizations (HEALTH) However,
in spite of those programs and the progress made to date,
several problems remain surrounding the development of
strategies for transferring basic research knowledge into
practice or technological development most effectively
and, glen, for assessing those new technologies Science
and technology efforts can be useful in both regards
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DISSLMNATINU RLSLARCH FINDINGS LLADINu TU
TECHNOLOGICAL ADOPTION

The dissemination of research findings with potential
usefulness for the development of new and emerging
technologies traditionally has not been well coordinated
(See Section IC). In the health area, increased Federal
efforts have been begun during the past few years, under
such auspices as the Lister Hill National Center for Bio-
itic.dical Communications and the National Library of
Medicine, to improve mechanisms for tranferring basic
research knowledge into practice. Those arc beginnings.
but additional efforts will be needed to provide truly
effective dissemination of such findings in the coming
years (HEALTH).

An example of an innovative transfer mechanism in
operation IS the "Knowledge Base Program" at the Lister
Hill Center. .Through this computer-based program.

!knowledge is synthesized in a particular subject for use by
a specified audience, such as those interested in a certain
new technology. A prototype of the system, applied to the
field of viral hepatitis, was established in 197'7 and has
been subsequently refined. Similar efforts might be initi-
ated forithe transfer of basic research knowledge in areas
underlying application of emerging health technologies
throughout the Federal and State Governments.

IMPROVING THE ASSESSMENT AND REGULATION OF NEW
TECHNOLOGIES

)14 ith the advent of more and more sophisticated tech-
nologies to meet specific needs, the possibility of misusc
also increases. In an effort to control the use of costly and,
at times. inappropriate medical technology, various gov-
ernment regulations have been enacted to protect individ-
uals and contain the costs of care. Federal regulatory
activities. however. have ofkn failed to give the regulators
a clear mandate with workable goals (Outlook I), Further-

more. when billions of dollars hang on compliance deci-
sions, intense controversy and delays are inevitable.
There is a need, therefore, to improve the process of
regulating health care technologies.

Scientific research can be useful both in assessing the
costs and benefits of regulations and in curtailing or en-
couraging the use of new technologies (Section I-E). One
problem in applying regulations with respect to costs is
that current estimates are almost inevitably based on the
costs of existing technology. Such estimates tend to over-
state those costs. The longer range risks. too, are some-
times either under or over estimated. Through improked
methods of cost projection and the use of an expan,:.,1
base of experience. such qtimates could be greatly relined
(AAAS-5, see also Section...1,4 Therefore, a greater
effort is needed to improve the coordination of research

findings in both the development and the control of health
technologies over the next 5 years.

Increased efforts to assess the relative costs and benefits

of new and emerging technologies also will be needed,
both to ensure wider application of cost-efficient tech-
nologies by the private and public health sectors and to
control the adoption of those technologies tlhit are costly
and only marginally effective, Many of the new tech-
nologies do promise to contribute to cost containment
over time and to improve the quality of care offered
Americans. However, only through careful assessment of
the costs and benefits of those technologies can an effec-
tive policy for their adoption he developed (HEALTH).

.ENSURING ADEQUATE AND APPROPRIATE;
HEALTH SERy ICE DELIVERY TO ALL
AMERICANS

Economic constraints make it especially impOrtant that
available health resources be used as efficiently as possi-
ble, A key consideration in ensuring the availability of
adequate and appropriate health services tolall citizens
continues to be the improved access to app/opriate serv-

ices for those persons who traditionally haft been under-
served. Among those groups are Black Ai mericans,
Spanish-heritage population, Asian or Pacific Islanders,
American Indians and Alaskan natives. ;lira! Aperlicans.
the eldeily, and low-income groups. While various popu7
lation subsets have both unique attributes avid certain
common points regarding health st.itus, some ethnic
groups are generally not as healthy and do not live as long

as do other groups of Americans.
Seeral alternate types of healMicare delivery systems

that now exist. or arc in the procass of being developed.
offer increased access and more appropriate health carp to

undetserked populations. The ibost prevalent of those
delivery services is the Health Maintenance Organization
(HMO). As of 1978. 199 HMOs were providing health
care to more than 7 million Americans. While there arc
various types of HMOs. the most predominant is the
Prepaid Group Practice. Under that model, the families or
individuals enrolled agree to pay a set monthly premium
to the HMO, whether or not they need medical care In

many cases, the monthly premium is paid by the employer
or by the gokemmeht. The staff of the HMO is thus
motikated, at least in theory, to keep people healthy ankl
reduce unnecessary utilization of erk ices

Other health care programs aimed at undersered
lawns include community health ...enters, matemal and
child health sell ices. alcohol and drug ...bust: Lenters, and
migrant health programs In addition. the Indian Heath,
Ser Ice prok ides a full range of pre% e,ntit e primary medi-

, cal, ..ommunity health, and rehabilitate e urvices to
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Indians and Alaskan natives living on reservations. The
network includes 51 hospitals. 99 health centers, and
more than 300 health stations and satellite field liealth
clinics.'

There is a need for systematic evaluations of existing,
programs over the next 5 years to provide a basis for
adapting or redesigning health care services to meet the
needs of all Americans. It is necessary to know, if partici-
pants in government-spon;,ored programs receive health
care equal to tha! received by other Americans, and
whether health kry ice agencies can be modified to
provide for preventive health services to partieipants.
Assessments of, the relative merits of various delivery
mode., for the prov 'stun of care to selected populations
are also needed.

CONSTRAINTS ON ADVANCES IN THE HEALTH
AREA

The preeeding, discussion and those in ilia, appended
Suture VOlioneA hKhlight a large numbei of current and
emerging opportunities for science and technology to
have significant positive impacts or, national health prob
lems. The ability of the science and technology enterprise
to exploit fully those opportunities w ill depend on a
number of policy decisions to be made the next few
y ears. Most of the issues about which thoseideeisions w

have to be made are generic to all areas of science and
technology. they L'oneern such factors as financial re
sources, instrumentation, and information transfer. Two
types of constraints on exploiting opportunities for ini
proving the health of the American public are worth
mentioning explicitly. t I1 human resource lunrtatwns, and
(2) effects of regulations on biomedieal research.

In the case pf human resource limitations. there re-
mains the perennial problem of the geographic distribu
tion of physicians. Additionally. there currently is a
decrease in the number of. young physician., entering
eareers academic medicine. which w ill present prob-
lems in the longer term. Whereas. in the past. more than

one third of niedieal students aspired to a career as elm'
eian-teaeher-investigator, that fraaion has now damn
fished significantly It is evident in terms of both the
number of vacancies on medical school faculties and the
number of applications for research suppo.rt received by
government agencies from persons with M.D. decrees
Although the causes of that trend are not well understood.
it has serious implications.' Much of the progress in
medicine during the past decade has Lome from acadcmiL
physicians. Therefore, reversing that trend will be an
important priority for the coming y'ears if wc. are to realire
the full potential for improved health presented by sewn
title and technological activities (NRC Obs.).

Federal regulations impose a second major constraint
on health-related scientific and technological activities.
Whereas in many cases regulations are imposed on the
products of research and development, regulations in the
health area are frequently imposed on the scientific ac-
tivities themselves (Section 1E). There is no disagree-
ment that some control should be placed on health-related
science and technology aetiv ties. Clearly, no indiv idual
should be subjected to undue harm, whether physical or
psychological, as a result of biomedical research. what
ever the potential benefits to be derived by society.
However. apply ing those regulations in specific Lases to
determine. for example. what eonstitutes undue harm, or
undue harm relative to a certain anticipated benefit. is
often exceedingly difficult. Moreover, there is a grow mg
belief that some regulations of biomedical research have
been unduly restrictive and have unnecessarily hampered
health-related scientific and technological progress. That
concern. and the discussion surrounding it, led to re%
mons in the guidelines for recombinant DNA research in
November 1980aild to re% isions in the regulations for the
protection of human and animal subjects in research sup-
ported by the Department of Health and Human Ser% ices
in January 1981. Continued discussion anti- evaluation of
the regulations controlling those research dui% Ines w ill be
needed to ensure maximal use of the potential from bio
medical research in the coming years
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E. Energy
The United States developed economically in an environ-
ment that included secure, -readily available, and rela-
tively inexpensive energy supplies. With the petroleum
embargo of 1973 and the subsequent rapid increase in the
cost of imported petroleum, there has been' a growing
national awareness of the economic and national security
implications of our dependence upon imported energy
supplies. In the first few years after 1973, U.S. energy
policy focused heavily on Federal intervention in the
market and attempted to protect U.S. consumers from the
reality of world petroleum prices. One adverse con-
sequence of this policy was to discourage thf long-term
private sector investments in research and development
necessary to increase domestic petroleum and natural gas
production and to develop viable alternative energy
sources that will inevitably be needed when world pe-
troleum production begins to decline

This Administration's energy policy is an integral part
of the President's comprehensive Program for Economic
Recovery. It is based on the conviction that, with regard to
the development of energy sources, the collective judg-
ment of properly motivated technical innovators, busi-
nessmen, and Lonsumers is generalli ,upenor to any form
of centralized programming. Hence, Federal investments
will be made only in long-term research with high risks
and potentially high payoffs. In general, the Federal Gov-
ernment will no longer assume resppnsibility for acceler-
ating the development of newer, technologies. Addi-
tionally, public funds will not ihe used to subsidize
domestic energy production or conservation on the
grounds that such actions lead to little additional security,
and, onithe contrary, divert capital, workers, and initiative
from uses that Lontnbute more to society and to the
economy. Hence, this policy is designed to meet the
challenge of providing a healthy economic and policy
environment in which rational energy pioduction and
consumption decisions can be made that reflect the true
value of the Nation's resources.

The power of the free market in alleviating short-term
energy shortages is suggested by the fact that the growth
in energy consumption in the United States, and of oil and
transportation fuels in particular, is moderating signifi
candy as conservation measures Nought on by higher
prices begin to take effect (Figure 3). Worldwide modera-
tion in petroleum demand has also led to a glut on the
international market and thus to a temporary stabilizatior.
of crude oil prices.

Forecasts of energy demand growth vary considerably,
depending on economic and technological assumptions,
on the assumed mix of future energy sources, and on
projectea pnce trends. Significantly, however, most recent
forecasts project considerably smaller growth in U S.
energy consumption than earlier forecasts.' In partis.ular,
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forecasts released by the Department of Energy (DOE)
early in 1981 predict that U.S. energy consumption will
increase at only slightly more than I percent per year from
1979 to 1990, well below the 2 percent growth rate fore-
cast in 1979 (Figure 4). Petroleum, which provided 43
percent of U.S. energy needs in 1979, would provide only
35 percent by 1990. Coal use 4kould increase from 19 to 27

percent of total energy use. w h smaller increases in
nuclear power and renewable resources. By 1990, con-
servation would permit overall energy use in the residen-
tial and c,,inmercial sectors to remain at about their
present levels. Additionally, the use of energy for
transportation is expected to decline significantly by 1990,
permitting appreciable increases in energy useand thus
..ubstantially increased economic actin. ity in an in-
creasingly energy efficient industrial sector (ENERGY).

In short, the United States has already started to;experi-
ence a major transition away from the use of readily
exploitable, but depletable energy sources The moder-
ated demand for energy should pros ide sufficient time to
resolve the longer term problem of assuring that adequate
energy supplies are available in the future when petroleum
supplies throughout the world are so far depleted and,
thus, so costly that they can at best satisfy an insignificant
fraction of the U.S. and world--energy demand

Some analysts belie.c that world petioleum production
has already reached its highest levels, though others dis-
agree. There is, however, reasonable consensus that world
production will almost certainly plateau if not peak by the
year 2000. By that time, demand for petroleum elsewhere

than in the United States particularly among the middle
tier countries of the third world is expected to have risen

sharply, resulting Ir. increased competition and higher
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prices for supplies that are at best stable.' Thus by the turn
of the century, liquid fuels used in the United States will
most likely have to be derived from domestically pro-
duced petroleum, unconventional reserves of hydrocar-
bons (i.e., compounds of carbon and hydrogen) such as
oil shale, heavy oils, and tar sands, and fuels made from
coal and, to a lesser extent, from peat and agricultural
products (NRC- 15). Since liquid fuels from all these
sour..es will be costly, their use will by then have to be
restricted primarily to the transportation sector and to a
few other situations where economic or environmental
4. onsiderations make the use of alternatives impractical
(ENERGY). Sometime during the 21st century, when
petroleum and (later) natural gas are no longer available at
any price, the United States will have to begin to rely
almost completely on some mix of unconventional hydro-
carbons, coal, nuclear fuels and renewable sources
principally direct solar energy to satisfy its energy
needs.

The mix of energy sources used in the United States
during near and more distant future decades and the
percentage that each source contributes to total energy
consumption will depend on a number of related factors,
including domestic and international demand, mailability
of conventional and unconventional hydrocarbon., rela-
tive end-use prices of various available alternatives, and.
of course, available technology. Considerable technologi-

cal development will continue to be needed to exploit
available energy options even in the near-term future, and
a good deal of scientific research that will be needed as a
basis for those developments has yet to be carried out.
Thus, the public and the private sector have initiated a
range of scientific and technological programs aimed at
helping to ensure adequate energy supplies in the future
(ENERGY).

Some analysts believe that the few years during which a
large Federal energy effort has existed have seen a markcd

shift. away from the long-term scientific research needed
to undergird future developments toward short-term re-
sults that could lead to rapid and, perhaps, premature
commercialization. Given uncertainties about the types
and mix of energy sources that will be economically and
technologically viable in the distant future, the desir
ability of conducting research aimed at a wide range of
possible high-payoff alternatives, is almost self evident.
Otherwise, the United States could become locked into
relying on a narrow set of options that could ultimately
prove not to be viable. For this reason, Federal support
during the next 5 years will focus on truly long-term.
potentially high payoff scientific research (ENERGY)

The situation regarding advanced development i. 4. on
siderably different than for long-range research In 'thc

past the Federal GtAernment subsidized a wide range of
technological developments. The Reagan Adminisua
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non's policy proceeds from the assumption that the market
is best suited to sort out most development options, and
that Federal support should be limited to those potentially
high-payoff options where the private sector is as yet
unable to invest sufficient development funds. Thus,
many potentially promising programs that prey loud), re
eiv ed Federal subsidies have been curtailed or discon-

tinued, and additional reductions in Federal development
support during the next 5 years are likely (NRC- 14,
ENERGY).

Some of the major contributions that energy-related
science and technology programs in the public and private
sectors are expectectto make during the next 5 years. and
some of the problems associated with those programs. are
highlighted below.

OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION

Until economically competitive fuel sources are de-
veloped to supplement declining domestic reserves, ex-
ploration for new petroleum and natural gas resources
accessible to the United States and the development of
methods to enhance the recovery of oil and gas from
known sources must be pursued. Administration actions
to decontrol -oil prices and to stimulate the investment
climate through regulatory and tax reforms are expected to
provide the necessary market conditions for these ac-
tivities (ENERGY).

PET ROLEUNI PRODUCTION

Petroleum production in the United States has recently
stabilized. If the United States were to sustain present
levels of oil production. approximately 4 billion addi
tional barrels would have to be located annually However.
there was only one year since 1950 during which more
than 3 billion barrels of reserves were discovered There is
considerable disagreement about the probability of dis
covering new large or giant oil fields, but little disagree-
ment about the fact that if such basins exist they are most
likely to be in locations with harsh environments that will
make exploration and commercial/development difficult
and expensive. For example. although the Outer
Continental Shelf in the Alaskan north slope is a key
location where largt: fields are being sought, env irunmen
tal concerns and operating difficulties have slowed explo-
ration and development and raised vests. Ocean beds also
constitute another important potential source of pe-
troleum. During the next 5 years, industry h expected n)
improve the technology fur offshore exploration and drill
ing operations to minimize the chances for spillages.
blowouts, loss-of-well control, fires, or other occurrences
that may damage the environment or endanger life
(ENERGY).

Advanced enhanced recovery techniques could lead to
increased commercial production of petroleum from
known domestic reserves. While the technological mech-
anisms of several enhanced recovery techniques are well
understood, it is as yet difficult to predict whetheT they
will be workable or profitable in any given reservoir.
During the next 5 years, field tests, supported by laborato-
ry investigations, w ill be carried out by industry in an
attempt to improve these techniques. These tests should
also permit a better assessment of bdth the economics and
the env ironmental impacts of enhanced recovery
(ENERGY).

NATURAL GAS

The Department of Energy estimates that domestic levels
of natural gas from known, presently proven sources in the
lower 48 States can be maintained only through the pres-
ent decade. Deep well recovery could, however, sustain
production levels well beyond that date. The prospects for
discovering new reserves and exploiting known, uncon-
ventional reserves of domestic natural gas are considered
good, and supplies from the lower 48 States can be aug-
mented by Alaskan, Canadian, and Mexican reserves.
Thus, while available and potential natural gas/supplies
are finite, they are not likely to be depleted as rapidly as
oiland could therefore serve as a substitute in some
applications (ENERGY).

Since considerable natural gas reserves exist outside of
North America, means for facilitating transoceanic ship-
ment are also being studied. One possibility under active
consideration would be to convert natural gas to meth-
anol, which remains a liquid under normal temperatures
and pressures. Another somewhat more controversial op-
tion would be to transport natural as as a compressed,

refrigerated liquid. Unfortunately. liquefied natural as Is

highly flammable. The Department of Transportation has
recently issued safety regulations for the transportation of
liquefied natural gas that could mitigate this safety prob-
lem. However, the commercial feasibility of importing
natural gas in any form is likely to depend primarily
upon pricing decisions made by exporting countries
(ENERGY).

UNCONVENTIONAL SOURCES OF OIL

Although the world's economically recoverable sources of
petroleum are being depleted, the existence of vast uncon-
ventional source, has been known for some time. and
more of these sources might well be discovered Presently
identified unconventional sources include giant deposits
of heavy oils and tar sands in Canada, Venezuela, and in
the U.S.S.R , and somewhat smaller though still consid-
erable heavy oil and tar sand deposits in the United States
and Madagascar. These deposits have not been exploited
because the price of petroleum has heretofore precluded
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making the large investments required to mine and pro-
duce usable fue.s from them. For the same reason, sys-
tematic exploration for other similar deposits has pro=
seeded slowly. During the past few years, an effort to
commercialize production from the Canadian deposits has
begun. Given projected increases in the price of pe-
troleum, some experts believe that fuels derived from
theseunconventional sources could begin to penetrate :he
market in the early 1990s.'

Oil shale appears to be the most promising unconven-
tional source for the United States in the next decades,
primarily because plans to proceed with commereialized
mining and production have already been announced.
Virtually all the readily exploitable U.S. oil shale deposits
are lOcated in the Green River formation in a small area at
the juncture of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. Commer-
cial exploitation of shale resources located in Tennessee
and Kentucky is more problematic.

When heated to a sufficiently high temperature, well
over 50 percent of the organic material from the Green
River shales is reeoverable as crude oil or gas. The resul-
tant hydrocarbon - containing material can then be pro -
cessed to remove residual sulfur. nitrogen. and arsenic
compounds and upgraded slightly to serve as a source
from which more traditional liquid fuels can be refined.
All phases of the process from mining through the produc-
tion of upgraded crude oil have been carried through the
large pilot plant stage. and current economics suggest
commereial viability of existing first generation pro-
Lesses. Mining and the disposal of solids represent a
majoar<etion of the Lost of extracting oil from shale, and
are also sources of env ironmental problems. Additionally,
water required for mining, production, upgrading. and
revegetation of surface mined areas could severely limit
production Lapaeities. However. process improvements in
seeond- and third-generation Lommereial opetations that
can enhance production effiLieneles. reduce environmen-
tal problems, and use water more effectively seem possi-
ble (NRC-15).

COAL AND COAL DERIVATIVES

There is widespread (though nut quite universal) agree-
ment that for the remainder of the century there arc only
three mailable alternatives to burning petroleum products
and natural ga:. to provide signineant amounts of energy
( I) burning fuels derived from unconventional hydrocar-
bons, (2) burning Loa! or synthetie fuels made from Loal.
and (3) producing electricity and (perhaps) Indust' AA
process heat from nuclear fission. Liquid fuels produced
from peat and plant products could provide a significant
supplement in some limited applieatiow. in agriculture.
for example. Other alternative energy sourees direet
solar produenon of eleetrieity, advanced nuclear fission
and fusion systemsmay be options for the longer term

future. Hydro, geothermal, wind, and ocean thermal
sources could also provide limited though useful supple-
ments in some parts of the country.'

DIRECT COAL USE

Tile United States has vast known coal resources that
compose approximately 30 percent of the world's total.
with the overwhelming bulk of remaining known world
reserves located in Australia, the Soviet Union. and the
People's Republic of China. Coal was once the preferred
fuel source in this country, and at one time was used to
produce 45 percent of its electricity Howeyer, during the
1940s, economic, environmental safety, transportation.
extraction and processing advantages of petroleum and
natural gas led to its replacement. All of these factors.
with the exception of the direct economic factor, still
present significant obstacles to the expanded use of coal
either its direct use as a source of electricity or industrial
process heat, or its use as the basis for a synthetic fuels
industry. Because of these constraints, present ca-
pabilities for mining and burning coal are not being used
to full capacity, a fact that has kept down the price of coal
and worked as a disincentive to its further exploitation
Ben though coal use is expected to expand considerably
beginning about the middle of this decade, production
capabilities are not expected to be used full) until the
1990s (NRC-15; ENERGY: ASTR 1l: ASTR ill).

While the country's coal reserves are vast, not all of it
can be strip mined, and there are various health and safety
problems associated with underground mining It should
be possible to reduce these risks by the continued intro-
duction of new technologies such as longwall mining
These technologies can also improve the efficiency of coal
extraction. Meanwhile, research that should provide a
better understanding about lung diseases common among
miners is being pursued. Ultimately, this research should
lead to improvements in prevention and cure, though no
drastic advances are anticipated during the next 5 years
(ENERGY). While many experts,believe that health and
safety risks to miners can be reduced substantially, few, if
any, would claim that they can be eliminated completely.
For this reason, promising automated underground min-
ing technologies that are also being developed in the
United Kingdom and West Germany arc viewed with
increased interest by the U.S. Loa! industry and Lookd
begin to receive major tests in this country during the next

years (NRC -14).
Environmental problems assoLiated with Loal include

damage to land from strip mining (partieularly in the
semi arid Western States where a great deal of U.S. sup
plies are !mated), solid waste: disposal problems, water,
availability, and atmosphene pollution from burning Loal
and from processes fur its Lonversionto synthetic fuels.
Efforts to deal with some of these problems are high
lighted in Section 11-G.
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Conversion from oil and natural gas to coal as a source
of electricity or industrial process heat would be facili-
tated by technologies that burn coal more efficiently and
leave behind fewer solid' and gaseous wastes. Fluidized-
bed combustion, in which coal mixed with limestone (to
absorb sulfur) is burned while being suspended by com-
pressed air above the floor of the furnace, is practically a
commercial option today. In this process coal is burned at
a substantially lower temperature than in conventional
combustion systems; thus reducing considerably the
emission of oxides of nitrogen. Promising research into
the physical and chemical processes occurring in coal
combustion should.permit considerable improvements in
the fluidized-bed process after commercialization Re-

search of this type is also expected to facilitate the de-
velopment and commercialization of other advanced coal
burning systems (ENERGY).

SYNTHETIC FUELS

The capitalization costs for new synthetic fuels industries
will be enormous. Thus. the rate at which synthetic fuel
production from coal penetrates the market will depend
critically upon the projected prices for alternative and
gaseous liquid fuelsi.e.. natural gas, petroleum deriva-
tives, and fuels from heavy oils, tar sands, and shales.
Sometime during the late 1980, as processes for convert-
ing coal into gaseous and liquid fuels are commercialized,
coal in these-forms may begin to replace oil and natural
gas in many appliefie-

The need for synthetic fuels made from coal has been
felt in the past. Production of coal gas by reaction with
steam became important in Europe and the United States
after 1861. Germany built a number of coal liquefaction
plants before World War II, and small-scale coal liquefac-
non feasibility studies were carried out in the l ailed
States during the 1930s and, again, in the late 1940s. The

discovery of new, easily exploitable reserves of Aural gas

and petroleum. with consequent price reductions for the
fuels derived from them, precluded large-scale develop-
ment of these pilot synthetic fuels efforts. But they
provided a scientific and techn.alogicai base for further
development. If there were no economic or env ironmcntal
constraints, the United States could produce enough syn-
thetic fuels to eliminate almost all imports, slow the
consumption of domestic oil, and develop d substantial
synthetic fuel export trade. Indeed, the availability of
these fuels would be a crucial factor in helping Western
Europe and Japan reduce, their on petroleum imports.
However, there are financial and environmental con-
straints, and science and technology will have to provide
means for overcoming them. A primary need during the
present decade is to learn more about different processes
for producing synthetic fuels and about how to use dif-
ferent types of synthetic fuels in a variety of applications
so that a range of viable alternatives will be available when

large-scale commercialization becomes feasible
(NRC-I5).

The basic chemistry that underlies synthetic fuel pro-
duction from coal is relatively simple. Coals are com-
posed primarily of carbon and hydrogen. with smaller
amounts of oxygen and other inorganic elements, depend-
ing on the type of coal. A number of chemical reactions
occur when coal is raised to a sufficiently high tempera-
ture, including reactions that produce gaseous and liquid
hydrocarbons (carbon-hydrogen compounds) that are usa-
ble as fuels. However, straightforward healing of coal also
yields (in addition to solid char) a wide range of other
gaseous and liquid compounds, most of which have too
low a ratio of carbon to hydrogen to serve as good fuels.
Efficient production of crude gases or liquids from which
usable synthetic fuels can be refined requires, therefore,
that additional hydrogen be available in the, process. This
hydrogen can be supplied in its pure, gaseous form.
Alternatively, hydrogen can be extracted from water in the

production process, in which case compounds containing
oxygen as well as hydrocarbon compounds are produced.
The same basic processes can be used to make synthetic
fuels from peat or wood.

Commercially demonstrated processes are now avail-
able for producing usable synthetic' gas from coal. and
planned research and development efforts should demon-
strate. within the next 5 years, improved process in terms
of efficiency. reliability, and env ironmental acceptability_
(NRC-I5; ENERGY). The first step in all these processes
is to combine coal with steam (as a source of hydrogen)
and either pure oxygen or air to y ield a mixture of carbon
monoxide, hydrogen, small amounts of methane. nitro-
gen 9(if air is used instead of oxygen) and some other
contaminants primarily compounds of nitrogen and sul
fur. If the nitrogen and contaminants are rem° ed. the
resultant gas can be used directly as a fuel Since the

heating value of this gas is considerably less than that of
natural gas and its transportation costs higher. its use for
such purposes is expected to be limited Gasified coal is,
however, expected to be important for other applications
as a source of hydrogen for coal liquefaction, for con
version to methane (equivalent to natural gas). for the
production of alcohol, particularly methanol, and. per
haps, for synthesis into gasoline and diesel fu n as

source of petrochemical feedstocks Sink. conversion of
coal to such usable end products by means asilication
involves multiple steps, efficiency can be increased con
siderably by carrying out several steps at the same vessel
Increased efficiencies of this sort appear to he possible
Their implementation w ill depend to a large degree on the
markets for the output of first generation gasification
plants (NRC-I5).

The commercialization of direct coal liquefaction is
less advanced than coal gasification I lowever. large pilot
plant programs arc under way which. given sufficient

-t
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market incentives, could lead to commercially viable
processes toward the end of the decade. Production of
usable fuels through coal liquefaction involves combining
dissolved coal w ith hydrogen to yield a crude liquid, then
refining the crude liquid to remove unwanted compounds
(such as those containing nitrogen and sulfur) and to
produce usable fuels. These fuels can include methane,
light by drocarbons, gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel, and fuel
oils. Commercial feasibility depends in large measure on
producing a crude liquid with a high concentration of
usable components. In several processes this depends in
turn on using catalysts to induce a high rate of selectivity
among the chemical reaction processes (NRC-15,
ENERGY).

A good deal of scientific research will be needed to
improve the efficiency and reliability of future commer,
cidl synthetic fuel production and to minimize associated
environmental problems. Priority research areas include
those focused on mechanical and elastic properties of
various coals, and on their chemical structures and coin
positions, on the way s in w hich noncar&on components of
coal affect catalytic conversion processes, and on cataly-
sis itself (NRC-14, ENERGY). First-generation commer-
cial synthetic fuel products will probably mirror closely
the natural gas and petroleum-derivative products that
they will replace. However. particularly in the vase of
liquids, these products are not the most efficient ones to
produce from coal. Methanol produced from synthesis
gas-(a-mixturc-of earbon-monoxide-and-hydrogen) is.-for
example. potentially a very good fuel. Likewise, hydro-
carbon fuels with lower hydrogen-to-carbon ratios could
be Jess expensive than presently used liquid fuels. In the
future. as synthetic fuels from coal become more impor-
tant, there will be increasing incentives to adapt engines
and other combustion equipment to burn these alternative
fuels (NRC-15).

LIMITATIONS ON TM. lSE OP COAL

Available domestic coal reserves could satisfy all U.'.
energy needs and the needs of much of the industrial we

for several decades into the next century. But there are
limitations on its use. Water is needed in all coal mining
processes both to repair env ironmental damage in ,trip
mining and for producing synthetic fuels from coal. A
good deal ot the U.S. coal reserves are located in the semi-
arid West, where water - intensive agriculture Is already
limited by available water supplies. Mining and produc
non processes that reduce water consumption, make use
ot available brackish v,ater, and keep the discharge of
pollutants into surface streams and rivers below accept-
able limits w ill clearly be needed if the Nation is to
substantially increase its use of coal (NRC-15). More
efficient use of water for agriculture could also be an
alternative. cost-effective option.

The productiOn of carbon dioxide will very likely set
the ultimate limit on burning all fossil fuels. Coal is,
however, of special concern, since its low hydrogen-to-
carbon ratio leads to the release of larger amounts of
carbon dioxide for given amount of heat than most other
hydrocarbon fuels. By the same token, the higher the ratio*
of carbon to hydrogen in a given fuel, the greater the
amount of carbon dioxide that will be produced for a given
amount of energy output. This circumstance argues in
favor of using synthetic fuels with low carbon-to-hydro-
gen ratios. There is a great deal of uncertainty about how
rates of increase in the atmospheric concentrations of
carbon dioxide are related to rates of fossil fuel combus-
tion, and also about the rates at which carbon dioxide can
be reabsorbed by vegetation and the oceans. However,
climatic effects might be measurable as early as the first
decade of the 21st century, and few analysts are prepared
to dispute the argument that if fossil fuelsprimarily
coalwere to remain as the principal source of energy in
the industrial countries, serious problems would ensue by
the middle of the century (NRC-I5, ENERGY, NR).
Thus, while coal, and fuels made from coal and shale,
will be an essential component of the energy source mix

1' 1

that this country will rely upon until well into the next
century, and while synthetic fuels may well be used indefi-
nnely for some limited pu.poses, coal cannot provide the
sole basis for future U.S.or worldenergy needs.

NUCLEAR FISSION

Most analysts agree that nuclear power will have to
provide some fraction of U.S energy needs for the re-
mainder of the century, thoagh the pace and direction of
the development of nuclear energy remains highly uncer-
tain. At present, a total of 72 nuclear power plants, all of
which are based on light water fission reactors., plovide
about 13 percent of the Nation's electricity. By 1995 there
could be as many as 190 light water reactor plants in
operation supplying approximately 30 percent of the elec-
tricity used in the :ountry. However, since forecasts of
electricity demand growth during the next 10 years have
iecently been rev ised dow nward. this projection is subject
to conside able uncertainty Decreasing growth rates and
future uncertainties have created serious problems for
electric utilities which must design, capitalize, and begin
constructing new plants years in advance of their antici-
pated use. Additionally, a burdensome regulatory climate
derived in part from a lack of public confidence about the
safety of nuclear power has led several utilities to cancel
orders for nuclear power reactors Indeed. no new reactors
have been ordered by the utilities industry since 1978
(ENERGY). This slowdown in the development of nu-
clear power for generating electricity has beca taken as
evidence by some critics that no additional nuclear fission
plants will be needed in the future.

77
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The future of nuclear power in the United States will
depend on changing economic and political factors, and
these factors w ill be strongly influenced by emerging
se ientifie and technological capabilities. Pnoirii) pro-
gramkduring the next 5 y ears w ill continue (1) to improve
the safety and operating efficiency of the present genera-
tion of light water reactors, (2) to develop provisions for
the permanent, safe disposal of high -level jadloaetive
reactor wastes, and t3i to pursue exi.loratory research and
development that will be required to commercialize ad-
vanced fission reactor systems.

Additionally, the feasibility of designing nuelear reae-
tors for uses other than electricity generation could attract
attention. These possible uses include supply ing process
heat for manufacturing and, significantly, for a synthetic
fuel industry.

IMPROVING THE SAFETY AND liFFICIENCf OF LIGHT
WATER REACTORS

Until the mid-1970s, the design of and the economics
assodated with presently operating light water reactors
assumed that the spent fuel elements removed from the
reactors would he reprocessed to separate the remaining
uranium from tile waste material, and that uranium would
thereby become available for new fuel elements Presently
available reprocessing and recycling processes also sepa-
rate out plutonium. which can be used for nuclear weap-
ons (Outlook I. v. II, pp. 153-54, 160-61). This circum-
stance-raised concerns_about_nuclear weapons prolifera-
tion and led, in 1977, to a moratorium on reprocessing
plants construction in the United States. Although the
President lifted this moratorium in October 1981. most
light water reactors will altruist certainly continue it. oper-
ate in a once-through mode for several-years For that
reason, there is consigerabie interest in improving the
efficiency of piWer plant:, since even small incremental
gains can result in large 'economic benefits. Two ap-
proaches are being pursued: first, increasing the fraction
of usable fuel that actually undergoes fission by using
different fuel materials and core designs: second. using
higher temperature coolants and more efficient turbines
that can use a greater fraction of the heat produced in the
reactor core to generate electricity (ENERGY).

Tomes invol% i.ng light water reactor safety that are
being explored by Federally supported research 'mkt le
the man-machine iiiierfaee in plant systems, iinprke
meats in reactor containment and improved means to
minimize the release of radioactive gases into the bit)
sphere, in reonse to pubisc concerns about this topic.
Studies alined at an improved understanding of Lore melt
decadent phenonieno'Agy and at better inethodo:dg,es for
risk assessment are also being pursued. This refocused
attention on redden safct; derives in part from the wide

ranging pub''c debate dhow nueleur safety that followed
in the of the Three Mile Island accident in March

1979. It is worth noting the consenstts of the Kelueny
Commission that the failure at Three Mile Island was not
with the nuclear reactor itself but, rather, with the coup-
ling between the reactor and the conventional parts
of the plant where the steam produced by the heat in the
'reactor core generates electricity. Moreover. as the Com-
mission pointed out, the control panels at Three Mile
Island were badly designed so that it was difficult for
operators to assess the problem that was developing in the
system and take the proper corrective action Indeed, a
good deal of the control system could have been more
automated. Finally. the operators themselves were inade-
quately trained to deal with emergency situations In

short, the conclusions of the Kemeny Commission re-
affirmed the inherent safety of light water nuclear reactors
(ENERGY).

DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL SVAS1ES

Adequate, permanent disposal of high-level nuclear
wastes will continue to be both a policy and a technologi-
cal issue during the next 5 years. At present, spent fuel
elements removed from light water reactors are tem-
porarily stored at various aboveground locations, and
could remain in such locations indefinitely without con-
stituting a trAblic risk. Since the 1977 moratorium on
?processing and recycling has been lifted, these elements
could ultimately be.reprocessed to recover reusabte, fis-
sionable-materials_lf_such_a_procedure comes to be em-
ployed. tne residual liquid, high-level. long-lived radioac-
tive wastes could then be dried and encapsulated in an
inert material such as glass, &ramie, or concrete prior to
being sealed into canisters for ultimate underground dis-
posal. Technologies lb; encapsulation in glass are well
understood. A 2-year pilot test has been completed in
France. though there nre indications that certain ceramics
are suverior to glass from the perspectives of cost and
process efficiency (NRC-8). The problem of isolating
bu'kier solid, intact, unreprocessed fuel rods from the
environment prior to burial is somewhat different. and
research aimed at resolving this problem will be pursued
during the next 5 years (ENERGY).

There are a number (it candidates available for deep,
geologieat isolation of eanister,:d vastes of either the
liquid or s slid ty pc. Them melude ea% Hies constructed in
deep salt, basalt, or shale beds, volcanic tuff and gittute,
or related erystalhae rock formations. National policy
,sill fouls or, assessing the relative me :its of th'ese dif
ferent geologic al options daring the next 5 yii,ars, with
disposal in the deep tic': in floors a inure distant possibility
(NRC 8) Federal criteria for site selection and approval
for the disposal of different waste forms based on these
assessments will be refined during the next 5 years
(ENERGY)
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THE RELATIVE RISKS OF NUCI,E.^ LOWER

At some future date, light water reactors may Lome to be
regarded as sufficiently less efficient than other alterna-
tives to lustily shifts toward those advanced modes. Ses er-
a! such alternatives are being studied intensiNely in order
to ensure the existence of the science and technology base

for such a change in puhey. The'High Temperature Gas
Reactor, which uses helium, rather than water as a Lore
coolant, is partiLularly attractive in this regard. because it
Lould be used to pro, (de industrial process heat and Lould
also be suited for use in a Lonverter mode w ith ,, uranium
and thorium mixture rather than pure uranium used as its
fuel (ENERGY).

Although reactors such as the High Temperature Gas
Reactor are expected to burn fuel more efficiently than
light water reactors, they would still use only a small
fraction of the potential energy content of the U.S. ura-
nium and thorium supplies. Present estimates of world
uranium reserves indicate. that light water reactors in the
United States would have to begin to be retired around the
end of the een.ury unless more advanced systems were
near commercialization by then. Converter reactors could
stretch out the useful lifetime of nuclear fission as a viable
energy source to some degree. However. Fissile Fuel
Breeder Reactors. which could convert uranium and thor-
ium into fissionable fuel at the same time they produce
energy. would increase the effective fissile fuel supply by
a factor of 100. Breeder reactors Lould be used either by
themsels es or as a source of fuel for light water or high-
temperature gas reaLtors, thus pros iding utilities w ith a
prediLtable quantity of and price guarantee forfissile_fuJ
Uranium and thorium uuuld thereby became sustainable
energy resuurLes usable for the indefinite future The
Administration has proposed to continue the work of the
Clinch Ricer Liquid !Metal Fast Breeder Reactor FaLility
Meanwhile. additionai, broadly based re,eara and de
clopnient efforts aimed at alma! leankal areas and the

development of teaniLal and engineering data that trill
permit the selection of a breeder sy stem for possible
deployment around the turn of the Lentur; are pr(Leeding
(ENERGY).

It is almost certain that the advanced nuclear energy
or n will be actively pursued somewhere, if not in the

States. since few countries are so richly endowed
v, e fossil fuel reserves that this Lountry enjoys.
Frau, plans to demonstrate a large -scale LommerLial
breeder reactor by the end of MO. and the Sot let Union is
making good progress w ith breeder technology. II either
ountry succeeds in Lommeruaking breeder reaLtors,

merens little doubt that they will mie.e to market both the
rectors and reproLessing facilities abroad Frame al-
ready has a reprocessing and reLyLling facility, and re-
processing is being actively pursued in the United King
dom and Japan tNRC-14).

Most analysis agree that there are risks associated with all
specific future energy options They disagree. however.
about the magnitude of those risks anti about their relative
acceptability. The nature of the risks to health and the
en% ironment from coal and nuLlear fission has been well
athertised, although there is considerable disagreement
about the seriousness of those risks particularly those
associate(' 'A ith nuclear fission Barring a eatastrnphic
nuLlear accident and taking into account probable en-
vironmental effects of atmospheric carbon dioxide, the
health. safety. and em ironmental risks associated w ith
coal are probably greater than those associated with nu-
clear fission.'

There are, in addition. serious risks of a different kind
that could result from prematurely curtailing or eliminat-
ing either or both the coal or the nuclear option. These
include the risk of economic.dislocation (and even war-
fare) that could result from placing too much faith in a
narrow range of options that proved not to be viable. The
differing nature of these risks and the fact that neither their
future magnitude nor their future acceptability can he
assessed at present again recommends for pursuing ener-
gy-related research and development across a wide front.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES

Renewable energy sources. uniuding direct solar. bio-
mass. geothermal. °Lean. and wind. presently pro% ide
about 6 percent of the U.S. energy supply. For the most

_promising of these source,. notably solar and biomass.
there will be a Lontinifing need to improe-e the underly ing
science and 'technology base before the) Lain make Kin:
significant Lontributions to the total U.S. energy supply.

As m the Lase of other energy sources. the marketplace
will determine pace and direction of their doelop-
ment Federal support w dl focus on deLeloping underly
ing scientific bases. The removal of subsidies for lompet
ing petroleum technologies and sarious tax inLentkes
should Lreate a more faLurable Llimak for L..pital incest

ments renewable energy sources. particularly solar
sources (ENERGY).

DIRECT SOLAR ENERG1

Almost all analysts agree about the ultimate promise of
solar energy Indeed. dneet solar energy, along with
breeder and possibly flision readors, is probably the only
available energy option foi the %cry distant future. with
synthetic fuels from Loal and shale for biomass) and
hydrogen extracted from water used when transportable

fuels are needed DifferenLes of opinion regarding the
viability of solar energy lows on when %arms solar
sources are likely to make a significant penetration into
the market. Solar energy systems are. however. uniquely
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adaptable to decentralized user requirements and coulti
therefore be usable on smaller scales than other future
options. For that reason, their role in any assessment of
future energy sources should not rely solely on their
contribution to aggregate demand.

A ...met), of technologies for directly harnessing soar
energy are under development, and applications of direct
solar energy techno!ogy ranging from individual solar
writer heaters to centralized electricity generation have
in studied. Currently, direct solar water and limited
space heating systems are finding expanded application.
although broadly functional systems ai not expected to
evolve until late in the present decade. Such systems
currently have the disadvantage of having higher initial
costs than do competing systems. although they also have
the advantage of not requiring conventional fuels for their,
operation. Additional development will be needed before
these kinds of systetns can he .iced widely in a cost-
effective way (ENERGY).

Photovoltaic systems are presently under consideration
both for.large, centralized applications and more modest,
decentralized needs. Photovoltaic cells, which convert
light directly into electricity, have now reached a research
stage where conversion efficiencies in excess of II percent
have been achieved. Reduction in the costs of photovoltaic
systems may well require a new type of device based on
thin amorphous films rather than presently used crys-
talline matenals. The Federal Government is supporting
long-term rt&D on advanced semiconductor materials for
such applications. Cost reductions are also expected with
the introduction of large automated production facilities
(ENERGY).

Beyond what can be accomplished through improve-
ment of the cells themselves, the potential of photovoltaic
systems could be enhanced by locating them outside the
filtering effects of the Earth's atmosphere. This observa-
tion provides the basis for the concept of the Solar Satellite
Power Station, which would consist of a very large array
of photovoltaic cells in geosy nchronous orbit. Solar power
from the array could be transmitted in the form of high-
frequency microwaves to receiving antennas on Earth,
where it would be reconverted into electricity." Since the
science and technology underlying such systems arc not
well understood and the required capital investments
would be very large, they are unlikely to become viable
options in the foreseeable future.tOur/ook I. v. II. p. 159,.

BIOMASS

Renewable organic inatenals such as vegetation or ani
mal, agncultural, and forest residues are all classified as
biomass. This organic matenal can either be burned di
redly, vr used to produce liquid or gaseous fuels, or to
produce chemicals as substitutes for chemical industry
feedstocks that are presently derived from petroleum or

natural gas. Sint c living plants store energy from the sun,
biomass is often classified as a form of solar energy.

Fermentation of grains to produce alcohol is, of course,
an established commercial technology, and the results of
research and development leading to systems for the eco-
nomic production of methanol and methane gas th:ough
fermentation of other vegetable and animal residues se
promising (ENERGY). Bask research in plant genetics
that could underlie advances in the biological engineering
of plants could greatly enhance the potential of biomass as
a significant, long-term cnergy option,

Wood is potentially a good source of fuel and chemicals
produced through fernientation, although it requires con
siderable pretreatment before the fermen: n process
can be effective. Alternatively, wood can he used to
produce sy nthetic fuels by means of the same bask proc-
esses (involving gasification for example) that arc used to
make these fuels from peat or coal (NRC- 15). Given the
present availability of coal, however, and the ecological
problems involved in extensive cultivation of forests for
biomass. this latter option does not appear to be a signifi-
cant one for the United States during the foreseeable
future.

NUCLEAR FUSION

Nuclear fusion, the process through which the sun con-
verts its mass into energy, has the potential to be an
important option for the long-term future Most designs
now regarded as feasible would make use of tritium de-
rived from lithium (which is relatively abundant) and
deuterium extracted from the oceans. so that commercial
fusion reactor fuel sources would qualify as renewable

Fusion occurs when tWo-light-nuelei react- to-contbine
into a heavier nucleus and give up excess energy in the
process. Usable fusion reactors would be designed to
convert that energy into electricity Since fusion reaction
processes can only occur at exceedingly high tempera-
tures, the basic scientific and technical problems are asso-
ciated w ith raising the temperature of the fuel and sustain-
ing it at that temperature for the fraction of a second
required for fusion to occur. while preventing the fusion
reaction from being quenched through contact of the hot
fuel v. ith the confining container. Two approaches are
being pursued. In the magnetic confinement method the
fuel is kept away from the container walls by an intense
magnetic field as its temperature is raised. In the inertial
confinement method, pellets containing the fuel are
dropped successively through the common focal point of
several intense pulsed laser or charged particle beams
where the fuel temperature is raise.' abruptly

Research aimed at solving some of the formidable
problems associated v..th the magnetic confinement meth
ud has been under way for 20 or more sears in this co'intrs
and abroad, and present enthusiasm among those in
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volved' in that research is high. In 1980 the Congress
enacted the Fusion Research. Development. and Demon-
stration: Act, which commits the Nation to an aggressive
program for the advancement of knowledge about fusion

technology. The scientific feasibility of fusion power is
likely to be demonstrated during the next 5 years at
facilities that are now nearing completion in Princeton
(ASTR-111). A roughly similar test facility of the European
Community is nearing completion in England. as are test
facilities in Japan and the Soviet Union.' Formidable
technical problems will still remain to be soh ed. hows.ver.
if a commercial-sized fusion power sy stem 4s to be dem-
onstrated by the year 2000, as env isioned by the Fusion

Act (ENERGY).
Development of the inertial fusion method is con-

sidered essential to address current and future nuclear
weapon design problems. During the next 5 years it is
expected that the necessary energy le.els w ill be obtained

for fuel ignition using both laser and charged particle
beam sources. NOVA. the highest power driven loser
system. is presently scheduled to demonstrate that fusion

can be induced by this meth -id in 1983. A full demonstra-

tion of the scientific "feasibility of the inertial approach
could be ready in about 10 years (ENERGY).

IMPIOVING ENERGY END-USE EFFICIENCY

Increased energy-use efficienciesthat is. energy con-
servationcan strengthen national efforts to ameliorate
the energy problem in the near-term future, whereas ener-
gy derived from .adv anced technologies may take many

years to make a meaningful contribution. Energy con-
servation will also remain an imperative for the long-
range future regardless of what mix of sources is used

The decontrol of oil prices is expected to have a major
impact on increasing energy -use efficiency (ENERGY)

Two types of measures are available for increasing end-

use efficiency, those that permit substitution of scarce

fuels w ith iiore abundant fuels. and those that permit all
available energy to be used more efficiently. The first set
of measures includes. most notably. using liquid fuels
only where necessary. A number of utilities and a few
large industries are converting from oil to coal, and power
stations now under construction are designed to use coal,
natural gas. and, in sonic instances, nuclear fuels. A good
deal of attention is also being paid to developing systems
that will allow small industries to use coal efficiently to.
generate process heat All such efforts constitute the first
type of energy-efficient measure (ENERGY)

Considerable progress toward implementing the second
type of measure has also been made throagh car pooling.

increased use of mass transit and smaller Lars, and im-
proved building insulation, for examples Prospects fur
further improvements in the transportation sector are dis-

cussed in Section II-41

Additional energy say ings are anticipated in the next
few years as manufacturing industries replace existing
capital equipment w ith more enern.; efficient stock, intro-
duce energy efficient processes. and make better use of
industrial wastes (NRC 14). Many such measures can be
taken, by using or adapting existing: technologies and arc
limited primarily by capitalization costs Cogeneration i
a particularly appealing possibility it involves using in-
dustrial waste process heat rejected by a utility or large
industry for other purposes. usually for heating (ENER-
GY). Ultimately. the use of stronger, lighter, more heat
resistant materials should allow additional energy savings
in all sectors, but primarily in transportation and manufac-
turing. The availability of such materials will. however.
depend in 'part on research that is now n progress (NS:
ENERGY; Outlook I. v; I. pp. 16-17. 20-21)

In general, the introduction of thes). and other energy
efficient measures in the industrial sector should permit a
substantial increase in economic .196% ity by the end of the

decade (ENERGY). Considerabli near-tenn energy sav-
ings are also anticipated in agr(culture. as discussed in
Section II-I.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

While the focus of this discussion is on the United States,
it is clear that since problems associated with energy are
worldwide, likely effects on other countries w ill of neces-
sity condition planning in this country In particular. the
security of the United States gives this country a vital
stake in the economics and, thus, the energy supplies
available to its allies. Since the more important effects that
the energy problem is likely to have abroad are discussed
in detail in Section I D. they w ill only he summarized
here.

First, despite the current leveling of international prices
for petroleum, these prices are almost certain to increase
in the future as world demand increases and the supplies
themselves level off. Part of the increased world demand
will result from growth in the world's population Addi-
tionally. middle-tier countries of the third world, includ-
ing several OPEC countries, are expected to increase their
demands significantly during the next 10 or 20 years, and
the U.S.S.R. may also have to begin importing oil by the
early 1990s."' This increasing international competition
for petroleum may well result in increased occasions for
international irritation and tension The United States can
mitigate these effects on itself by reducing its rm. n de-
pendence on oil imports as much as practicable. thus, in
effe,.t, backing off as'far as possible from the competition

Second. it is worth noting that the world energy prob-
lem need not be entirely disadvantageous to the United
States This country can continue to gain trade advantages
as an exporter of energy technology, as with tithe high

technology Moreover. since coal will almost eau inly
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become .1 prime alternative to petroleum, for industnal and

utility boiler:. within a very tew years. and since 30
percent of till; world's ethvl supplies are in the United__
States. we euuld beeome a rineipalexponer both of coal
and ot fuck made Iron' echil. The availability of sy ntlietie
fuels from the United States would also permit the Indus
tnalized democracies to reduce their dependence on Mid-
dle Eastern petroleum as a source of liquid fuels. These
circumstances suggest that there .an be other ineentive
in addition to expected escalating petroleum priees, for
developing a synthetic fuels'industry;.

Finally. there arc and will continue to bs: numerous
opportunities fur international evroperation an efiergy re
search and development that can benefit the United States

Several U.S synthetic fuel demonstration programs have
German and Japanese partieipants, for example.,;\ central
probleni in all eouperative research and deeloprnent pre
grams is how to distinguish between Loop:tali% e projects
that will yield long-term net benefits to the United States
and those that may give other countries an unwarranted
competitive edge. A useful rule of thumb has been to
eouperate in projects that are very expensive tso that
substantial short-term savings are possible) and that focus
on research that is unlikely to be applied to our disadvan-

tage in the short term. Fusion research qualifies as an
. ipropriate area for cooperation according to this Liven
Ain.. However. it may also be desirable to eotiperate.in
fields with more ininiediate liayoffs. For example. multi
national consortia or new niultinational, companies may
well be needed to develop a viable world nuelcar reactor
construction industry tNRC 14)

With regard to internatral )operation. it is worth
noting that no oak, eountr)Vas tue rcsouri.t.s to maintain
as widespread an energy research and development pro
gram as the U. ted,States. and few are so richly endowed
with fossil fut.. reserves. As a result, there has been more
speelalization overseas on teehnological options eonsid
cred appropriate to spec ifie national s.tuations, such as the

breeder reactors in Franc, the United Kingdom. the
Soviet Union. and Japan. solai and geothermal energy in
Japan. ethanol from biomass jri Brazil. and_produetion of
synthetic. fuels from coal in Pv est Germany and South
Ainca 1NRC As world petroleum priees continue
rise, the inventive. for the United States to engag mote

.ossperativc research and e;evelopment prv_js.. . and thus to

exploit some of the advances being Amadeus likely

to Increase
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F. Natural Resources

One ot the maim elements in the prog. re.. .1t Our
hits been the availability of a rich and vaned supply ot

natural Irsourees.-and at one time it 1 ecmcd that the stocks

14 naturally occurring resources that y wide/ food. shelter.
Wets. and other neeesitie of ilk were inexhaustible
However. an est:vine teasing world population. coupled
with continued rapid industrial growth. is.4)1aesng such
demands on those resourees that there is increased eon-
Lan that Earth resourees may not keep p.m: with the

demands ot tutu% generations I hi. worlers population
increased by 19 billion. or over 75 pereent. between 1950
and 19SO to the evirrentl:, estimated level ot 4 4 billion.
and current proieetions arc that world population will
read) about 6 billion pt:tipli. by the end of the century
iAA.-V, 9) On the basis ot those proie,tions about popu
lation growth and wor1.1 development. there have been
warning.. for example. that the ,satiability of fuelwood
and wood produets enta,,,,it i.1 decline as forested

S7C1e v--
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areas Arc used fur othci purposes. that shortages in. and
the quality of. water in many parts of the world ma;
worsen. that increased desertification of lands may oec Lir.

with a resultant loss or range and cropland; and that
further population growth in some geographical areas
could be severely limited by Earth's capacity to support
life.'

't is important to recognize that tliose dismal projec-
tions are extrapolatwns and not predictions. They depict
conditions that arc likely to occur if there are no changes
in public policies. institutions. or rates of technological
development. and if there. Is no war tn other major disrup-
tion (NRC I). Therefore. they should be viewed as warn-
ing signals. pointing out areas that demand Lontinued anill
serious attention in the coming years and emphasizing the
urg.ency of emerging problems in natural resources and
the environment.

Although there may ultmiately he shortages in the
global supply of resources, problems fur the near future

.
%,%, ill lie more in the Way those resources are distributed

geographically. and in their pukka' and economic ay.ail-
ability. than w ith their potential physical exhaustion
i NRC- 1. AAAS 1W For example. a fresh-water shortage
tor the %Lurid at large is nut likely for entunes, but severe

x
shortages do exist tod'ay in some parts of the United States

and in some Mid4.1Ie Lastern and Afriean countries A
similar situation exists fig other rstnirees that are di,
tributcd unequally among countries and that 111.q he un-
axadable to the LOuntnes in short supply because of trade
restrictions or eLoriomic Losts (NRC -Obs AAAS-10)

Science and technology can mitigate many potential
natural resources problems. For example. if an inewen-
si..e and renewable energy SlnirLe yLere to be developed..
saline water could be converted to fresh water for food
production. clean-burning hydrogen fuels could be

could he e

pro-

low grade deposits : acted and proLessed eco-
1duced in quantity. and many s L minerals that occur in

nornically (NRC I i But. it is not expected that such an
ene'rgy Nlnirte w ill be widely axadable for several.dec-
4es In the interim. other technolol.pcal advances can
1 e. although perhaps nut immediately mike. many of
the resource problems that have been protected. and the
development and application of those technolo.2ie3I ad-
vances arc dependent on concerted policy actiiins in the
next 5 years Several-trknt and emerging problems in

natural resources are discussed below

ENSURIN(, AN' ADE* ATI- SI P111.)")1-
NONFUEL MINERALS

Current trends suggest that the world consumption of
major mint uel mineral commodities wdl increase steadily
fur the rest e) the century, slightly more than doubling
current demand by the year 2.1)00 W. hale there is little
concern that the sources of those miner 'is will bee, ,sec

physically exhausted during that period, there are major
Loneems that supplies to industrialized Lountries might he
disrupted either by price manipulations or for political
reasons (AAAS-10; IA).

The major identified global reserves of several minerals
important to the economies of the United States and other
industrialized countries, such as cobalt, chromium. man-
ganese. platinum, bauxite, and Lopper, are located in a
few developing Lountries. In the past. those minerals
usually were readily ,wailable and inexpensive in the
world markets. I lowiner. many mineral-producing na-
tions have begun to inerease their export earnings through
steady price increases. The high prices. coupled w ith the
political instability that eharaeterizes many t- the coup

tries %%, ithlarge mineral resourees, pose the danger of
those conimodities e% entually beginning too evens' c for
cost-effective American use, or of there eventually being
major disruptions in the availability of critical nonfuel

.minerals for use in the United States and in other indus-
trialized nations (AAAS-10. IA)

Pros iding fur an adequate supply of nonfuel minerals
has two time frames. In the short term 5- I() years). there
is little that science and technology Lan contribute in
prepaiation for dealing. %%, ith potential supply interrup-
tionseither those due to Lost factors or those occurring
for other reasons. NIlist science- and technology -based
strategies for ensuring an adequate mineral supply take
many years before they pay off Therefore. our present
strategy. fur the Deal term, is based on establishing and
maintaining a stockpile of eritieal materials

On the other hand, many sugg.est,:d Lowrie, of action
for preparing the United States for potential supply uucr
ruptions in the longer term are hea%fly dependent On
scientific and technological deux ities Three interrelated
approaches are diseussed below One is to expand thi.
resource base available to the country through further
mineral exploration A second approach is to iniproc
both miniug and processing technologies so that new sites
Lan be exploited and existing mining and piocessing ac
ti' itics can he carried out more efficiently The third
approach is to dry clop materials that Lan be substiti ad fur

those minerals whose supply is threatenedf

Nil %MIN' !Ili A\ %II 1B1.1 KI SOI R( I B %Si

One way to counteract a potential intcrmption in the
supply of minerals for use by the United States ts to locate
additional mineral resources in sites more accessible to
the country Ilowever, excluding the State of Alasia. the
United States is one of the most thoroughly prospected
nations of the world. and that raises two kinds of piob-
!ems, irst, of the country has alread been
prospected that heretofore protected national land* would
have to bt explored. con ,equently. problems Onit.;,IL1
with proprietorship and the need to protect land resources
and the env ironment would be raised Second. and w ath

u 3
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more relevance to ,t need for science and technology
developments. the vast majonty of large shallow deposits
c,1 high-grade ore has already been found and have been.
o, are being. mined. Therefore, to enhance the available
resource base. attention would have to be foe used on
locating and then exploiting currently untappedireserves,
such as deep and concealed deposits. The necessary tech-

nologies are in many cases not yet fully developed. and
ores from those sources arc frequently of low quality.

Adequate mineral exploration technologies a ill have to
be developed that are capable of both detetting and assess-

ing things as deep or concealed ore deposits. That
m turn. w ill rest not only on the developinent of

new instruments to detect anomalous concentrations of
minerals. but on new know ledge of the as in wturt/h
mineral deposits are tormed and concentrated in Earth's
crust Theretore, in addition to needing new teehnologies,
more information will have to be actiuired in such basic
areas aS geodynanues and metullogenesis (NRC-17,
AAAS-10: NR)

Additionally. there is the possibility of increasing the
nuning of the ocean floor. Nonfuel minerals current!) arc
taken from only a few. near-shore. shallow-water lot'
nuns. but there IN wide agreement that much more exten
sive deposits of such critical minerals as manganese ox
ides exist on or Just below the surface of the deep ocean
tour. Whether or riot such potential deep-sea deposits 1; ill
be focated and then mined is as much a politieal as a
technical question. since the interested countries have not
yet agreed on who has the minim, rights to those areas
tiNTRC-17)

ImPRovINct siiNim, AND PRoci.'ssiNG

Once additional deposits have been found. they must he
mined and their ores processed Hovtever, the intermit
tional competitive position of the domestic minerals pro
during sector is already declining. and conventional tech-
nologies for mining at large depths are becoming
increasingly prohibitive for reasons of safety. energy
costs, and large investment requirements Those factors

-.have led to a decline in the competitive position of the
domestic minerals producing sector and have. thereby.
inhibited production and deterred the search for new
deposits

Science and technology developments could play an
important role in reducing the costs of producine both
primary minerals and the industrial products that are
denved front them, thercb) stimulating those Industrie,
and resulting in greater dornestie supplies Fur example,
the handling and transport of mine matenals, particularly
in mines that he 300 teet or more beneath the surface.
incur enormous energy Losts and technological rein
ments could alleviate some of those costs M.ork is
needed, for instance, to flirther develop in-mine ore
crushing and separation teehnulogic:\ that could minimize

./

the amount of materials to be transported out of the mine
(NR). Advances in solution mining promise impiove
ments in miner safety. reduced disturbance t.f the surface
environment. and a reduction in the amount .of rod,
needed to be handled and disposed of in the etnining
process (NRC-17).

Approximately 10 percent of U S energy consuliTtion
is used and, or lost in the primary conversion of mineral-
into metals and other materials. and many research uppur
tunities exist fur increasing the efficiency of energy uti
lization in those processes Additional opportunities for
technologieal improvements can be found througho t the

mining and utilization processes (NRC J. AAA 10)

Thus. scientific and technological de.celopments in
mining and processing technologies could. by casini.: The
financial burdens tin American mining and minerals prize
essing industries. lead to increases in dt!mcstic supplies of

critical minerals

01..vi.oPING St 13S 11 \itvi

A third way that science and technology can help rcsol%
long-term shortages in critical nontuci minerals is through
the development of alternative materials. that could he
substitutcu for those made with the potcntally threatened
commodities on which industrialized nations now highly
depend For example. recent achievement of the S

defense and space R&I) programs have dononstratcd
some substitution opportunities for critical and scarce
mineral commodities Carbon fiber-reintorced carbon
eomposite materials. for instance: could putcntial!y he
substituted for superalloy s using nickel and cobalt in such

applications as gas turbine engines Additionally. new
metal-matrix composites are potential substitutes tor suil
critical materials as chromium. titanium. and her) Ilium
Furthermore. rapid `lilidifiLation technology can prtIt adv.
very high quality starting matenais for new families tit
aluminum and titanium alloys, as well as supctailoys.
while not using suet] scarce materials as dirt iuni i NS

Thus one approach. well into development stages, for
dealing with potential shortages in critical nontucl ruiner
als is to reduce our dependence on them by developing
viable substitutes

PROVIDING FOR A SUFPICI,EN I Sl.P.Tt Of
WAFER

Of our natural resources, water I, ('n. ut the no impur

tarn In addition to personaf use, sstit,r is critical for such
enterprises as agriculture ant. cherg) ptOduction, and it is
<ital to virtually all industries Two intimatc1:. related
aspects ot our water rt. sources will cicniand attcntion In the

next 5 years The firs! is du. supply of water, and the
second Is the qualtt!, of that ,upn, the intcrrclatninthip
between the two is important. sinct. the

water supply is a critical factor in ifs f and
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therefore. °serail asailability Since the topic of water
quality is discussed in the next section. this discussion
will focus only on the question of userall water supply

There is no °serail shortage of water in the Lnited
States The total amount withdrawn twin surface and

ground-water sources for public water supply systems in
1975 Ithe last year for which accurate figures are asail
able) %Sal', dhOUI 27 billion gallons a day. or about 6 percent

of the aserage annual flow of the Mississippi Riser at New
Orleans In addition. less than one fourth of the with-
drawn water was consumed and unasallable for reuse of ter

treatment (NRC 7' Howeser, there are dramatic in
stances of regional and,local scarcities from time to time.
and the consequences of those shortages hase made elle( -

tise utilization, etinsersation. and distribution of water an
import ei national priority and a factor in our interna
Donal relations (NRC 7, A.STR ///i The L S Vsater Re
sources Council has reported that seasonal shortages are
common in 20 percent of the 106 v:atershed regions of the
country. and that m)mber is projected to reach 10 percent

by the year 20(X) !fle:ruin western regions of the l'mted
States, seasonal shortages are the rule rather than the
exception. and those water shortages are exacerbated by
current major population shifts. with consequent in
creases in water demand for personal use and especially
for energy prodiktion I \RC '1 Moreoser. the Vsestern
Research Committee recently reported to the Joint ( titan

ell on Food and Agriculture a prolcoed need for 2t,
percent more water ,iSer the next 20 years in the Aesterri
region

Ensunng adequate water supplies is primarily a iron
scientific or nontechnical issue Pronto!), associated with
water ssaifahility generally ire a result of competition
within geographical areas between water need,, for Jeri
cultural purposes .and those for energy. produchin f
beisstn those kinds of needs and those for ither industrial
D.:muses, the all; tcation and reall,x.ation of water aniline
the competing needs are primarily nontechnical pi.liey
decisions But selerice and technology actootie Inas he
able to lessen the problems in the outline years by pos id
ing technological options tor redistributing war irk teas
me the asailable supply or ,ncreasing the etheien,
water use

Hi Distkito lite\ tit v. II k

DI the options available fur resoising water ,cate. its prof
p) eLem.. redistributing water is clearly the trat,1 lit. cu

politically I lo44el.er, assurnim. that inqitutional .ir ,liti
cal harriers to interhasiri transfers could he co.crconit
seientthc and technological adsances could he useful it,
prt'isiding more etlectise mechanisms for redistributin:.

.- water from areas ot high supply to those of lose .uppli.
Many attempts hase aireadN been made at finding the hest
means for redistributing water. including piping and re
directing streams and riser flow patterns But, again

those solutiOns hase major political. ecological. and en
sironmental ramifications Redistributing water can re
duce both the quality and the quantity of water resources
elsewhere Therefore, until new and more acceptable
techniques are developed or the tried techniques arc sub-
stantially imprused. and until policy decisions are made
that remose the institutional harriers to re-distribution.
water redistribution will prose almost certainly to be an
ineffeenseirrieehanism for ensuring adequate supplies of
water in all regions

P.( RLAsim, liii \ All NM t St PH \

There is some paten Tel for increasing the asailable supply

of usable water thro igh scientitie and technological de-
selopment For example. there always is the possibility Of
identifying and exploiting additional ground-water sup-
plies, and the L S Geological Sursey has initiated a
major program directed to that goal Another approach
would be to increase efforts at concerting seawater or
brackish water tc useful quality iNR, INS IRON.

It also is possible- to inJC.14: the amount ,,f water

asallable in water scarce regions by artificial mean-
Cloud seeding and other forms of climate change may he
able to increase regional water supplies by as mach 4.1.+ It)

percent 1,4 SIR Ills lloweser. any attempt,. at altering
climatic conditions would has to he-. undel1.4.cn with full

consideration of the Q. imple ecological stKial and polit-
ical raniitt. Mon,

RI !III Ili it 11'.1 'y tit

1 he problems of re ,..!,rial water shortage- in itic online
years can be i .sened h. technologies for increasing the
elf:en:noy oh water use fits aiding consersatin and for
increasing the potential for water reuse Technological
adcance that increase biall in Justrial and domestic watcr
use el 'mem), alreads has,. aided consersation effort
Sonic progress has also been made in controlling water
loss from agriculture and from urban rum-0 In addition
some water recycling and desalination proaarn, base
been initiated and although currentls expensise show

some pridnise for functionally increasing the an tan! of
water astiilarite fur a sanets of uses At the tine; r.,ni iif the
research cll./rt. the Department of Agriculture .ponc
ing research directed at deseloping less wale. allcro,Jvi
crop, and the National Sc tenet: I oundation support ,r,

se stigations into ,.hips that can ow ire water of high
salinity AGR Du/root / Vs /I? Howeser to exploit
fully the potential for water Lotiv,:flation and reus. addi
[tonal Mork of those kinds, coupled with pone. dee,
',ion i fostering the efforts will he needed dung.,, dic next

weirs
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PRESERVIMa THE WORLD S CROPIC AL
FORESTS

Depletion of a nation's natural resources to provide the
basic necesNnies of life or to Improve livmg standards can
pose major conflicts between short-term and long -term
interests That kind of problem is exemplified by the
world's forest resources, which currently are sx.nously
threatened The spread of agriculture. the harvesting of
timber, and the clearing of forest land for grazing have
contributed greatly to serious deforestation in many parts
of the world. presenting many potential problems for the
future .

Over the past 20 years. forest coverage of the world's
land surface has been reduced from over 25 percent to 2(t

percent At current loss rate, coverage IN projected to
drop to 17 pc, cent during the next 22 years and to ,tabiliec

around the ; ear 2020. her only about 14 percent of
Earths land surface will be forested Much of the lure
i4, will recur in tropical forests in developing countrie,
where it tt estimated that all physical); accessible fore-1
w,11 have been cut clown by the year 2020 nu. lilssul that
resource: to the people of the developing countries who
use 90 percent of the cut wood for cooking and heatine
could be catastrophic

Such large losses will dVaIttdi,c, Jar-reat,hing !cc t 4.at

go beyond the area, where deforestation w ill occur Rapid
and widespread loss of the worlds tropical fore as will
adversely al feet absorption and retention of rainfall. eau-.
sn widc,pread roma, and id-erosion Regional tempera
ture and rainfall panerns could be altered. affecting ago-
cultural produetion and water supple in areas far remosed
from the deforested hinds, and yorne plant arid animal
species would be lost and the total di er,a), of specie,
greatly reduced Additionally, large scale reductions in
suet:tailor) seriously affect Earth capacity to real-,

sorb c AIN dioxide !nun the jriniv,phccL 4NR

Although the t Oiled State °mains only about I per
cent of the world s tropical tautest- their preser.ation
throughout the .world is or direc.t interest to tin, country
tropical ore,f,, are a major rtiree got %IX:kWh.? Voloth and
pharmaceuticals expoited to the t ruled States and other

nations In addition, the floodmg, loss of Lind for ago-
eultural purposes, and growing scarcity of fuel:v."4d due
to forest toss combine to deepen SA ,,1/11 and ft.mriortit.
problems in tile deforested countries. adding pressures I or
nossive migration ot people and irieredorsp the potential
for pilitieal instabilit:,

Al it; thetas(' of water it:vivo:s world delort.Latun
reffilarl," a 'axial political managerial problem mod, ini.
bahineees arrione: competing needs and sectors of sax

Se tenee and let nnology can thetefore/ affect only roar
emally In its December itixo report, tne fr, S interagency
task Force on Trpicai forests recommended .1 variety of

fx)11-Y ..Ktfons Irk laded were two dire:fly related to se i

ence and technology deo% toes first. the "fast. Force rec-
ommended initiation of an internationally coordinated
action program on tropical forest research, second. it
recommended doubling of the worldwide rate of reforesta-
tion and afforestation. activities that are heavily science
and technology based (NR) In addition. better analysts of
the potential political. economic, and social con-
sequences of severe deforestation is warranted so that
effective counteractive measure.- can he developed
tSSC II

COMBAT IN(, 1 HE DESEKT IFIC ATION OF LANDS

Agneulture. wood cutting, and dvererazing 14 rangeland
are increasing the sprJead of deserthke conditions in the
world s land areas. especially in less developed countries
The process has been termed desertification* and in
yokes the sustained decline and.or destruction of the
prodactiv it, of and and semiarid lands Where the proc-
ess is unchecked.land becomes unfit for range or crops
(NT()

About one third of the Iota! worlii land is arid, and it/supports abo., !If: seventh of the global popula am Chat
and land I. widely, threatened Present globa losses to
desertification arc es. ,Hated to be about 6 rrillYiOn hectare,

annually an area approximating the site of Maine,. and
the world, desert areas are protected to fries,,,me frorri
their current 800 million hectares by another 20 peicent
by the year 2000

Vshile the prohicnf is roost yerious ir, le ,, dloped
cournnes. agneult. at productivity es being Ake. cd by

.
desertification ir many industriabeed countrie . including
the flitted State, Fhc inert:awe} use of chemical lend
leers, water, and herbicides and pesticide, has ampen
sated somewhat for declines in sod conditions in the
indirstrialieed regions Hut these pro ducts are expensive
and chemical lertibeers and can also damage

the soil and cause other environmental problems
Although much of the problem is political and roan

decrial in nature, there arc lirtre opportunities for science
and technology to contribute to the alleviation of des
:erotic anon and it, impact, Opportunttley include design
of research and development programs (in salt tolerant
crops and vegetative eovenng. increased attention to the
piessibili:y of developing economic uses for naturally ix,
curving and plants. rehabilitation of degraded lands. in
troduction of operational des-Wilk anon monitoring teeh
ritque<--and unprovernent iii [Minutiae. fur managing
stiffest; water and ground Rater ryservous Those kinds
of scientific and -teehnological efforts provide an ow'
tunny to. lessen the impact* of or partially reverse the
trends ;award destrtification in our au+ and semiarid
lands in the Lowing years ("ski

k

Ike
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G. Environment

The decade of the 1971rs was tolled with a g,reilat amount of

dens rty directed at proteeting the natural - environment
Throughout those years. sem-mitre and tea hnologieal +.14.

lr,IIICS werg coupi.,d al, both private and goryernmernal
efforts to overeonic me progressixc degradation of the atr.
water. and soil on which our productivity. health, and
safety depend By the end of the dy..ade , the national
effort to control pollution and upgrade the quality of our
ensrronrnem had made some impressive gains Substart
teal mprovernents were ilia& in, urban coneentration, of
carbon monoxide. sulfur dioxide, and total suspended

partieulates, the steady, deterioration in the quality of the
!station c surfaee waters W.I. slt,vscd. scscrttl ;.ibstarice

known or SUSpin.ted to toy careintigern, were withdrawn
from pemiissible use. and substantial intigrc ss Ads made

in identifying endangered or threatened specie s and a.
taking measures to protect then,

Ilowever. in spite of sonic It ,.,,t.ak tit long term neg.,
use trends in the natural cats irornrient , ,iSi. A it bast. ..try

limited knowledge about our ens Irwin,. nt, and in rriari
/ !T.:speck that kik of knowledge ha'. lan.ted our ability tit.

/ manage and protect our resoarees Mi, etisei n my en
monmental problems cross national boundaries i IA), and
the mechanisms for adjusting conflicting enxiommental
mterestssan poorly developed tSeetion I -Dr fain within

*our own borders, many ens iron'. ,7ntai p-i Icrns are
showing strong rcsrsTanec to scienti: c or technologrea'
control As a frmilt plant' Federal regulations tharAerc-
framedwItiti reference Iti'maximurn permissible pollution

istandar s c ithout r:gard ti ; available eon,rol technologic-
have pros it to he far MOW costly than anticipated and, in
many WY's. not as et festive as had been in...ed (NH(' 14;
Mor,gocer. there is a growing consensus that on htdanee.

many Federal env ironrnental :... gulat ions have conctrained
indissinal innoeuttOrt andsconorme growth +Sections I (
I-Er For dn. reason, the President is<uee;, tin f ehruary 17

..1
.

I ;rd. an Liteeutive Order calling for greater precision in
assessing both the need for and the potential costs of
broad class of I ederal regulations, including those, de
signed to protect the cristrimment mm teehhological
ha /:ids

%kith an increased emphasis on rational economic re
and enhanced industrial innovation. the 1980s

likely will witness a more precise fours on trying to
understand the of the ri.ks due Co several classes of

widely acknowledged ptitentNi ens tronmental ha /arils
At the saute time. means wilt be sought to ameliorate the
effects of those haiartis in ways that are consistent with a
broil I range of national goals in addition to environmental
protection "I he goals include, for example "-irked
economic growth and energy sc..,-trrity- ^I malty. long range

el (iris to deepen our understandim. of the nature of the
total biosphere will have to he pursued

High pnority probleiris n,co K.IIled with ,cienec and
technology that could bt, profitably pursuefl during the
next S year, ant, lode managing atmospheric effect, o.
fossil lock, controlling lotiaribiu and toxic substances,

protecting water q )duty, and mininiii.ng air pollution

AINIOSPIIFP,1( Ei+F( IS Of. FOSSIL H:F1,S

I The use of fossil fuels anti, especially, coal as sources if
energy ha. important iiiipla,attuns bin the environment,
and those ironniental problems may have to be part
the complex of lattois used in framing speedte energy-
related policy decisions iSeeritin II Li Atmospheric
effects could he panic ularic serious

1111 %PH( P.,. DP ,X110 116,10 1 '.1

The burning of fossil 1014 releases carbon dioxide WO
,nt., ;be atmosphere and c xat crhate already existing

87 3

S.
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trends toward increased a.mospliene concentrations of
that substance Coal use is especially problematic, be-
cause coals low hydrogen -to- carbon ratio leads to the
release of target amounts of CO, fin a given amount of
heat than other fossil fuels (NRC IS)

[he precise relationship between fossil fuel use and
atmospheric. CO, levels is not yet fully undo stood. our is
the range of potential ef leek that Increased CO, levels
might have I lowevcr. signIficantly increased atmospheric
concentrations of CO, could have far ranging eon
sequences 1 or example. a doubling of current at
mospherk ( 0 levels could result in marked changes us
Larths climate. by as Ankh as Am, Cial degrees in sonic
regions livRC 15) f hose climatic, changes. in turn. could

have very broad effects. including adverse effects on the
ponluetiv ity to point agricultural land and floodon. oI
coastal areas due to partial melting of polar ice Thus.
although there remains considerable uncertainty about the

precise relationships among lossi fuel use. CO, release
into `the atmosphere, and cons quent effects on world
conditions, there is general agreement that exeessise
burning of fossil Niels could be accompanied by the se-
rious danger of upsetting world climatic and ecological
conditions There is still considerable uncertainty about
how rates of increase in the atmospheric concentration of
CO are related to rates of fossil fuel combustion. about
global atmospheric cirs ulat'on patterns, and about the true

.,at which CO can be reabsorbed by vegetation and the
iernis rENhR(,Yi A high priority during the next S
years will be to learn more about the details of the ( ()
problem so that information can be factored into lung
range global energy and ens Irmo:Irma; planning
(Nit(' 1S, ENR(Or

ii) 11,11 Al

A second, muse munciliate problem, with, and

exacerbated by, fossil fuel combustion is acid met. pita
lion. most 1ft:quer-of; identified as Aid ,

generally stool!, acidic. with a normal of C

lowevei, reports place c mon. rainfall pit levels in certain
parts of the eastern ball of Mc Limed Slates at 4 (1 to 4

with sonic recorded levels as low, as 0 in other word

at the acidity level of lemon Juke
the two principal artificial sources of priLtlist is It, at

rain arc oxides of sulfur and oxides of mo oerl, both of

which art precious 01 the combustion of eontarninants in

coal and oil i i.Nfr,R(,`r , Emissions of sulfur and nitrogcri
oxides can react 111 the atmosphere to form sulfuric al .

nitric acid, which precipitate out with min or snow, sonic
times hundreds or thousands of miles from the emission
source The acid t1r/ipitation can have effects 00 fish
survIsal, forest growth, communities of aquatic orpa
nisms. biomass production. siurdival of amphibian spe
cies, and agricultural yields Such effects are widespread

in eastern North America and the Western t nted States

and arc now re, iignized as major problems m Japan and

northern Europe
The eontrol of acid rain through point +thin,: regulation,

of stack emissions is difficult because sulfur and intregen
oxides do not show up On monitors of ambient con-
centrations of those substances. because of long range
transport problems, and bceause of the increasing practice

of entitling gases through extremely tali stacks The latter
practice avoids wound level concentrations but can lead
to high altitude mixing and c heintc al transformation.
which complicate accurate source tracing ' Some progress

is being made through industrial emission control efforts.
but continued national and internationa) ethiperansc re
scare h be needed on the identification. control, and
monitoring of the %tffees. transport media. chemical

and Lii:1011111Cilial and health effects of

the oxides of sulfur and nitr4eri

MANAlrlfs46 11A/RDOCS AND 10XK
SUBS'l AWES

The products of ttw S Chemical industry have S. ielded

enormous benefits to society in the form of iertilliers
pesticides. pharmaceuticals, synthetic fibers, disinfec
tants. and-Ghost of other products now routinely used us
agrieulture. Industry, commerce. and inedietiw . Along
with tin ise litiweser, are a number to. assot iated

known or ,suspected (holm, to human health and to the
ens ointment Mans chemicals arc vital to 1111111(1n stirs is al

in low concentrations, but highly unit in higher con
t enirations, others are highly toxic at all concentrations
Sonic are highly persistent and do not break down phy sio-

ehetincally ur degrade biologically certain otherwise
harmless chemicals can interact to form highly toxic
agents. pt Meat Ilie aphospliele. and conlareio ial& en mod

water supplies iOuriook if
Recognition of the dangers to human health and the

ens mount:ft( It's spawned substantial hots of legislation

to canon-. f.afarditus and toxic substances. including the
loxic Substanet ( onto)! Act arid culniirialing in the piss
sage In Deeember 19/(0 (umprrhensivv tris iron
mental Response, Compensation. and I lability Act ithe
so-called Soperfuncl- bill) The lanes provides kit a
cleanup kind fair haiardous substance spills and ha nen
tiali/ing malls( haiartious caste fisposal sites ' °yet
the next S years. additional sciciudic and le'clintiltigic at
acts% it,. will be important fin learning lb. sr. about con-

taining eitictgenc v spills and ocatini. and disposing of
baiardotis wastes

I i Rt %I y %pH

Ilaiarditus wastes as( typically thought of as those that are
ignitable, ttarussse, feat ase. or toxic About Is.0(X)
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accidental spills of oil and hazardous substances are re-
ported annually in the United States (ENVIRON). While
most of these are relatively small..the oil split in the Santa
Barbara Channel in 1969. the 216.0(X) tons of crude oil
spilled in the English Channel by the Amoco Cadiz in
1978, and the June 3. 1979. blowout in Campeche Bay,
Mexico have focused public and governmental attention
on the environmental hazards of oil spills Those kinds of
spills are a particularly complex problem: they generally
affect all aspects of our environment, including air. land.
and water, although not all equally and for va-ymg periods
of time. As a consequence. the problems that spills pres-
ent are extremely diverse.:divolving a multidimensional
matrix of piVed substances, volume spilled. location and
condition of the spill site, and weather (ENVIRON) Vari-
ous techniques are emerging as likely candidates for hand-

ling spill problems, including dispersant agents for oft-
shore spills and new 'metered technologies to proside
cleanup agents However; additional technologies are
needed over the next 5 years to detect, contain. clean up.
find mitigate the effects of spills of oil and hazardous
substances in more cost-effective ways (ENVIRON)

sizososoimi wzestt s

It is estimated that 45 million mom tuns of hazardous
wastes are currently generated in the Untied States in a
year, and those must eventually find their way to disposal
sites. about 2 OM of which currently might be considered
''problem sites tENVIRONi The Resource ('on
servauon and Recovery Act of 1976 (PI. 94- 580) icing
nixed the problems posed by hazardous %lisles and roc one

mended tint nil remedial approaches Recently. public.
attention has focused heavily on the elf:eaey of waste
disposal sues a' a result of widely publicized modentoat
Love Canal. Nev. York, ',elder, New Jersey. and (pass
vine. Arkansas Thos f icidents, in combination with the
nee( to dispose of ssligtes in a sale manner. present a
growing challenge in the coming years both for science
and tr linology and for poheymakers responsible for
managing waste handling

A variety of technical approaches can to taKen deal-

14°Ivilll waste problems One approach is to reduce the
quantity of certain hazardous wastes pmslueed or released
at their point of origin A second approach is to find better
means fur transporting, storing, creating, and disposing of
those industrial wastes for which no acceptable means of
climmunon or reuse has been developed A third approach
is to develop methods to remove and /or recover hazardous
materials Iron, waste streams during waste disposal opera-

ins tENVfRONi Although the choice of strategies is not
solely a matter of science or technology it also involves
economic and political factors -science and technology
core 111/11,Ile parNA-Of all of those strategies and, therefore .

are presented with a IlIcyt/I opportunity to help wise waste ,
disposal problems owl the nest 5- }ears and beyond

-

IMPROVING WATER QUALIFY

Maintaining a high level of water quality in the face of
increased water demands IN a critical national problem.
high-quality water is needed for personal consumption.
and for industrial, agricultural, and recreational purposes.
Many of/our water sources are of less than adequate
quality. and although it has been reported that the Nation's
surface-water supplies are not diminishing in quality. they
also are not getting any better, and there is increasing
concern about the quality of our ground-water supplies
(NRC- 7) Nonetheless, the lack of further deterioration in
the quality of at least the Nation's surface waters, in the
face of a '-rowing population and expanded economic
activity. is a major accomplishment In water pollution
control

The Nation's elk its to cleanse its waters were facili-
tated by passage of the Federal Water Pollution Act
Amendments of 1972, winch, following enactment of
additional amendments in 1977, breame known as the
Clean Water Act That Act called for a general strategy of
controlling water pollution at its source, rather than rely-
ing simply on cleaning up receiving waters The technol-
ogy -based unit on national standards approach to con-
trolling municipal and industrial point source pollution is
now generally expected to achieve marked improvements
tit point source control a I however. everience with that
approach has revealed some previously unanticipated
problems toward which science mal technology Mons
might be directed Some of those problem., are discussed
briefly below

1'10/11( IM(. 0(04 10-A1111U 1,1% AI 111

The program implemented by the Clean Water At can
eentratcd on -cleanup of surface slaters. there being an
implicit assumption that the Nation's gonind,w ate( was
relatively clean Recent evidence suggests . however. that
renewable ground water: which is approximately 50 times
nmie plentiful than the annual flow of surface water. is
itself vulnerable to contamination. primarily lonnhuman
attivines The sources of pollution include sewage treat-
ment plants, landfills, and industrFal waste disposal Ad
(Janina' scientific and technological information will he
needed to develop and validate equipment and tech
nologics tor' sampling and monitoring ground-water
quality, tor developing and standardizing soil per
meability tests for industrial wastes containing organic
solvents, and for the determination of the toxicity al
chemicals that are likely to contaminatriround water
supplies, particularly synthetie organic lhernkal
iNRC 7 FNVIRON1

( ()StI nt,1 I 1S4(. saiNIIWN I Sth JOisit P011i 110%

Nimpoint source pollution. which 4s the orikois of more
than half of the NH01.4111'1 HO eine' the Nation s waius, is
a result of a %mxt) of fakirs. including 14kalizecl

8;)
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cultural activities, urban storm water runoff. individual
wastewater disposal systems. and airborne contaminants
(NRC-7). A more detailed discussion of the problem
appears in the Source Volumes (NRC-7) Controlling
nonpomt sources of water pollution is. however, a far
more complex problem than controlling point sources

C(D:111011.INC; TOXIC' 11)1.1.1110s

The 1977 Clean Water Aet amendments marked a
milestone in the regulation of the industrial watei pull
tit ; control program. as emphasis was shifted away front
(Amami of such conventional pollutants as total suspended
solids. !cull whim) bacteria, oil and grease. and phis
phorus toward such tome pollutants as chlorinated hydro
unbolts, solvents. and heavy metals Regulations were
issued for the control of 65 classes of priority tome pollu-
tants. established in the amendments as a result a

consent dee ree and the Lnv ironniental Protection
Agency EPA) has propmed el fluent innitations fur nine
nrtmary industries tliNV/RONE In proposing best ami-
able technology effluent Imutotions. EPA incorporated an
-indicator strategy." by which limitations were placed. in
some eikes, not on the priority pollutants. for which data
were difficult or costly to obtain. but on "indicator
pollutants. which have Similar pbystcal and chemical
properties and are responsive to similar treatment mecha-
ntsms Additional research el forts will be needed over the
next 5 years to 1111 gaps in existing health and ecological
data to support proposed water quality criteria for priority
toxic pollutants (1.NVIRONi

FRi tt 1 t 11,t) IA.511 It

An additional approach to the water pollution problem is
to treat water once it WI, been polluted lechnologie s ale

being developed that might aid the [Lc( A el) of polluted

wafer, thus potentially alky rating vino, of the strains
placed on local water supplies idiscucsed in the natural
resources St:1W11 of this chapte and pit Kidong ba a
healthier ens almni:lit Some progress has already ken
made. for example, in desalinating water at areas of
ground-water overdraft tAS/1? ///) However. many con
ventional and new techuofa tes for polluted watt

are highly expensive and energy inefficient Additional
concerted triultidisciplmary et fort, aimed at dcv doping
better techniques both for monitoring the level of on

tam inants in the water supply and for treatini. polluted

water will be needed in the next 5 years I NRC "7,
liNVIRON)

COMBATING AIR POLLUTION

One aspect of air pollutionthe atmospheric effects re-
sulting from the continued use of fossil fuelsiis an energy
sourcehas already been discussed m this section
I lowever, there arc many other 'sources of air pollution that

will require attention during the coming years The sub
stantial effort to dean up the Nation 's air. starting in the
1960s and stimulated by the Clean Air Act amendments if

1970 and subsequent amendments. has made impressive
gains Of the five -criteria au pollutant.- novv routinely

monitored sulfur dioxide (SO 1: nitrogen dioxide
ealbon monoxide (CO), orone. And total sus

penile(' particulates (TSP) three WO. SO , and TSP)
have been lowered minimally. while ()tone concentrations
have remained stable OWL, of nitrogen_ on the other
hand. remain at high levels

According to a variety of experts. attention during the
corning years will need to be incteasingly focused on
health related aspects of airborne pollutant.. particularly
on airborne care mogens t ENVIRON1 Continuing re-
search will be needed on the health and environmental
effects of mutants, gases. and particles. as well as on the
above mentioned effects of fossil fuels combustion Over
the next 5 yea's, additional efforts M ill be needed to
charaeterite toxic organic chemicals and their at-
mospheoc fates, to determine the extent of human ex.
posure to those chemicals. and to quantity the relation-
ships of those chemicals to respiratory infections, asthma. '
emphysema. neurological disorders. and other diseases

During the past years increased attention has also
focused on Ind( Sli an quality, a matter of increasing public
concern as energy consertanon measure, improve house
Inild insulation and reduce ventilation Citntinaing studies
will be needed of the health elk( ts of increased indoor
concentrations of carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide.
as Well as the health effects of greater oqiosurc to the
formaldehyde common in loani insulation. resins form
tort. carpet.. and drape. Scientific advances will be
needed to birth a base Iron, w heels tetleejiials and appropri

ate strategic birth technological and nontechnoliigic
lot et/Inhaling air polf000n and nlrrnmrtint Its etleets

might be developed
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H. Transportation

Mobility is a trait deeply imbedded in the national shams
jet of the United States It has been a major femurs ot
Amerman sushi' and ssonomm suitor': sins'. tic looking;
of the Nation. As the United States grew and doe loptd.
mobility became institutionalized into our way 01 lac by
the interplay of social. political. esontams. and test)
nulogmal forces. Two sentunes ot dceelopmcni rcsultes1
in a national transportation system that is asscssiblc.
flexible. and suffmently elhocitt los oins. within the reach
of and be used by ennui!) every .mien

Improving the mobility of people and products was the
mantling goal for transportation through the hest halt of
the celnury. and, until the 1970s. the major issues in
transportation were dominated solely by that goal Dunng,
the 1970s. howeeer, the primary Issues shifted Conscrns
about the so" of fuel. ths. %owl and snvironmental
impacts of transportation. and safety began to k nadsd
off against the objcs.toc of simply in reasmt. mobility In
the 1980s additional problems will be added to !host ot
the 1970s Sonic of the problcrits will stem from glowing
international %.01111/%11I1011 uI the manufacture of auto

mobtles and ;task/IL some will some from inkrnational
competition in freight transport, and some will conic from
current changes in the role of transportation in the Isle ot
Americans (NRC 161 All of those concerns present Ina.
jor challenges for thr institutions associated w ith transpor-
tation in Amenca. and st, tense and. particularly. teslmol-

,ogy will contribute to meeting those challenges dui ing the
balance ot the century

This section lot uses on three interrelated transportation
problems that can be signihcantty attested by .Liens': and
technology A fourth area ot consent. the International
competniee position of Amerman transportation Indus
tnes. shales problems and opportunities with Other S%
crx- and to -based industries and, therefore. is
discussedgen- rtealty m Sections 113 and I- I) and in more
detad in the appet:,:ed _Sour/ e %ohtmet iNRC 14,
NR( -lb. AAAS- 2. TRANS, Ilse three problems to be
discussed here are the need to meet the Nation s transpor-
tation requirements as they expand user the coning years,
the need to respond to increasing co nstraints on liquid
petroleum as an'inexpensive and readily cleanable energy
source. and the need to accomplish those goals white
mereastng transportation safety

It should be emphasood th it the American transixnta
bon system is in tact multtmodal, and the total system p, to
some senses greater than the slim of its parts That means

that choosing among, alternate strategies to resolve prob-
Ions whether those strafe sirs are technical. legal. in
social in nature requires . n for and consul-

elation of the complex in ractions among the canoes
transportatin modes. while still recogniiing The %alms
and proble,cl, unique to each t NRC 16) ,Eor example, the

advent of lightweight, energy-efficient automobiles has

already had positise effests in rsslusing 'mug) retiOirc
['tents Additional energy et tisienssess.-uld result Irvin an
insrease in trust, pay loads Bat. sail) tug !Ica% isi payloads
insreases wear and tear on the highway system. mush of
wins,' already is in need of rep.m, and it .s not Blear dial
lightweight automobiles can tolerate extended use on de
teriorated roadway s. liters:fors., rehabilitation of mush of
the U S hrglnsay sy stun using improeed materials may
be required beton. Otos,. two %tramp.. lair
energy efficiency san reach their fur, potential (TRANS).

1)1...ALING waif INCREASED CAPACITY
REQUIREMENTS

All c st in l.mes Illtikate that ti Lanai %alias. sty isqutic

mcnts ee ill ttlllmde to gross in the sunning y cars. although

that growth is cspcs.ted to be .lower %luting tlic
%emir) than in the inmicdiati. past Dui growth. sonpled
with a satiety of sonstralats, um lading limitations on
salt ying sap, it ic need to timiltIM: llalf1111011411J01:

%MOS, Ieejuttcs the appfit attoi of me% scums,. and tcsli
dceclopmsnts to tits S transpoitatnin stun
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In 105. pas .enger transportation between sines in the
United States amounted to I, ;52 billion passedger mules.
in over 6.0tXt miles for eeery man. woman and child
Intercity moeement of goods totaled 2.066 billion ton

aeeraging almost 10.000 ion miles per person
When all transportation is included, both between sloes
and within cities. the aeerages for 11)76 came to 12.000
passenger mites per person and IS (XX) ton miles pet per
son. totaling 2,568 billion passenger miles and 1.275
billion ton nines that demand i. expel ted to grow Ac
cording to one set of estimates t tables I and 2/. in the year
2000 there will be 5,(X)8 billion passenger miles of trawl
and 5,550 billion ton miles of freight transportation that
would be an average annual increase of 2 (I percent in

aggregate passenger trawl and a 18') pc sent aein age
annual increase tor total freight transportation As qmmir

./.41/. rust %tars it,ot101
11(1 Itollt,trt,,,
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U S population of 25(1 (pillion. the per capnu .1% :tits
would be 20.000 passenger miles and almost 21.(X)0 tow,
miles Under that assumption, the average annual increase

in per capita passenger transportation capability between
1975 and 20X) wouldhave to be about 2 percent and that

for freight transportation about percent user the next

20 years OsIRC-16) Thus, while transponanon is eV
pected to continue to gross on arper capita basis. that
growth is expected to be slower during the rest of the
century than in the immediate past

Alternatives to increased transportation capacity do
exist Increased decentralization of production into small-

er, MOW self-reliant communities is one such Amain% c

for reducing demand. thus decreasing capacus problems.
and that possibility would be tacalthaed by expanding
communications capabilities ui. B111, since such

changes are accomplished slow ly and are measured in
multiples of decades, transportation demands will almost
certainly continue to gross during the rest of the century

18 Ai Vstg %Mt t c1.4 in I A/

In the lace of a need for ilk rea+cti transportation capacity.
it also is likely that the entire U S transportation system
wilt be encountering !increasing limits on its carrying
capacity during the next S years for exaniple, the high

syttan is alretitly showing signs of wear tOulloid,
Programs tor pas ement resurtacing, restoration. re
habilitation. and bridge replacement base the potential to
stem the oroblem !hawser, costs will be substantial.

particularly because we are lagging so tar behind in main

tenance i FRANS / Ironically, the situation has been ciao.

(NNW by our success in improving the fuel economy of
tilotor vehicles, since their increased use has led to a

decrease in highway maintenance hinds derrsect from Inc!

taxes
Development of rasing substitutes from nonpetroleuni

denvativcs that will be competitive with asphalt and port
land center)! is a key area where research and des elopment

can contribute to highway improsement and -maintenance

In addition. techhologies for detechng highway flaws arc
a preventive alternative that could reduce maintenance

costs and help relieve capacity constraints on the highway
systems that are sue to failures and repair and mantle-
nauce outages (TRANS).

Increasing highway congestion is another serious con-
cern. Currendy asmia'le control technologies can deal
effectively with low concentration flows of !noway traf-
fic, but high-density congea:ion remains a Noble* Alter-
naiives are emerging, however, that could eaten our
capability to co:grol highway congestion One is the
emeiging tecbn )'..agy of ramp metering signaliration for
h :ghways In the much longer term, more general automa-
tion of 111111Ml travel may beeonte an effeative flow
Loam)! procedure ball for reducing congestion and for
improving salety

Air transportation will also lace mcreasfag capacity
problems dui, ig the next several years its traffic growth
begins to reach airpoi capacity (NRC-16) The problem
has been averted so far with the development of larger
aircraft, but that approach Is nearing i1. limn One alterna-
tive solution is provided by current developments in ad
vanced air traffic control, winch will mipiove the produc-
tivity of the U S commercial air transport systeni
!Isla': lb, TRANS)

The success of various future energy stratepes for the
United States (see Section 11 will require substantial
mixliticanoos in the capafaity of transportation systems to
move energy sources In particular. if the use of coal is to
be greatly expandedboth for direct ase and as a source
of synthetic factsripr)vemems will be required in ns
distribution modes At present, rail. water barge, and
trucking handle 63 percent. II percent. and ;2 percent of
the coal traffic in the United States. respectively, with
other modes accounting for only 3 percent (the remain-
ing II percent of the coal is used for onsite power geoera-
non at nines ) Analysts believe that of those three trans-
portation modes, railroads offer the best combination of
flexibility and cost for domestic transportation Antici-
pated needs for the 1101 decade will, howeser, require a
good deal of expansion in the carrying capacity of rail
roads in the West, and au expansion ave.!! as an mendl
improsement in the quality of railroads in the East The

use of slurry pipelines. in which crashed coal mixed with

water is Lamed, offers an economically attrachsc alterna
arse for rail transport for distances up to 100 or 400 miles
/Wadable water may be a Wrung factor, however, par
ocular!} in the Rocky Mountain West Meanwhile. to
-carch is proceeding on the flow helms it of the coil-
water mixture (ENERGY )

The mmement of coal also requires traffic !lows on the

U S watenaay system, which is constrained by capacity
limits in particular, our port systems are currently linable
to handle the storing and loading of the %ohmic of coal

destinedifor occan transport That is path ularly,itripor
tam concern rot the future, since the United States. with

an csumated 30 percent of toe world 's Oa! IrSen CS, could

gam considerable trade ads araagc as in spotter of coal

tNRC-16. TRANSh
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Lcpanded use 40 natural gas is an attraeto e short term
alternative to oil is some at- 11(..itions. and prospects tot
increased domestic production in the lower -48 States
dunng the next (lee ade are considered reasonable (Section

11 Li those supplies ,ould he augmented h) trans
oecanic imports ot liquefied natural gas. which is.
however, highly tlamniabie and could thus constitute a
hazard at storage sites. processing tile 'lilies. and ports In
PAO. the Department ot Transportation issued proposed
regulations on the design. siting. construction. operation.
area natntenance ot liquefied natural gas pipelines and
faeilnics IASTR Mi. and research aimed at !atilt-ding
transportation safety w ill be a continuing pnonty for the
next 5 years diNER-IY)

INiPROVING TRANSPOR1ATION PEJO ORMANCL

Ciiven protected needs tor increased transportation capac-
ity. coupled with hie mann constraints of inoweted de.
creased mailability of consentional _riergy sources
Section 11-H. major changes w ill be needed in the

eharactensties 01 transportation %clucks In the short
term. the will he a need to continue to increase the
efficiency of energy use In the long term engines for
transport vehicles w ill have to be redesigned to accept the
vanety ot fuels that w ill make up future energy sources,
and they may have to be able to function on miles of bud
mNRC 161 Progress has already been made toward the
tonna goal and will surely continue dunng thepro
sears

1%'. vii AsINa I 'sI R4.1 1 1 1 1 ( 1 1 Na 1

Transportation accounts tot about : percent 01 national
energy consumption and about 50 percent ot petroleum
fuel use Thus, the ni,,st immediate requirement for all

tproseme. in a:I mid.. .4 transportation is increasing
energy efficiencs By IthiS the greatest energy (Atka:my
improsements ut expected ti tceur in automobiles and
conunercial .Cretan Nei% technolope, that reduce iethi
cli wcIght tot c \amp:, ,iihstituting lightweight corm
polite materials for Ilea% ter alloys INS) and that un
prose engine of can lead to a doubling of the
energy alien:news of those modes 'no' 197i periomi
once In addition. new silk designs can greatb aid tuel
efficiency t \RC Its NS; Beyond 1985, sanous options
are possible lin example_ the potential exists for des clop
runt and widrsprcad use of a two passenger, automobile
whet h. on an enercy per passenger mile bast..., can or
exceed the efficiencies ot either hue or rail passenger
transport Addinonally. en icrgIng new technologies are
expected to increase the fuel etticieney ot aircraft -such
as adeaneed Mho prop engines and nevi technologies for
laminar now control IN' Ito

Consentronal gacoltne and diesel engines are expected.
to be improsed en etticteney bey.ond 19:6. but. in adds

non. there is extensive research directed toward the eon
mers.tal des elopment of alternatis es to the toneentional
internal combustion engine iNRC 161. For example, both
gas ' rbine and Stirling engines are recce{ ing emphasis,
and success in those efforts could lead to a significant
increase in fuel ciliumy over that of the best projected
1984 internal combustion engine tENERG1 t 111.: sys

tents might be mailable during the 1990s... should be
emphasized. hoecceer. that tall scale demonstration ot
automobiles with the 11).4% types of engin, has not sect
occuned. and that the ..apitd....ition ..o required to
Mass produce such new tars would he enormous
(NRC -161

PRPARINt. fOR Ii. El svnsTttl T105

Of comparable importance to unprosect energy efficiency
during the next 5 yi ars are technologies i the production
of new nonpetro' at fuels The development of marketa
ble technologic. ur extracting gas:lime and diesel fuel
from oil shale mid for producing them as synthetic liquids
from coal is welt antler way Technology to produce
methanol from coal for use in internal combustion engines
is in a similar state Liquid fuels from bicanass are another
possible. although mt limited, tvst,Orce flowerer.
Mule those resources-promise to provide the United
States with transpoNano(t fuels for years to conic. the
will have little impact on our iotal needs for at least
another decade (Section 11-lit

Research has also been initiated on new batienes that
would greatly increase the energy density ot present lead-
acid batteries The latter provide set) limited penonn
awe and are very expensive. and development of mm.
proved storage devices would provide the potential to use
electrical energy generated from nonpetroleum sources as
a major transportation energy supply (NRC 16i knitter.
more, the possitnlit) exots that buses and truck,. as en

as automobiles. could be supplied energy by deemed>
One possthility currently being explored is the IratIski ut
pkwan through magnetic flux {rum ',able. laid in Iligtma)
pas emem and requiring nu contact between the roadway
and the seine le Prototype experiments with that technol-
ogy are now in progress (TRANS) As the puce of pe
troleum connnucs to rise such alternatixes as those. and
others to he doctored, ma) be able to fill a signtheant
portion of the bud requirements but transportation and,
thereby. relieve sonic ot the pressures on the American
social and economic systems flow:see few it any ot the
developments are likely to reach !melon until well beyond
19S5. although 4ibstantlal progress should he ec went by

then

IMPRO\ IRANSPORIAI ION SAM: n
The current L S;,..tronsportation network is enormous
Americans seen Mort than 100 million automohiks
traced user nearly million miles roads scheduled
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airlines transport more than 100 million passengers al,
nually,7 The U.S. rail system is the largest in the world.
with more than 3(X).000 miles ot track. It is projected that
in the highway mode alone, however. more than 50.000

Americans will die in troche accidents in 1951 Addi-

tionally. while motor vehicle fatalities account for the
largest portion of transportation-related deaths. there also
are losses due to air, rail, and water accidents (TRANS)

In choosing among options for future improvements in
the transportation system. implication; for safety will
have to be one 01 the major underlying considerations
The satety ot mills 'dual technologies can be assessed
through a varety ot scientific and technological means.
and there Witt be increased needs tor those kinds ot
assessments m the coming years (TRANS) (see also See-

,.
non 1-1..)

It is worth noting that most technological eft
focused on posterash sun isability and tst. reduction

rather than on accident prevention As-lhc United States
moves toward increased use of smaller vehicles. such
strategies will tecome more costly and less effective A
good deal ot information relative to automotive safety
gains could come from human behas ior studies
(NM. -Ib1 Additionally. two technologically oriented op-
tions now being explored pnmanly for nonhighway trans-
portation that also could have truittul implications tot
automobile traltic safety are described below

The innovative use ot radionas Tatum. radiolocat ion.
radiocommunication. and computer sy steins pros ides op-

portunities for impros ing both the safety and the

efficiency of air and water transportation by expanding the
capabilities of and impros ing access to sophisticated navi-
gation. warning, and traffic control systems For example.
with anticipated increases in air ana water traffic. systems
to pros ide both for specific coverage in highly developed
geographical areas and for wde area coverage will be
needed. Additionally. new des elopments in electronic
communications and computer microprocessor technol-
ogy an lowering the costs of and facilitating improve-
ments in ads ance warning systems Ness radar tech-
nologies soon moil pros ide dramatic improvements in
capabilities for detecting and r.suing warnings about se-
sere weather conditions and will also pros ide unproved
weather information for air traffic and surface vessel con

trol t1'RANS)
The convergence of computer and communications

technologies may also provide opportunities for transpor
tation safety improvements through automation Some
expenence w ith such automated sy stems is already avail
able in mass transit and air traffic control. ttuitian opera-
tors cannot, however. be entirely eliminated from any
control sy, stem, be it related to transportation. manufactur
ing. or power plant operation Indeed. the training and
skills required of human operators increase as control
systems become more sophisticated Met-dine. human
!actors research to pros ide a better understanding about
the interface between humans and machines may be or.e of

the most important needs related tri transportation safety

tIRANS)
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1. Agriculture

the I. S 'gricultural enterprise is a motor contributor to
the economic and social well-being of both this country
and the world it currently pros ides food for more people

than ever before, whileemploytug,ryonstaritly decreasing
proportion of the labor force For example. each Amu
lean tanner now produces enough food tot himself ior

herself and 59 other people. a significant rise nom 29 in
1970 and lust bin 190o t A AAS hp In addition, American

ag,ncultutaf products arc a mainstay ot the tood supplies 01

many other countnes In t A t. exports 01 agricultural piod .
acts constitute over 20 percent 01 the total vatic of Amer-
ican exports. a situation that has clear short term benefits

t1M llowoer, the capacity of the American agricultural
enterprise is limited There could be long term problems
associated w ith the woild's dependence and our own

on American agricultural exports. including osetexploita

9.1
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iron of domestic land, water, nuneral. and (merge 1' e-

sour= and rising domestic food ppces Therefore. in the

longterm. G.S. interests may be best served by increasing
the worldwide distnbution ot loud production .iii % dies.
as vvell as by increasing the total productivite ot world

agriculture (HAAS -S: IA)
The agncultural enterpnst . like many other areas of

American life. is currently facing some significant prob-
lems. and the appropriate development and application at
science and technology capabilities to those problems will
be cruc ial The most cntical problems may be in agn
cultural prcxluctis ite \kink: the productis ity of agncul
lure has been Increasing both in the United States and in
other countries at a %cry high rate for the last halt venture
the rate of increase has resent') begun to sloss, suggesting
that productivity increases could reach .1 plateau
(AAAS -S. OniloriX I) At the same time. population pres
sures. among other taetors, will continue to place incr.
increasing demands on worldwide food supplies INRC:I.
AAAS-8, AAAS-9,

To sante analysts. the slowing rate of agricultural
productivity growth suggests that current Western
agricultural approaches. invoking energy intensive but
labor-saving technologies. may be reaching the point of
ti nunishing returns, and new approaches to agricultural
endeavors nocd to be contemplated ( A AAS 81 Con
tallied Attention to the development and implement:mu-1i. 01

4 wide anety of new technologies. coupled with consid

'craw ot the social and economic aspects of the agn
cultural enterpnse. will be needed aver the next 5 years to

permit the, continued growth of American agncultural
productivity What fallow. are discussions of three as
pests 1 t46 agncultural enterpnse that contain special

op tunnies for science and technology to facilitate agn
cultural productis ite growth They concern II) the input
resources needed to support Jgriulture. (2.1 potential

changes in crop yield.. and 131 postharvest treatments
The final Fait ot this section emphasizes interactions
between the agriculti, al enterprise and other sectors ot

society
lecture discussing the opponunities and needs for .I

entilic ind technological development. it should be men

it.fled that change in agricultural approaches aka>.
ii,,Aise tradeot is. or artous ssa) of combining input and
output tactors As in the br. ling of plants and animals

where an increase in one characteristic such as hardiness
typically is compensated for h> decreases in another
charactenstic, such 4% yield, SO tittipracticc ot agriculture
trades on labor demands agairea demands tor other rir

sixirces, such as energy, water. 1i:intim.. and pcstictdes

The tradeofts may be in physical terms such as knits on
real resources. or they ma> be kp ei.onoints. terms. such as

price differentials I bus. for ecample. water liras be abso

Intel) unavailable in -tirne circumstances. but in other

ease-. it may only be very costly In mane cases. i: is not

absolute limits but economic factors that constrain agri-

cultural production t AAAS Productiv ite is detined as

-output per land unit. per tune unit. per cost unit.- and it
in be influenced significantly be technological practices

that affect ant one or all ot those components

ENSURING ADI..QUAT RESOURCB -I-OR nu._
AGRICULTURAL ENT ER1t1tISE

One important set of problems and tIpportunitik. onA.rns
the inputs to ot ko.ouN_e.1..tot the agricultural i A grou
mg; proses% Although there I% a -de variety ot inputs to
agriculture. three arc directly related to science and tech
nolog..) They .ire land resoure, triter resourses, and thc
supply ot nutrient+ needed to sustain plant growth

CONSTKANI% t" 1111 N. NIt A1111111 ot t yin

The most basic ot all resources tor the agricultural enter.
prise is land, and unless then, d'V stunt: truly rekulubonat>

shanges in deselopment policies and agricultural ap
nroahes, land as allabilit) a ill N. a mann limiting factor
on agricultural produ it> for decades As land betinks
insreasingls saluable tor other purposc. agrisulturai ay
tome. tend to be pushed toward ley, prodo,tice land
that phenomenon is most striking in the industrialwd
countries, but d i. also beginning to be telt IA ith In.1%.4,1rg

silent) in thc thud wink( IA I 111U%. the ace of kss than

prune land to; tanning and rand) g n urn rectuircs

increased use ot other icourcs. including w .ter. fcrtil
tier, and. particularly labor. rinsing the costs of le pot.
CNN and lowering the return eren hulk, In ad mom. the
use tit prig and for .4..risultur puts a high strain on that
land. leading to sett' rapid degens rat ion and stosion

C. topping practiccs (hut rely on hoary usc of monskulturs.
shennsals, and ilea.% niashinet> rsduss the Is thin> and
tilth oil the still even !wilier One way to counteract sic
c.reased adequacy of thc through 4 %.stletr ot soil

conservation practices llowecer, the tectituguts of soil
sonsersatton, while general!) underslood. are still not
practiced extensively cscri in the I rated St.Iss rAGRI
tnsuurging soil sonsersanon one approach through
which prompt piths attention might be high's 'testis,
over the next few years Other issues concerned urtlt
tcsourt.c+, particulate the problems assix. Jaw d anti de
toretation. are discu,s:tt in the . scrotal o sc.ction

01 this chapter

tier pm jut J.; %It K firm Fts i s

file 4411abild) visitor ttla ptioc: to he An cleft more
%OM: It ltltttng Lk for in thc desclopment tit agriculture in
smiting sex.% A AA AS Si In the I. fitted States. 80 85
percent tit total fresh water use is for Jri. iilturs
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eontrast. the produetion 0 rood consumes only about 3
percent of the total energy u.t.di tAAAS S. ASTR IIII
Thc issues of general water resouree availability and :dater
totality preservation arc discussed in the Natural Re-
sources and the Environment sections 0 this chapter.
respeosely.. huweeer. some points should be ft:dela:ea

here

%%ate/ as a resource IN xtrt..nicl) variable its distribu
non and almost impossible to twister economically oyei
large distances Sloreover. %cater is a particularly
unpredictable resource_ In much of the world: rainfall is
never -normal,- but vanes greatly from yea! to year
Thus. a large burden on the agricultural S)71. Is to
overcome some ut the ups andiflow ns in water 4411.1biiii).
and theciraylitional approaeh has been to move water

plitt.C. to MAX., well as in ang,ation Thai technique.
however, can be very labor rntenstv c. it consumes c netg).
and it can reduce both the quality and the quantity of water

resuutees downstream Therefore. water J

less than optimal solution 'o water shortage problem,
&sera! trseateh yinestions a.: being followed in an

attempt to provide alteniativi meehanisms for dealing
with the water constraint on agricultural productiv it> for
example., ficl developients in irrigation. particularly in
improving' the efficient use of water through such tech-
niques as drip urigat ion, timing improvements. and use of
such alternate energy sources as the sun and vt. ind to power

irrigation systems have much promise Research is also
being pursued in improving the enieleney of desalination
and developing plant species that can be grown in high
saline water. thus expanding the psitential for the of

increasingly bray.kish water supplies and Jur.; use ol sea
water Considerable progress in thoso: areas is petted
over the nest 5 aeon tAGR1

PROS, II/INC. :01*It ATI AttS, \IS Iii 11, Iftll lPt 1i1k
t kW' Iftt/A Tii

The problem of nutrient supplies tot agriculture. both
through natural and sy nthene fertilizers. is particularly
critical. not only in this country but in many developing
countries The move of agriculture I tone prime land to less
desirable land. as noted earlier; ;Noires supplementing
nutrient levels to compensate b Me reduced levels of
natural supplies in the less ti. desirable land But the
production of atUhtiaf fertrlii4.is is also suble,1 to trade
oils The primal% sOtatc.e ul nitrogen used in the tpted
States to prudute tenth/et is natural gas. As energy pees
rise turthet. so will agricultural production eosts More
over. thu long term elfetts of intefisite teliatis.. on
theth. fertilizers are unknown. particularly in the poor
sods reelainied from tropical lorests fur agrieultural usc.
NRC-5. ASTI? -111i

Setentilic and technol..z.teal advanecs can have signifi-

cant impset,s on the problems of providing adequate nu
trients to support plant growth Rcscarth is proceeding

several levels On what has been called the maero fusel.
expenments with multiple clopping. reeyeiing of agri
eultural waste products. vittpwe farming. and' other
changes in cultivation fluency." Lave shown some success
t APR. ASTR-///

On the micro level. research in nutrient cci.les is in
progress When er:osy stems are disturbed, so too are the
balances among nutrients that are shared throughout the
food chain. Plants tar!, signitieantly in the relative effi
eieney of their nutrient intake processes. and an under-
standing of the factors that niane for greater cilium.; in
nutrient uptake is Just stattnig to emerge That kind of
research pros ides an opponcruty lot the eventual selee-
tive breeding of plants that can absorb and process much
greater yoiumes of nutrients nom same bash. source.
LInmately. research into mutuall).henelie la] relationships
among plants. such as those that exist between nee and
certain types of algae. may iniprose the efficieney of plant
nutrition signiln.anti. thus Improving yields without in
creasing the basic nutrient Investment require'd tNRC
Those and similar huts of research present -lot oppor-
tunities for advance. in supplementing nuti . a natural
supplies dirnsio$11

INCREASING IiR.ODU(1 -YIELDS

The esti.tence of current am.' xytentially ittereasing con-
straints q the asailability in resources for agriculture Is
cause for concern about the Arlin) to increase agricultural
productivity to the levels required in t... future Making
optimal use of available resources .s one approach to
increasing produetisitv,in the lace of the problem: An-
other approach is to int:ream:411e yield of 'agricultural
products grown under the resouri.econstrained condi-
tions, and that inc tease can be ace intipllieitan 4 satiety of
ways

'ALIFKING Pt 'OA 111) VsiS4A1 SI/1111%

Scientific and technological atharKi.s in recent ye s have

opened a range of opportunities for imptos ing crop strains
and crop yersat.!:ty While seleettve breedIng'of agri
culturally useful species is arfnost JS old as human eiYi
Watson. recent developments in molecular genetic. and
developmental biology improved sctentists"
to understand how plants and animals function and grow
Therefore. there is the potential to engineer ore dcfibcr
awly further changes in the characters -tics of plants and
animals The opportunity is partly the result oi new de
yelopments in fundamental knowledge. parch the result
of such new manipulation technologies as recombinant
DNA and gene splicing One parneulatly promising area
for development is the creation of plants that can Its
nitrogen biologically. either h. them- Alves with the aid
of symblime bacteria instead ji rely ing on chemically
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fixed nitrogen, either natural or synthetic (NRc-j7). An- disease spread appears to vary according to the natural

other is the possibility of developing synthetic versions of
natural "growth regUlators" that cou)d speed the develop-
ment of plants and animals. Changing the 'rates of de-
velopment might shorten the time.required for a crop to be

ready for market. thereby increasing yields (AGR).
The cultivation of animal species is potentially as sig-

nificant as.the caltivation of plants. While it is-sometimes
asserted that animal culture is less efficient than plant

-colture.,iti meeting total nutritional demand, nearly two
thirds of the world's agricultural land islt) pasture or range
suitable for animals, and 60 percent of that land would not

support the cultivation of plants (AAAS-8). Again, ad-

vances in scientific techniques, particularly in genetic
'engineering arid embryological research. are now making

and preimiscto continue to make significant contributions

to increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of animal

huSbandry (A AAS-8; AGR).

CONTROLLING PESTS
AI**

In additionito developing new or modified agriculturally
'relevant plant and animal strains, controlling agricultural
pests is a mechanism that can be invoked to increase

product yields. The control of pests, whether they are
pant, animal or microbial, is a critical aspect of the 1
efficiency of agriCulture. It is estimated that 31:1-40 percent+

of the world's crops are lost to disease between planting

and harvest, and another 10 percent is lost invostharvest

storage due i,, pests (NRC-6). Again, scientific and tech-

nological advances can help on several levels. Off the
epidemiological level, sophisticated analytical method-
ologies are being used tcuniterstand patterns of the spread

of disease and the nature of biological susceptibility. On

the farm leVel; integrated pest managernerd(IPM) is gain-

ing in use. IPM involves fitting together information abdut
the biology of pests, the environment, and the status of the

host tit) obtain 'maximal results from the application, ;)f
biological (natural enemies, parasites, and piedators) an
chemical control methods. The technique not only re
duces the load on the environment, from pesticides, but is'
also cost-effective (NRC-6).

One approach used in IPM involves the selective use of
multilinas," seledively bred variations of plants that are
similar in yield but different in their relative resistance to
diverse pests. The tendency in selective breeding, par-
ticularly of-plan't species, traditionally has been toward-
seeking grea:ertenetic uniformity, standardizing yield's
but increasing the susceptibility to pests. However, there

is no antibody response to infection in plants; disease
resistance is purely an inherited trait -and can only be

conveyed 'genetically. Therefore, developing multilines
can be used to slow the spread of such infections as wheat

rust by.decreasing the proportion of plants in a given area

that are susceptible to particular varieties of the disease.
The disease problem will never be completely solved,

resistance offered by hosts and is continually changing,
but, it can be controlled. Thus, constant atteritiOn to plant
disease spread is needed (NRC-6). In providing that atten-
tion, however, it should be remembered that natural epi-
demics almost never occur; major plant diseases are the
result of human transfer of plants frofn one biosystem to
another. Therefore, understanding the nature of the sys-
teinatic relationships of plants to their environments is .a
major aspect of the control of agricultural pests and will
require additional activity in the coming years (NRC-6)

PREPARING OR CLIMATIC. AND ENVIRONMENTAL
STRESSES

Environmental stresses other than is and predators also

threaten agricultural yields. There is iio doubt that- thC
world is undergoing some significant changes -in

patterns, although' the direction/in which those changes
are tending and the- causes,,,Aether.they are natural or
human induced, are still open to debate. The immediate
effects are to upset patterns of cultivation by changing
rainfall levels, temperature, and nutrient suppliis. Those
changes in turn alter yield .patterns and, thds, aspects of
the interrelationships of agricultural products. such as the
availability. of animal feeds. Work continues on using
genetic engineering techniques to "climate-proof" Plants

and animals. improving their ability to withtand environ-
mental stresses. That approach could-not,only reduce the
exposure of plants and animals to normal hazards, but

cohld also expand the range of lands in which cultivatiOn

is possible (AGR).
la, the long term, the effects of climatic changes may be

even( more dramatic than they are currently. For example.
continued burning of fossil fuels and the conversion of
tropical forest to agriculture, as discussed in the Natural

ResourCessection of this chapter, is likely to have major
effects on carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere
(NRC-5). Such other stresses as pollution, particularly
the "acid rain" that results from the use of fossil fuels,
affect the biosphere and hence agriculture in key ways
(AGR;,ENVIRON). Much remains to be learned aboui

precisely what the effects of such stresses and changes On

agriculture are likely to be and how they might be allevi-

ated. The lack of knowledge raises the need for additional
scientific and technological efforts directed toward, fits%

identifying the potential problems and, second, devising
counteractive measures.

GETTING AGRICULTURAL- PRODUCTS TO
MARKET

A major but generally disregarded aspect of efficiency in
agriculture is the processing and distribution system
Postharvest losses in the United States cost an estimated
S30 billion annually, and in some developing countries
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losses of over half .tif the_harvested goys have been re-
Ported (Ablp. The transporting anti Ac_ essing of food
account'for two thirds of the final price of the food to the
consumer. Activities in this area re cdmplicated by, a lack
of knowledge,- about what processing does to the nutri-
tional content of food and its ability to supply the nutrients
to the consumeryThus, the development of improved
methods for storing, distributing, and Processing food is
badly needed.

Ty° main directions are now being pursued. The first
deals with ways in which food preservation can be en-
hanced, and technique:. being studied include irradiation:
improved sealing, better detection mechanisms for con-
taminants, atmospheric control, and using better com-
binations of ingredients. The,socond conceiiis distribution
mechanisms involving transportation and improved ac-
cess of the consumer to the producer. Clearly, postharvest
'technology cdevelopment has strong potential fo6n1Prov-
ing agricultUral efficiency and productivity (AGR).

4:-INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER.SECTORS OF
SOCIETY

....

This section be anib} noting that agriculture is charac-
terized by tradeoffs at all levels. Those tradeoffs go
beyond agriculture, frequently there are global tradeoffs
`between- -the agricultural system and other societal ac-
tivities. Competition for such resources as land, water.

'. 't .

and ienergy have already been mentioned. Additionally,
there is predicted to be a potentially severe shortage of
persons with selective agricultural training in the near
future (AGR). Competition also includes such aspects as
the diversion of agricultural products to nonfood uses,
such as the use of corn and other bioniass for fuel produc-
tion and the use of vegetable oils directly as fuels (ENER-
GY). It- involves the tradeoffs between agricultural de-,
mands and the requirements for environmental security.
The runoff, of,fertilizers is a major cause of water pollu-
tion, for example, and dealing with such sources of pollu-
tion will clearly ,affect the efficiency of agriculture
(NRC-7, ENVIRON). The tradeoffs or balances between
the need's of different sectors will become more and more
important in policy decisions in coming years as resource,
become scarce and such other concerns as the quality of
the environment constrain agricultural activities:

Ultimately, agriculture must bC viewed as a social and
economic, system as ,wdll as a biological system. For
example, tax and regulatory policies adopted to deal with
other social problems will clearly affect agriculture as
well Understanding the economic and social relation-
ships of agriculture with society, in both this country and
abroad, wilfrequire the involvement of social scientists as
much as plant geneticists and-computer modelers. Thus.
in agriculture,_ as in the rest of science, and technology, a
unified and multidisciplinary perspective on both the
basic scientific and policy issues will be essential
(AAAS-8).

"

J. Education

Science and technology and education ace intimately
linked. Not only are science, mathematics, and technol-
ogy significant components of the curriculum at all educa-
tional levels, but, in addition, science and technottigy
provide powerful tools that are broadly applicable in the
educational process itself. As an example in the latter
case, recent advances in computer and communications
technologies and in cognitive 'science and related disci-
plines offer major opportunities for improving educa-
tional strategies. However, before that know ledge can be
widely applied in the classroom, several critical problems
'iced to be resolved, and many of the problems are too
complex for resolution by any single sector of society.
Therefore, during the next 5 years, attentlpn will need to
be focused, by State and local governmdnts and by the
private sector on ways to foster cooperation among private
industry, State and local jurisdictions, and college and

.university science and engineering, departments to take

full advantage of the opportunities offereci to the educa-
tional,systern by science and technology. and to resolve
problems associated with their use in the edmational
process.

There is also a range of problems associated with the
first aspect of the, relationship mentioned above, that of
education in science and technology, that will need to be
addressed in the next 5 years. The need for an adequate
supply of well trained

has
and engineers for the

Nation in the long term has been treated in Section I 'B. In
addition,.therc is a need to improve the training of techni-
cians that provide support for the workof scientists and
engineers. Furthermore, since many other professions and
occupations that formerly had little scientific or technical
content now require a moderate level of competence in
'those areas, and since numerous public policy issues have
significant science and technology components. an im-
proved level of under-standing of science and technology

98
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Personal computers with a visual display and memory and
weighing less than 50 pounds nowcost as little as $400.
They -are comparable to computers that cost more than
`5100,000 15 years ago, and future coat are expected to
remain constant -while the computation power of the
computer is expected to double every 2 years (EDUC).
Recent trends in cost reduction and augmentation of com-
puter petformance are shown in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively.

The new developments-open up a wide range of pos-
sibilities for innovative instructional activities and ,pro-
cedures.res. As such, they have the potential for adapting

among -the general public is becoming increasingly
desirable:

USING THE. OPPORTUNITIES 'PROVIDED I3Y
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE
EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

There are new demands on the educational system to
prepare all segments of society to use techAlogical infor-
mation and Products, and science and technology can
provide a means to update our educational system to meet
those and other needs. Infonnation-handling and com-
puter technologies, and the cogiiitiVe sciences, provide
'special opportunities over the next 5 years to enrich the
learning process, both- throug
basic research findings and.thr
technologies (NRC-4; EDUC
al major. factors that can ,inh)bitItheir incorporation into
our formal-educational system. Therefore, the process Of
transferring the varied research findings and new tech-

nologies into the classrobm will require concomitant at-
tention and

i

the application of recent
ugh the utilization of new

. However, there are sever-

THE-OPPORTUNITY PROVIDED BY INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES

Computer-based learning/ devices and communications
technologies can provide ,the basis of effective and effi-
cient strategies for classroom teaching-by, for example,
offering means for individualized, interactive instruction
and for more sophisticated performance testing and eval-
uation. Of course, some use has been made of teaching
m hines for many years in language classrooms, and in

nnergraduate -science courses. In addition, these tech-
nologic.. ,are being used extensively in training military

derson el (NS). However, exainination of the overall
urriculuin reveals little evidence of the impact on

education of the contemporary electronics revolution that,
by radically altering the ways business and industry are
conducted, is changing the_nature of many jobs. For
example,, there are suggestions that the ability to use
computers may be judged a basic skill in the future, but
there presently does not exist a recognized curriculum for
teaching computer skills or a system for measuring
competency.

Advances in computer technologies include expansions
in disc storagecapacity, easy access to stored information,
sophisticated visual displays of information hia variety of
formats, and audio tracks fitl computers that can simulate
the hunian voice. Furtherinore, in recent years, both the
size and the cost of computer hardware have been reduced
substantially, and its portability has increased signifi-
cantly. Handheld calculators with a variety of functions
now sell for,between SIO and $100, and electronic games
that-teach mathematics and spelling retail for about $65.

1955 1960 1965

YEAR

1970 1975 1980

FIGURE 5. Relative Computer Processor Price.

Source: D.P. Kenney. Microcomputers. New York: ANIACOM, 1978.
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educational strategies and curricula to a range of local
requirements. Operator-controlled computer simulation
and-graphic displays of objects can allow exploration and
training in-a variety, of complex skills. Instruction with
computer games could increase student interest and,
therefore, learning, while word processors coupled with
computerized dictionaries can aid the develOpMent of
writing skills. Computer-based testing can aid evaluation
of.a student's problem-solving skills as well ashis or her
knowledge of material and can provide guidelines for
improvement. The new technologies can also expand our
access to-information, including historical, cultural, and
artistic resources, still and motion pictures, library cata-
logs, and, eventually, even the texts of journals and books
(EDUC; Oi(tOok I).

The technologies can also help increase educational
opportunities for physically handicapped indi 'duals.
Persons who are paralyzed or have limited muscle control
can use special compUter keyboards or other robotic func-
-tionsto participate in writing, Problem- SOlving,and -de-
sign activities. Visual information can be transformed into-
surface textures for the blind. Words and numbers can be
converted into synthesized speech. Similar des ices can be
prepared for other handicapping conditions (EDUC).

In summary, the new computer and information tech-
nologies provide dramatic opportunities for improsing
student motivation, concentration, and comprehension.
and they- allow fOr individualized instruction based on
differing rates and styles of learning. The increased use of
the technologies in the classroom would also prepare
students to utilize them more effe'ctiely, both in their
personal !Res and in future occupations and professions
(EDUC). However, realizing those potential opportunities
has not historically and will not in the future be a simple
process. It will require concerted and directed action in
the coming years to foster the widespread a.ceptance or
use of the technologies.

THE PROBLEM OF TRANSFERRING TECHNOLOGY irsrro
TEACHING SITUATIONS

Transferring technology into the clasqoom can be quite
complex and multifaceted. For example, there is the prob-
lem of cost. On one hand, reductions in the prices of the
new computer and information-handling technologies
make hardware itself more accessible to schools Positive
effects on, student motivation and learning, as well as the
ability of the new technologies to address the educational
needs of special populations, might also lead to indirect
cost savings by increasing the effectiveness of educational
processes. On the other hand, none of the technologies is
likely to be effective in thebsence of efforts by State and
local agencies to restruciure curricula, revise textbooks,
develop special software, and revamp teacher naming and
retraining programs. Furthermore, the technologies are
rapidly advancing, and there is the danger that once they

arc> installed and particular programs are initiated, the
will soon become obsolete. Therefore', the tradeoffs be-
tween short-term costs and long-term costs and benefits
will have to be carefully assessed In addition to the
balance between costs and benefits, there are other institu-
tional problems and opportunities that will have-to be
addressed, They include clarifying and reevaluating basic
educational strategies by State and local governments

Clarifying the Role of the Federal Government

Widespread interest in p'ursuing the applications of new
educational technologies and related research findings has
been expressed 'by State and local education authorities,
publishers, and private industry. That interest was re-
flected in part in congressional hearings held in 1978 and
1980, in which - participant's agreed that nes;.. advanCes_ini

science and technoldgy-can have signkant influence-Cc/in

teacher effectiveness and on student learning. Participant~
in the hearings uried the various government ageircies-to
assist the school systems in realizing. the benefits from
those opportunities. Additional support-for using the tech-
nologies in education has come from the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, which is studying the impact of the
technologies on the educational process (EDUC)
However, any' response ?o those recommendations must
recognize the primacy ()Mate and local jurisdictions over
public education.'

The Need for Changes in Educational Approaches

The full potential .fcomputer arid information-handling
technologies in the classroom'cannot be realized in the
absence of a significant restructuring of educational strat-
egies and methods. However, any such restructuring im-
plies a need for additional teacher-training (or retraining).
an expansion of laboratory facilities. and further curricu-
lum development (EDUC,ASTR ///). More generally. the
classroom teacher is a key factor in the success of any new
educational innovation. But, there is currently a serious
shortage of mathematics and physical-science teachers in
the secondary schools, with little prospect of early im-
provement in the situation, and Iii0SJ hired to fill the
yacancies often ,lack the techniciil background to offer
quality instruction. een ith existing curricula
(AST R- -III). Other factors that could inhibit the implemen-
tation of the new technologies in the c lassroom include
inadequate laboratory facilities and equipment (partially
caused by rapid adsances in science and technology land a
decline in programs for faculty development coupled with
limited continuing education opportunities.

Fostering Industry Involvement

The process of adapting new electronics technologies to
classroom use might be well served by' increasing the
participation of business and industry The private sector
has sophisticated know ledge of the new technologies and

.1 00
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may be able-to help in adapting the technologies to the
,vlassroom and in curriculum deVelopment. Other forms of
industry support plight include equipment, financial aid,
and-participation:in-teacher training activities. Thereare
obvious benefits to 'industry, including the purchase of
equipment and-services b, State and local governments
and school systenis. Industry involvement might also
increase public support for its own research and develop-
ment efforts. An equally important benefit is the oppor-

mty to,expose students to careers in science and technol-
ogy, especially in those fields with shortages of trained
personnel, as discussed further on in this section. There-
fore.increaing indusry involvement is a potential mecha-
nism for. facilitating the technology transfer process in the

, coming years, and it would benefit both the educational
system and the industries involved.

OPPORTUNITIES' PROVIDED BY THE COGNITIVE SCIENCES

A central question concerning theuse,of new technologies
in education is how students (particidifily, young children)
respond to electronic teaching' and learning tools/ Cogni-
tive science, a multidisciplinary approach to the study of
human mental processes, maybe able to shed some light

cn that and related questions. The relatively new field
encompasses contributions from a number-of disciplines,
including psychology, computer science, anthropology,
linguistics, .and education. Current research addresses
-information processing. the. storage and retrieval of
knowledge, and the acquisition of cogmtive,skills.. Nota-
ble recent advances in thepry development include the use
of njathematical ,models of decision processes, which
allows scientists to distinguish the impact of human biases
and di scruranative-capacity on task performance, the

o analysis of speech perception and the cognitive.proceNses
involed in reading; and the analysis of semantic Memory
and the correlates of recall of related word, andconcepis.
Of particular importance for education is the aspect of
cognitiVe psychology that focuses on the diagnosis of
'disabilities. That improNed diagnosis would aid the ell-
cation of many, handicapped school-aged children in
the country who are mentally retarded, have speech de-
fects, or exhibit learning or reading problems (NRC-4).

Other research findings in cognitive science also are
directly applicable to education. For example, research in
the problem _solving process can offer more effective
methods for ,teaching. The subdiscipline of psychology
called metacognition is studying self-monitoring and self-
contthl skills.used in comprelension and complex knotvl-
edge acquisition. Teaching children to monitor their own
comprehension, a characteristic of skilled readers, can be

a -powerful instructional technique (NRC-4; EDUC)
Effective human interaction, including that occurring

in an educational setting, is partially dependent on ones
ability to understand the feelings and intentions of others.
Therefore, research on social and cognitive development

p

of children can offer additional insights into the learning
process, which could aid, teachers in the presentation of
material. Studies have-explored.the development of ethi-
cal sensitivity, -the influence of peers, -the "pro-et-SS bj
which social and cognitive skills are learned, and the
influence of television on behavior. In addition, some
researchers are analyzing social and cognitive develop-
ment in -tmotionally disturbed and delinquent tihildren
(s.sg-6).

The findings.from these ,kinds of studies ma) be ap-
plicable in educational settings. although the exact wit)
they might be appliedhas not yet been clearly articulated
One. possibility n4ed above is that the studies, could
provide guidelines for the utilization of the new informa-
tion technologies through the assessment of factors influ-
encing modes of interaction. Future research could study
the response of children to machine technology as a learn-
ing loot -simplementing or replacing. in some instances,
direcheacher-student interaction. related investigation

would. be the effect of machine technology on social and
cognitiVe development (SSRC-6).

--PRON-11DING ADEQUATE EDUCATION IN
'SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY'

ikc'entral concern with science and technology education
is the ability of the United States to produce and maintain
a pool of highly qualified scientists and engineers There
are how) and may continue to be personnel shortages in
sand engineering specialties and the computer sciences.
as well as spot shortages in importaia subdisciplines of the
physical and biological sciences (ASTR-///) Sirice the
impacts of those shortages are discussed in detail in Sec-
tion ES' of the first .chapter of this report, they w ill not he

`repeated h&e.
,However, providing adequate education for future sci-

entists and engineers is only one concern The educations'
needs of two other larger groups will also continue
demand attention and action in the next 5 ar re

groups arc. (I) those who directly support t activities of
scientists and,engineers and'or whose jobs emand day-
so-day familiarity with modern technology, and (2) the
general public, many of whose occupations and profes-
sions increasingly involve science and technology consid-
eiations orklealing with technical people, and all of whom
need some understanding of science and technology to
function as citizens in a democratic Ociety

ENSURING AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF TECHNICALLY -
QUALIFIED PERSONNEL

Many people, including both administrators and technical
staff, augment and support the work of science and engi-
neering professionals A moderate level of competence
and understanding of science, mathematics, and techriol-
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ogy has also become essential, or at least highly desirable,
for effective performance in- Many_ prefessions, such as
laW or business administration, which had little to do with
science and' technology as recently as '20 years ago. A
basic.understanding of technology also can be usefullor
secretaries who use word-processing machines, ,grocery
clerks Who use atittilltated checkout devices, -and depart-
ment store personnel-who use computers to scan inven-
tory. One'area where there is a marked need for personnel
with some -fundamental understanding of science and
technology is the armed forces. Weapons systems are
becoming more and_more -sophisticated, and, -although
much of the training needed to function effectively in the
armed:forces- is provided -by the military, a background
understanding of science and 'technology can-be of great
help (NS).

The-technicians who work directly with science and
engineering professionals or with their ;equipment (for
example, repairmen, programmers, and laboratory assist-
ants) are of particular concern, since the size-and expertise
of that group.Of-specialists bear directly on the success of
-sciente and technology enterprises. Other industrialized
-countries. including West Germany, Japan, and the Soviet
Union, -Provide_specialized training, financially reward-
ing jobs. and high status to technicians. In contrast, Amer-
ican =educational efforts in that area have been widely
scattered among technical and-vocational high chools,
on-the-job training, and high-quality, although also high-
cost, programs in the armed-services. Recently. 2-year
community colleges have begun to play an-important role
in technician training, and one important characteristic of
those institutions is their scnsitiV sty to locAl demand.
However, they are at present overburdened with the need
to teach remedial mathematics to entering students who
-lack an adequate preparation to pursue techmeal training
courses, and are, in general, - isolated from the-rest of the
science and engineering educatiOn,sy stem:Furthermore.
little infOrmation is available to Aecondary school students
'about opportunities for careers in technical fields that exist
-for graduates with adequate preparation in science and
mathematics -or with state-of-the-art training in them.
Finally, information is lacking about the present and fu-
tine requirements of technology -based industries for,tech-
nicians. Therefore, there is a need to obtainand assess
information about the quality and extent of current techni-
cian training efforts and the present and future require-
ine,nts for technical personnel.

y<PANDINO PUBLIC AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Most Americans have no direct involvement. in science
and technology or with science or engineering profession-
als. Yeti technological advances shape the quality and

direction of all of our lives in such areas as health; empi iy-
ment, housing, recreation, famirystructure, and the gen
eral physical environment. During the remainder of the
century, science ,and technology- wilclikt.:1,y increase the
complexity of society, as they have during the past 20
years. Thus,-a deeper understanding of science and tech-
nology and their relationships to society w ill be in-
creasingly important-to the ability of Americans to func-
tion both in their occupations and professions and in their
roles as\ citizens.

Secondary school education in many industrialized
countries:, including West Germany. Japan. and the Sol, jet
Union, places heavy emphasis on science anal mathema-
tics.-On the other-hand, while there, is an increasing need-.
for technological sophistication among the Ameticin
public,:there is indication of a--trend' dining the-past
years in- the opposite directiontoward a decreasing- un;
derstanding of even the rudinients of science and technol-
ogy (labeled scientific and technological illiteracy by
some). Purported causes of that trend include adectining
emphasis on mathematics -and science in-secondary edu-

, cation, a shortage of qualified secondary.school math,. ma-
tics and physical science teachers, a reduction in require-
ments for college admission, and a lowering in the level
and substance of courses at both secondaty and ciillege
levels for ,students who do not pursue careers in science
and engineering (ASTR -II, ASTR-III) Furthermore,
given the rapid rate of technological,adv ante during the
past 20 years. many adults who may have received an
adequate formal education in science and mathematics
now find that education obsolete, unless they hate taken
advantage of informal opportunities to renew and refresh
it (EDUC).

One potential consequence of the Lick of scientific and
technical sophistication among the general public. in ad-

-dition todeficiencies related toTrofessional and occupa-
tional needs, is a reduced ability to participate in the
political process in an infomied way, particularly in deci-
sionmakine, concerning science and technology policies
and.related activities. For example. it is useful for citizens
to be able to understand, at least in a general way, aid) ses
of costs, risks, and benefits associated w ith technological
..dvances that have immediate impact on their lives
(EDUC).

Since the decline' in science and technology literacy
among the, American public has been el, ident fur over a
decade, and since its causes are complex. a variety of steps
will be necessary to arrest and reduce it. None of them is
likely to produce rapid, dramatic changes. The most im-,

N)ortant priority is to recognize the severity and complex-
ity of the problem and to initiate long -term programs that
can begin to have effects. The Federal Government's role
in helping-secondary schools and colleges provide more
appropriate opportunities to study science and -mathe-
matics is necessarily limited (EDUC. ASTR-II).
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Appendix
Notds on Using the Five-Year Outlook
and Its Sources

The Five-Year Outlook on science and technology is not
intended as an exhaustive treatment of all the issues asso-
ciated with a,given topic.. Rather, it higinights those as-
pects that the NatiOnal SciencePoundation (NSF) consid-
ers most significant. Readers are referred to the Source

Volumes, to sources contributed to the first Five-Year

Outlook, and, to recent Science Indicators and ,Annual

Science and Technology Reports for more exhaustive,
indepth 'discussions, as well as supporting evidence and
'argument:

ThecOntextof the legislation requiring the Five -Year,

0iitlook,and Annual Science and Technology Reports
(Public Law 4.-282) indicates recognition by Congress
that the types and organization of the information in the
reports should-serve the needs of other audiences in addi-
tion to the poliCY plannersin the legislative and executive
branches of the Federal Government. In particular,,the act
addresses ,the need, to -exchange scientific-and technical
information among:the various Federal departments and
agencies. It alsci states, as a matter Of-policy, that the
perspectives and -needs of State mid lopl,goveminents,
industyy,.universities,,professionai societies, and thegen-

- I

eral public should be taken into consideration in devising
\h:

and assessing strategies for science and technology JSec-
tion 102(a), (b) and (c)].

ReaderS in each of those groups may, however. ap-
proach the Five-Year Outlook and its companion Annual

Science and, Technology Rkports from different perspec-
tives and with different objectives in mind. Those whose
interests fodus primarily on current and likely future de-
velopments in a particular field of:science and technology,
on particular science and technology= policy issues,-or on
perspectives of a particular group of Federal scie ce and
technology agencies may want, to proceed dir ftly to
relevant contributions published in the Source Vdhimes.

For the convenience of such readers, an annotated bibli-
ography of selected sources and a detailed, topical index

are included in the second Source Voliirne.
Readers who are interested primarily in current and

,

emerging issues associated with particular Office of Man-
agernent and, Budget (OMB) functional- categories can
begin with the appropriate sections of Chapter II and refer
to the sources cited therein for more extensive discussions
of topics. Those who are -co cerred primarily with an
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overview .of the relations of science and; technology to
bioad area of current national interests can begin with the
four generic policy sections of Chapter I, again referring
to the-cited source references for more detailed
discussiA'

There are many other ways of presenting the material in
Chapters 1 and 11. An alternative, for ex9mple, would be-to
present a synthesis of the source materials categorized
according to thellIpriority goals for science and technol-

Table tSections of Some Related Science an Technology Policy Reports Dtsussing, Pnonty Goals for Some and TeItnology.

ogy liSted in Section 102(b) of the National S'cience and
Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of
1976. Table 1 is. intended to _assist readers who require

infOrmation about the relations between current trends and.
those. 13 goals by identifying sections in the first and
second Five-Year Outlooks, the first three Annual Science
and Technology Reports, and the two most recent Scienge
Indicators-reports that address each goal.

PRIORITY COALS SI-78 SI-80

FOCICI international peace. and

other inleminanal and foreign
policy goals

Ch. 1 Ch. I

2.. Increase 14 efficient use of
essential products and materials

PP. 55i'60
pp. 81-83
pp. 93-99

pp. 60-691
pp.79-82
pp. 179-200

3. Assure an adequate supply of
food. materials. and energy

pp. 55-60
pp. 93-99

pp. 60-64
pp. 79-82
pp. 97-99
pp'115-116
pp. 190-200

.4, Contribute to national security pp 55-60 pp. 60-64
pp. 79-82

5. Improve health care pp. 55:60 pp. 60-64
pp. 79-82

pp. 9244
pp. 97-99
pp. 190-197

6 Preserve. roster. and restore a
healthful and esthetic
environment s.

pp. 55-66 pp. 60-64
pp. 98-99 pp. 79-82

7. Provide protec!ion for oceans
arid polar regions: Utilize their
resources effectively

8. Strengthen the economy and
promote full employment
through Ski' innovations

Ch. 4 p. 22-34
pp. 200-204
Ch. 4

, 9, Increase the quality of pp. 55-60
educational oPportunities

PR 6-7
pp. 60-64
pp. 186-190

10. Promote the conservion and
efficient use of the Nation's
natural and human resources

pP. 5540
pp. 93-99
Ch. 5

pp 60-64
Ch, 5

11. Improve housing. transportation. pp. 15-60 pp. 60-64
and communications systems: pp. 93-99 pp 79-82
provide effective public services pp. 200-204

12. Eliminate air and water
,pollution and unnecessary.
ineffective, or unhealthful drugs

. and food additives

pp. 55-60
pp. 93-99

pp. 60-64
pp. 79-82
pp. 197-200

13. Adv;hce the exploration and pp. 55-60 pp. 60-64

p'exefult uses of outer space ow pp. 93-99 pp. 79-82

pp. 92-94
pp. 182-186

ASTR- ASIR 71I, AiTR -111 Outlook r outwit nr.

Ch. 5 111-11 I-F SOD-5 1-13.C.D

.1V-A 11-E1 11-C.D.E.RG.1
V III-A

Ch. 2 1V-A I-C S0D-1.2.3 I-C
Ch. 3 II-E,G TS -1,2

III-A

Ch. 2 11-C.E 1-D.E SOD-1.2.5 1-D

Ch. 3 111-13.E 11-)E.G .R.J.L TS-2.4.5 11-E.F.G.I1.1

IV-A III -A.
IX-C.1

Ch. 2 111.11 it -B IS/-7 I-B.b
Ch. 3 11-11.C.J

.Ch. 2 111-A 11-D.11.1 ,

1

SOD-3.4 I-E
Ch; 3 IV -A 111-A TS-3.5.6.8 11-B.D -

IX-1

Ch. 2 11-F SOD-3 1 -IS E

Ch. 3 1V-A 111-A TS-1.6.8
1X-D

Ch. 3 111-E 1-E SOI)=5 I-I)
IV -A II-1. TS-2 11-C.E.1:

V-B

Cht 5 11-13 1-B.0 SOD-I.5.6
estt'. 6 1V-A TS-5,7 11-F .G.11.1

VIII

Ch. 2 VI 1-13 - SOD-6 11-0.1

Ch. 3
\

Ii -.pt

Ch. 2 Il -F 1-B.E SOD-2.5 1-E

Ch. 3 111-C.E.1 11-B.C.G.1 TS-1.2.4.5 11-B.C.E.F.G.11.1.1

1,:h. 6 1X-C 111A

Ch. 7

Ch. 2 111-D 1-D TS-3 I-E
Ch. 3 11-CE.1 11-11.CD.11.

111-A

Ch. 2 II-F 11-D.G.H.J.L SOD-3 I-D.E
Ch. 3 III-C 111-A TS-5.6.8 11-D.E.F.G.1

Ch. 2 II-D 1-F TS-4 1-1)

Ch. 3 III-G 11-B.C.L 11-13.C.F

Ill-A

by chanter and/or page numbers
**by chapter. number

by chaptersection

-SOD = Stateinent of the Directo. f NSFsection number
TS - Topical Synthesissection number



Appendix B
aration of the Five-Year' 00(16

fibre are many centers of decision on the allocation of
-resources to the support of science and technology in the
_United States and-on the use of the results of science and
technolOgkoLa_yariety of.public purposes. Hence, the
National Science Foundation (NSF) decided at an early
stags that each 'five-Year Otlook should .eiraw upon a,
broad range of-perspectives, botkinside and outside the
FederaVsfrecture. Accordingly, the-first Five-Year Out-
look on science -and technolggy, transmed. to Congress
in May 1980;-synthesiiecf and highlighted detailed treat-
ments Of selected developments and issues contributed fiy
the National Academy of Sciences, 21 Federal agencies,
And 15 individual specialists-in specific science and tech-
nology policy topics.' Those, contributions were pub -
lished` in a separate source volume. P,ublication, of the
highlights-and the more detailed source contributions in
two separate Volumes represented a comprom se between
the expressed needs of Congress for a Ida ively brief
summary of significant trends and issues, an -the desk-
Ability of providing More ekhaUstive docu entation of
specific topics for readers who wish to assess e support-

ing arguments and evidence relating to con fusions set,
forth in the summary. , .,

The second Five-Year Olgook similarly draws on a
range-of sources and makes a similar compromise be-
tween brevity and comprehensiveness. The nature of the
contributions and the ways in which the information they

_provide_has_beenisynthesized.differ,_however,,from_ the
-first Ftve-Year Otlook. These differences reflect. in part.
-comments and Suggestions made by readers of-the first
Five-Year Outlook. views expressed at three congres-
sional hearings,' a symposium at the 1981 Annual Meet-
ing of the American-Association for the Advancement of
Science,' and extensive evaluations by the five university
science, technology, and public policy groups, listed in
Appendix C.

The design and ebnteiit of the Five-Year Outlook, par-
ticularlyselection of the fourigeneeic topics of Chapter I
andthe issues highlighted in both chapters, incorporates
the continuing advice of consultants representing univer-
sities, industries, and State and kx...1 governments, and
the results of discussions with representatives of several

ite-Yetir-Outlook: Problems. Opportunities and Constraints in Sci-

ence and Technology. National Science Foundation: Washington. DC-

1980. In two volumes (NSF Publications 80-29 and 80-30).

2.1tne 13, 1980: Subcommittee on Science. Research and Technology of

the House Committee on Science and Technology. July 31..1980. full
House Committee on Science and Technology. Septeniber 19. I980
Subcommittee on Science. Technology and Space of the Sena_ te Commit

tee on''Commerce, Science and Transportation. -
'HAAS. Program 4"th4l47thNational Meeting (January 3-8.1984
p. 107.
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Federal agencies, including the Office of' ScienceScience and
Technology Policy (0STP) and the Office of Management.
and Budget (OMB).

Responsibility for 'designing and preparing the' Fice-
Year Outlook on science and technology was assigned to
the Staff of the ,PSF Office of Special Projects:

Dr. William A. Bianpied
Dr. Alan I. Leshner

hc.Maevs e McCarthy
Ms,. Minerva Reid.

1
Liaison with other units-of NSF was prOvided by an

Interdirectorate Advisory Group: '
Dr; Alphonse Buccino, Direciorate for Science and

!Engineering Education
Dr. William Butcher, Directorate for Engineering

r
D . Marta Cehelsky, Office' or Planning and Resource

\Management
Dr. Judith Coakley, Directorate for Engineering

i

D,r. Frank Eden, Directorate for Astronomical, At-
itospherie. Earth and Ocean Sciences

&r. Richard Louttit, Directorate for Biological, Be-
,

41avioral and Social Sciences
Dr, Richard Nicholson, Directorate for Math'piatical

find Physical Sciences
Dr., Robert Rabin, Directorate for Biological, Be-

havioral and Social SCiences.
Individual sections Jf the Five-Year Outlook were pre-

Tared. _with.ihe Assistance. of NSF's_ Division of Policy
Research and Analysis. Sections were reviewed by techni-
cal expe,rts inside and outside ate Federal Government,
and a revised manuscript was reviewed at a meeting of
technical; experts on April 9-10,1981. Assistance in cam-
piling quTitit..iive4naterial was provided by NSF's Divi-
sion of Science Resources Studies The final manuscript
was revieed by the Executive Office of the PreSident
prior to transmission to Congress. Individuals outside
NSF who assisted in the design, preparation, and rcView
of the Five-Yeiir Outlook are listed in Appendix C.

t,
The materials published in the two Solace Volumes

were reviewed and revised by their respective contributors
prior to submissiton to NSF:Bch of the chapters contrib-
uted by tine Optional Research Council (NRC) was re-
viewed by specialists selected by the NRC; and the entire
set of chapter sii was reviewed by the NRC Governing
Board.

DraftS of the 'papers written for the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Sciences' Conimittee on
Science, Engineering, and Public Policy were reviewed at
two invitational seminars. The reviews also provided the
framework for broader discussions incomorated into,kwo
additional \essays 'transmitted to NSF- with the revised
papers. Papersrprepared for the Social Science Research
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Council were reviewea by individual specialists, and the
entire.set was subsequently reviewed by a steering group
including representativeS ofthe Council, the Assembly of
Behavioral and Social Sciences of the National Academy
of Sciences, andthetenter for Advanced. Study in the
Behavioral-Srtences.-

The ll Federal agency papers published in the second
Source Volume were drafted by representatives of 22
Federal agencies who worked together in !ask groups
convened by NSF. Each agency with a science- and tech-
nojogy4elated mission within a given functional arch
provided draft material to the group, and the contributions
were integrated by a designated-lead agency representa-
tive into a- single draft narrative. This procedure was
meant tcl4trovideas-compithensive a view as possible of
interactionsaroWederal science and technology agen-
cies with.responsibilities in the samti broad areas. Lead
agency drafts were revised, prior to final transmission to

NSF, in:the' light Of comments by staff of,OSTP, OMB.
and:NSF. 'Participating agencies we

Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce

National 'BUreau of Standards

\-

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Department of-Dek.nse
Department of Education
Department of Energy
Department of Health and Human Services

Alcohol, Drug.Abuse, and Mental Health
Administratibit

Centers foriDiSease Control
Food and drug Administration
Nationalinstitutes atf, Health

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Labor

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Department of State
Department of Transportation
Agency for International Development
Consumer Product Safety Commission
"Environmental Protection Agency
National Aeronautics and Space Adniinistration
National Science Foundation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Veterans Administration

.
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